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Preface
Editors: James Dalziel, Robyn Philip and Jonathan Clare
This monograph/research report has been compiled to provide an overview of the
technical investigations and educational research conducted by the participants in the
COLIS (Collaborative Online Learning and Information Services) Project.
The purpose of the COLIS Project was to investigate a standards-based approach to integrating learning and information systems that may be required by educational organisations in the near future. A key outcome of the project was the creation of a ‘Demonstrator’
environment, which illustrated this integration at a practical level. The initial Demonstrator
was built in 2002, based on systems provided by ﬁve vendors. In subsequent work, a range
of other vendors (including proprietary and open source software systems) illustrated that
their systems could ‘plug and play’ within the Demonstrator framework.
COLIS was funded by the Australian Commonwealth Government, through the Department of Education Science and Training (DEST). From 2001—2002 the project (COLIS
Phase 1) was managed by a consortium of universities (Macquarie University, the University of Newcastle, University of New England, University of Southern Queensland and
the University of Tasmania) with Macquarie as the lead institution. From 2003–2004 the
project (Phase 2) was managed by Macquarie University (with continued input from the
original consortium and other institutions), and known as the Interaction of IT Systems
and Repositories Project (IIS&R).
The COLIS Demonstrator provides a framework for institutional interoperability of elearning and library systems. It was built as a test bed, based on current standards. The idea
was to demonstrate how the seamless sharing of online learning and information resources
could be managed technically, and what implications that had for the stakeholders’ likely
use of such systems in the near future.
COLIS illustrated a Single Sign On access and identity management system, a (national)
Learning Object Repository, a (local) Learning Object Management System, a system
for digital rights management, a Federated Search Gateway/E-Reserve and a Learning
Management System. International software companies, Learning Management Systems
providers, content producers, and national government agencies were invited to provide
input into the design and development of the COLIS Demonstrator. Researchers from
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higher education, VET and K-12 school sectors were invited to investigate the educational
implications of COLIS for teachers, librarians, administrators and students.
The monograph begins with an overview from Professor James Dalziel from the Macquarie
E-Learning Centre of Excellence (MELCOE), who has been involved with the COLIS
Project from near the start. Dalziel outlines the institutions, vendors and personnel who
contributed to the project. In chapter two Professor Neil McLean from the IMS Global
Learning Consortium, who originally conceived the idea of COLIS (and must be thanked
for his considerable eﬀorts in getting the project underway) provides some reﬂections from
the international point of view about the COLIS ‘dream’ and the evolution of standards.
Chapters three and four are provided by the two project managers for the IIS&R Project
and give summaries of the educational research and the technical trials conducted in 2003.
Chapter ﬁve contains three case studies from the following vendors: Novell (access management), HarvestRoad (learning object repositories) and myinternet (Learning Management
Systems). Chapters six through to eleven have been written by the six educational research
groups that investigated COLIS during 2003-2004, and give an invaluable insight into the
implications of a system like COLIS for educators and their support staﬀ. Any institution
thinking about investing in e-learning and information systems integration should note
the ﬁndings of these chapters in particular. The book concludes with a brief look into the
future from Professor Dalziel. A CD-ROM containing documents from the COLIS Project
is attached at the end of this book. A list of contents for the CD-ROM can be found in the
ﬁnal appendix.
The editors of The COLIS Project would sincerely like to thank all those who participated
in and contributed to the project. As already mentioned, Dalziel provides a detailed list of
those who participated in chapter one. It has been an enormous eﬀort from the vendors
and the educational researchers who gave considerably of their time. It has certainly been
a unique opportunity to bring together vendors, educators, librarians, technical staﬀ and
many others concerned with e-learning. Of course none of the research could have been
undertaken without the substantial support of the Department of Education Science and
Training (DEST) whose support we gratefully acknowledge, and the time freely given by
the commercial partners. Our thanks to everyone who participated. 
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Chapter 1
An Overview of the COLIS Project
James Dalziel
Macquarie University
As one of many people who have been involved in the COLIS Project, it is encouraging
to see the level of interest it has created. I continue to be pleasantly surprised by the
number of people, both within Australia and internationally, who are aware of the
COLIS Project. However, there is occasional confusion as to what COLIS actually is, so
this chapter provides an attempt at an overview of the COLIS Project both in its initial
form (COLIS Phase 1: 2001-2002) and in its subsequent further development in the
‘Interaction of IT Systems and Repositories’ Project (COLIS Phase 2: 2003-2004) from
a number of diﬀerent angles. For some earlier reﬂections on Phase 1 of the project, see
Dalziel (2002a).

1 INTRODUCTION: COLIS—A QUICK SUMMARY
This ﬁrst section presents a quick overview of COLIS. Following this summary, further
details about COLIS are discussed under the headings: the funded project; the participants
and people; and the Demonstrator. The future is brieﬂy discussed in the ﬁnal chapter.
COLIS Phase 1 was a DEST-funded project (under the Systemic Information Infrastructure Program) in 2001-2002 to explore interoperability and integration of e-learning and
information systems using open standards. COLIS Phase 1 was jointly sponsored by DEST
and IMS Australia, and involved ﬁve universities (Macquarie University as lead, Newcastle
University, the University of New England, the University of Southern Queensland and the
University of Tasmania) and ﬁve vendors (Fretwell Downing Informatics, IPR Systems,
WebMCQ, WebCT, and Computer Associates).
A key outcome of COLIS Phase 1 was the creation of an integrated ‘Demonstrator’ environment incorporating a Learning Object Trading Exchange/Repository, a Learning Object
Management System, a Learning Management System, a Federated Search Gateway/E-Reserve and a Portal/Single Sign On/Directory system. The Demonstrator was based on open
standards/speciﬁcations wherever practical, particularly the IMS speciﬁcations for Content
Packaging, Metadata and Digital Repositories, and the Open Digital Rights Language.
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Once the Demonstrator was ﬁnalised, a series of Roadshows about the outcomes of the
project (including live presentations of the Demonstrator) were given in late 2002/early
2003 across Australia and at a number of international meetings.
While the original funded COLIS Project (‘Phase 1’) was completed in December 2002,
a subsequent DEST-funded project (under the Higher Education Innovation Program)
in 2003-2004 (called ‘Interaction of IT Systems and Repositories’ or COLIS Phase 2)
researched two further aspects of the COLIS Demonstrator environment: (1) the potential
for substituting the original COLIS systems for other vendor systems which comply with
the standards used in COLIS, and (2) educational research into the issues arising from the
COLIS environment for institutional practice.
Under the ﬁrst part of COLIS Phase 2 (‘Substitutability’), a wide range of vendors completed system substitutions in the following categories:
 Learning Management System:
Blackboard, Oracle, WebCT (Vista and
Campus Education) and myinternet
 Learning Object Management
System: HarvestRoad, Concord

 Learning Object Repository: Intrallect
 Federated Search Gateway:
Endeavour, ExLibris
 Portal/Single Sign On/Directory:
Microsoft, Novell, Ebullient

Under the second part of COLIS Phase 2 (‘Educational Research’), six partners conducted
research projects on various aspects of the COLIS Demonstrator—these were:
 Macquarie University and OTEN,
TAFE NSW – Title: ‘The Selection and
Use of Learning Objects for Teaching:
User Perspectives’
 WestOne Services, TAFE WA and
Curtin University – Title: ‘COLIS
Demonstrator, Education Research
Project Practitioner Trial’
 Monash University – Title:
‘Implementing Learning Resource
Management Systems’
 Murdoch University – Title: ‘Use and
Useability of Learning Objects within
the COLIS Demonstrator Framework’
10.

 UK Centre for Education Technology
Interoperability Standards (CETIS)
– Title: ‘Integration Issues for Managed
Learning Environments from a
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Further details about each of the two parts of COLIS Phase 2 are contained in the relevant
chapters in this report. The conclusion of COLIS Phase 2 was marked by the release of a
monograph/research report (of which this chapter is a part) summarizing the ﬁndings of
COLIS Phase 2, and drawing the overall project to a close. While there are many issues raised
by COLIS yet to be resolved, the conclusion of project funding provided an opportunity to
crystalise the outcomes of four years into this report as a basis for other future research.

2 THE FUNDED PROJECTS
COLIS Phase 1 began its life in 2001 as a cluster of ideas of Professor Neil McLean (Director
of IMS Australia and then Pro-Vice-Chancellor, E-learning and Information, Macquarie
University). The central concept of these ideas was to conduct research into, and provide a
practical demonstration of, integrating disparate e-learning and information systems using
open standards/speciﬁcations. COLIS is an acronym for ‘Collaborative Online Learning
and Information Services’ (although the ‘Services’ has sometimes morphed into ‘Systems’,
e.g. Dalziel, 2002a).
The COLIS ideas became a funding proposal (for approximately $500,000 Australian)
to the Australian Federal Government Department of Education Science and Training
(DEST) as part of the 2001 Systemic Information Infrastructure Program. Professor
McLean approached a wide range of Australian Universities over a short period of time
to invite them to be involved in the COLIS Project, and four universities (University of
Newcastle, the University of New England, the University of Southern Queensland, and the
University of Tasmania) joined with Macquarie University (the lead institution) to form
the ﬁve universities of the COLIS Project. The primary goal of COLIS was:
To develop a distributed systems framework for online learning and information services
which would demonstrate the following:
•
•
•

Linking of Learning Management
Systems to library e-services;
Incorporation of speciﬁed levels of
digital rights management;
Seamless movement between
applications using Single Sign On,
incorporating directory services;

•

•

Implementation of speciﬁed components
of the IMS Digital Repositories Working
Group framework, including OAI
harvesting and the SRW and Z39.50
query search protocols;
Speciﬁed components in the life cycle
management of learning objects.
(McLean, 2002)
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During the early part of the COLIS Project (2001), the ﬁve universities met to compare
and contrast their existing e-learning and information systems with a view to developing a
common architectural view of a university IT environment. This aspect of the project is less
well known than the Demonstrator, but it was an important foundation to the later work
as a mapping of current understanding. The architectural diagrams of the ﬁve universities,
together with a generic architecture diagram, are available under ‘Functional views of
institutional system components’ section of .
The generic architecture diagram is included here as Appendix C.
As the architectural work drew to completion in February 2002, the quarterly meeting of
the IMS Global Learning Consortium e-learning speciﬁcation development group was held
in Australia for the ﬁrst time. The meeting occurred in Sydney, and was hosted by Professor
McLean for IMS Australia. This meeting provided an opportunity to share international
experiences and plans for implementing IMS speciﬁcations, and was another important
foundation for the COLIS Project. The meeting also included presentations about the MIT
Open Knowledge Initiative (OKI, 2001), a diﬀerent approach to solving similar problems
to those addressed by COLIS.
The bulk of the development and integration work for the COLIS Demonstrator took place
between the February 2002 IMS meeting in Sydney and the September 2002 IMS meeting
in Sheﬃeld, UK. The ﬁrst public showing of the Demonstrator environment was at the September 2002 IMS meeting, followed by the ﬁrst Australian presentation in October 2002
at Macquarie University. Following this, presentations (or ‘Roadshows’) were conducted
at each of the participating universities, as well as in all Australian state and (mainland)
territory capitals (except Darwin) from November 2002 to April 2003. In formal terms, the
COLIS Phase 1 Project was completed in December 2002 with a report to DEST, although
in practical terms the end of Phase 1 and the start of Phase 2 overlapped in the form of the
Roadshows, which were completed by April 2003 with the ﬁnal Roadshow in Adelaide.
COLIS Roadshows covered the background to the COLIS Project, a live presentation of
the Demonstrator environment (where technically possible), discussion of Demonstrator
interoperability issues (‘behind the scenes’), discussion of conceptual issues for the future
(including Digital Rights Management issues, the ‘COLIS Global Use Case’, and ‘What
is a Learning Object anyway?’, see Dalziel, 2002b), an overview of developments in IMS
(especially the formation of the IMS Digital Libraries Special Interest Group), and the
future of COLIS. Attendees received a CD-ROM containing screenshot walkthroughs
of the four COLIS Demonstrator use cases (see below), together with a wide range of
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related documentation (such as project papers, relevant IMS speciﬁcations, etc). While
most COLIS resources have been made available via the COLIS website 
, the screenshot walkthroughs were only available from the CD-ROM
due to the large ﬁle size.
COLIS Phase 2 began as a DEST-funded project called ‘Interaction of IT Systems and
Repositories’ (IIS&R), formally starting in January 2003. COLIS Phase 2 was initially
responsible for the coordination of the COLIS Roadshows and stabilization of the initial
COLIS environment (details of the IIS&R project are summarized at 
. The main focus of COLIS Phase 2 (or IIS&R), however,
was two projects planned for the second half of 2003 – the ‘Substitutability’ and ‘Educational Research’ Projects.
The ﬁrst of these projects (‘Substitutability’ – see 
) was designed to test whether it was practical to substitute the

original systems in the COLIS Demonstrator for equivalent products from other vendors
that adhered to the same speciﬁcations. In theory, it would be possible to create another
COLIS Demonstrator environment using an entirely diﬀerent group of ﬁve vendors, and
yet achieve approximately equivalent outcomes if they adhered to the same speciﬁcations.
In reality, it was more practical for substitutions to be conducted one at a time into the
original environment to examine the implications of new systems within the original
Demonstrator.
The second project (‘Educational Research’ – see 
) was to conduct research into the implications of the COLIS Demonstrator
for the future requirements of educational institutions. If COLIS provided a glimpse of a
likely future of integrated e-learning and information systems for educational institutions,
then there was an important need for research into the requirements of this environment in
terms of changing staﬀ roles, professional development, institutional workﬂow, etc.
The COLIS Phase 2/IIS&R Project had approximately equivalent funding to the original
COLIS Project, and ran for approximately the same period of time (two years), although
with the bulk of the work conducted in 2003 and early 2004. The project was formally
managed by Macquarie University, with the Contact Oﬃcer for IIS&R initially designated
as Maxine Brodie (University Librarian), but with project management handled by the
Macquarie University E-learning Centre of Excellence (MELCOE).
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COLIS Phase 2 allowed for an expansion of not only the number of vendors (through
the substitutability component), but also the number of educational institution partners
beyond the original ﬁve. These new partners included additional universities (including
those involved in the CETIS project in the UK), and other educational organizations
(such as Technical and Further Education institutions in NSW, Tasmania and WA). The
participation of a wider group of institutions provided additional input into the shaping
of COLIS.
The IIS&R project is referred to here as COLIS Phase 2 to indicate that it continues on
from the original COLIS Project, rather than being an independent project. At other times,
it has been called ‘COLIS one and a half ’, to indicate that although it continues on from
the original project (and includes some additional speciﬁcation implementation around
SOAP messaging for the IMS DRI speciﬁcation), it does not break signiﬁcant new technical
ground through the introduction of new speciﬁcations or systems (such as in the areas of
competencies, learning design, reading lists, assessment, etc). This informal designation
was designed to allow for a new future project that was explicitly about new speciﬁcations/systems (sometimes informally called ‘Super COLIS’), rather than only substitution
and educational research (as in IIS&R). As it now appears unlikely that funding will be
available for future COLIS development beyond 2004, the report represents a summary of
the lessons learned across both funded COLIS-related projects.

3 THE PARTICIPANTS AND PEOPLE
COLIS Phase 1 was sponsored by two organisations, the Australian Federal Government
Department of Education Science and Training (DEST) and IMS Australia. IMS Australia
is the local coordination group for e-learning standards and speciﬁcations development in
Australia, and its Director is Professor Neil Mclean. IMS Australia is not a subsidiary of
IMS Global Learning Consortium, but rather it is the name given to a DEST-funded body
created to liaise with Australian educational organisations about their standards/speciﬁcation needs, and contribute these to IMS Global Learning Consortium (in this sense, it is
somewhat equivalent to CETIS, the UK Government/JISC e-learning standards coordination body).
While much of IMS Australia’s work focuses on IMS speciﬁcations, it should be noted
that it also contributes to other international standardisation eﬀorts such as IEEE LTSC,
IS0/IEC JTC1 SC36, and other bodies. In recognition of this broader focus, there has been
occasional discussion of changing the name of IMS Australia to Educational Technology
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Standards Australia, although to date IMS Australia remains the generally acknowledged
title. Regardless of titles, DEST is the ultimate funding source of the COLIS Project though
the funding provided directly to COLIS Phase 1 via the Systemic Information Infrastructure grant, and indirectly through the support that IMS Australia receives from DEST.
DEST was also the funding source of the COLIS Phase 2/IIS&R project through a grant
from the 2002 Higher Education Innovation Program (HEIP).
The ﬁve universities involved in COLIS Phase 1 were Macquarie University (as project
leader), the University of Newcastle, the University of New England (UNE), the University
of Southern Queensland (USQ), and the University of Tasmania. While many people from
these institutions have been involved in COLIS, some key liaison staﬀ were Ms Penny Carnaby and Ms Maxine Brodie (University Librarians, Macquarie), Ms Charmian Eckersley
(Library Senior Manager, Newcastle), Ms Eve Woodberry and Professor Denise Kirkpatrick
(University Librarian and Director of E-learning, UNE), Ms Madelaine MacPherson (University Librarian, USQ), and Ms Christine Goodacre (Director of E-learning, Tasmania).
The ﬁve vendors involved in COLIS Phase 1 were Fretwell Downing Informatics (Federated
Search Gateway/E-Reserve); IPR Systems (Learning Object Trading Exchange—LOX);
WebMCQ (Learning Object Management System, and assistance with Portal/Single Sign
On); WebCT (Learning Management System—WebCT Campus Edition); and Computer
Associates (Directories). While many people from these organisations have been involved
in COLIS, the key liaison staﬀ were Mr Neil Smith (FDi), Mr Peter Higgs and Dr Renato
Ianella (IPR Systems), Dr Yoichi Takayama and myself for WebMCQ; Ms Kimberly Voltero
for WebCT, and a number of staﬀ from Computer Associates.
The core team for Phase 1 who supported engagement with the universities and vendors
was made up of Professor Neil Mclean (Project Director), Ms Lyn McCullagh (Project
Manager – Liaison and Roadshows), Mr Rom Koziol (Project Manager—Demonstrator),
Ms Kerry Blinco (COLIS Independent Architect) and Mr Nishen Naidoo (Macquarie
Library Technical Support). Additional standards advice was provided by Mr Jon Mason
(Deputy Director, IMS Australia).
1 My own involvement with the COLIS Project arose initially from contact between Professor McLean (in his role as Director of IMS
Australia) and WebMCQ Pty Ltd (an Australian e-learning company where I was a part-time Executive Director) about the topic
of learning objects. This led to a connection between WebMCQ and Macquarie University, and a subsequent invitation to be
involved in the COLIS Project in the area of Learning Object Management. During the same period I was involved in academic
research into e-learning through a part-time position at the Institute for Teaching and Learning at the University of Sydney,
although my involvement in COLIS was only through WebMCQ, not through the University of Sydney. In late 2002, Macquarie
University decided to set up a new E-learning Centre of Excellence (MELCOE), and I was invited to become Adjunct Professor and
Director of MELCOE on a half-time basis. I accepted this position in February 2003 (and resigned from the University of Sydney at
the same time). At the end of 2003, I left WebMCQ, and took up a full time position as Director of MELCOE.
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In addition to the above, a number of associate organizations contributed to COLIS Phase
1 in particular areas. The Open Training and Education Network (OTEN) of TAFE NSW
contributed IMS Content Package learning objects and learning object metadata. OCLC
in the USA provided OAI harvesting of learning object metadata and SRU/SRW searching
of this metadata. Cancore and EdNA Online provided learning object metadata for OAI
harvesting by OCLC. The Australian CSIRO provided a hosting environment and technical
support for the original Demonstrator environment.
As will be obvious from the above, many people contributed to the success of the COLIS
Project, and it is not possible to acknowledge all of them individually here. Nonetheless, I
am sure I speak for the COLIS team, the institutions and the vendors when I say that we
greatly appreciate all the assistance given to the COLIS Project. Without the signiﬁcant
goodwill of many people, COLIS would not have been possible. Thank you to all!
For COLIS Phase 2, Ms Maxine Brodie and I collaborated on the development of the
proposal to DEST, with Maxine subsequently named as the DEST Contact Oﬃcer. The day
to day management of the project was handled by MELCOE staﬀ as follows: Demonstrator
Stabilisation Project and Governance—Mr Jonathon Wolfe; Substitutability Project—Mr
Jonathan Clare; and Educational Research Project—Ms Robyn Philip. Additional technical
support was provided by Mr Nishen Naidoo in 2003, and Mr Serg Kovalenko in 2004.
A wide range of vendors participated (at their own cost) in the Substitutability Project,
including: Blackboard, Oracle, WebCT, and myinternet (Learning Management System);
HarvestRoad and Concord (Learning Object Management System); Intrallect (Learning
Object Repository); Endeavour and ExLibris (Federated Search Gateway); and Microsoft,
Novell, and Ebullient (Portal/Single Sign On/Directory). Staﬀ from all of these vendors
provided valuable time and assistance to the project. Special thanks goes to staﬀ who
participated in Phase 2 workshops, including Mr John Townsend from HarvestRoad; Mike
Turner from Oracle; Mr Dan Ingvarson from myinternet; Mr Craig Peden from Microsoft;
and Ms Patty Crawford and Mr John Singleton from Novell. Additional thanks are due to
Dr Yoichi Takayama (MELCOE), Dr Martin Morrey (Intrallect) and the team at E-Plus Pty
Limited for assistance with implementation of IMS DRI SOAP messaging during 2004.
An equally wide range of researchers were involved in the Educational Research Project,
including Dr Maree Gosper, Karen Woo and colleagues from Macquarie University together with Mr Tim Hand from OTEN, TAFE NSW (Project Title: ‘The Selection and
Use of Learning Objects for Teaching: User Perspectives’); Ms Christine Goodacre, Derek
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Rowlands and colleagues from the Tasmanian consortium (Project Title: ‘Real World
Metadata Management for Resource Discovery; Proof of Concept Across Education Sectors
in Tasmania’); Dr Rob Phillips, Raj Gururajan and colleagues from Murdoch University
(Project Title: ‘Use and Useability of Learning Objects within the COLIS Demonstrator
Framework’); Ms Robyn Bower, David Appleby and colleagues from WestOne Services,
TAFE WA (Project Title: ‘COLIS Demonstrator, Education Research Project Practitioner
Trial’); and Professor Sally Joy, Owen O’Neill, Jane Howie, Ian Walker and colleagues
from Monash University (Project Title: ‘Implementing Learning Resource Management
Systems’); and Dr Neil Ringan, Ms Lisa Corley and Ms Lorna Campbell from CETIS, UK
(Project Title: ‘Integration issues for managed learning environments from a standards
perspective’).
Finally, it should be noted that COLIS Phase 2 continued to receive support and encouragement from staﬀ associated with IMS Australia, including Professor Neil McLean, Mr Jon
Mason and Ms Kerry Blinco.

4 THE DEMONSTRATOR
COLIS is probably best known for the Demonstrator environment created in Phase 1,
and then extended and replicated (using diﬀerent system substitutions) in Phase 2. The
‘Demonstrator’ was a ‘proof-of-concept’ or test bed environment in which live systems
integration between the various COLIS systems was conducted, based on the designated
open standards/speciﬁcations and related integration information.
The purpose of the Demonstrator was not to present ‘the’ way to achieve higher education e-learning and information systems integration, but rather to present ‘a’ way so as
to illustrate what was actually possible at a practical, hands-on level. This focus on ‘live’
demonstration, rather than simply on theory and architecture diagrams, arose from an
assumption that end-users such as lecturers, librarians, systems administrators and even
students needed to ‘see’ what was possible before they could provide detailed feedback on
desirable functionality for the future.
This approach proved to be successful as a way of engaging end-users in informed debate
and requirements gathering, but it had one interesting unexpected byproduct – once a
solution to a common problem was illustrated in the Demonstrator (e.g. Single Sign On),
many users quickly accepted the solution as if it had always been available, and moved
on to provide feedback about other aspects of the environment. It was as if the solution
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provided by COLIS became invisible once it was working as expected, and users then began
to discuss other functionality of interest to them (usually speciﬁc features of a particular
product). In one sense this was slightly frustrating, as it meant little overt recognition for
some of the most diﬃcult work of COLIS; on the other hand, this can be interpreted as the
ultimate success – once a problem was solved to the satisfaction of users, it quickly became
an invisible part of the fabric of the environment.
In presentations, the Demonstrator was often referred to as having a number of ‘Service
Chunks’ (Appendix B). These chunks represented a coarse-grained depiction of COLIS systems and their focus areas. Early versions of this diagram indicated the following chunks:
 Library E-Services, E-Reserve and
E-Journal
 Content Management
 Learning Content Management

 Learning Management
 Digital Rights Management
 Directory Services
[with an ‘Integration’ chunk at the
centre of these elements]

As the project evolved, certain adjustments to these chunks were made in the implementation of the Demonstrator. First, the main focus of the Library E-Services area became
the Federated Search Gateway, and in Phase 2, this feature was the focus of substitutions.
Second, the Content Management and Learning Content Management areas combined
into the newly evolving ﬁeld of ‘Learning Object Management’. Third, the focus on Digital
Rights Management in Phase 1 became less of a focus in Phase 2, with the focus shifting to
the functionality of a national level Learning Object Repository, with the ‘Learning Object
Management’ area then focusing on local institutional repositories. Fourth, Directory
Services came to include the diﬃcult cluster of issues incorporating portals, Single Sign On
and directories, and this area was closely connected with implementation of digital rights
at the ‘delivery’ end of the process. Finally, the ‘integration’ chunk was not a service in its
own right, but rather was a key focus of the whole project – it is best viewed as a standardsdriven process rather than as a system.
Given the above, it is reasonable to ask ‘What exactly is COLIS?’ From a diﬀerent angle, a
frequent question from workshops participants was ‘Can we buy a COLIS?’. The answer in
both cases hinges on the fact that COLIS was not a product, but rather a ‘framework’ that
speciﬁed how diﬀerent systems could be combined. Some workshop participants described
COLIS as the ‘glue’ that helped bind together diﬀerent systems – others used the analogy of
COLIS as providing the ‘plumbing’ to make connections between disparate systems.
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In essence, COLIS provided a model for integration – a structure to guide education
sector integrators (whether they work within educational organisatons or in consulting/advisory ﬁrms). Further, as a government-funded freely available set of speciﬁcation
proﬁles, presentation materials, workshop illustrations etc, the outcomes of COLIS provide
‘pre-competitive’ foundations for rapid, eﬃcient and comprehensive solutions to the problems of integrating diﬀerent systems in the education sector. Each vendor or consortium
of vendors could be expected to oﬀer their products in ways that ﬁt within the COLIS
framework to a greater or lesser extent depending on its perceived value to both customers
and vendors. In practice, over the life of the project, a number of vendors (including some
Australian small to medium enterprises – SMEs) noted that their involvement in COLIS
had been of direct beneﬁt in gaining new business.
The Substitutability Project of COLIS Phase 2 provided additional proof of the value of the
COLIS framework, as many vendors were able to substitute diﬀerent systems in place of the
original ﬁve systems in COLIS, and achieve similar outcomes. This was made possible by
the ‘invisible’ COLIS framework that denoted how integration was to be achieved, including the use of open standards/speciﬁcations.
While the speciﬁc integration points of the Demonstrator are highly technical and detailed,
a useful way of describing the internal workings of the Demonstrator is in the form of
a number of practical ‘use cases’ or scenarios that describe typical tasks that could be
performed within COLIS Phase 1 by teachers or learners.
The following four scenarios are based on bullet point summaries of the Demonstrator use
cases presented in each COLIS Phase 1 Roadshow (these were initially prepared by Kerry
Blinco, the COLIS independent architect). Live presentations of the Demonstrator would
illustrate some or all of each scenario depending on time constraints.
SCENARIO 1: SINGLE SIGN ON
 All actions take place within a
 The user moves between the applications
Single Sign On access management
without further authentication challenge.
environment (single challenge).
 Each application authenticates the user
according to the authentication token
 The user is challenged for a user name
passed by the access management
and password by the access management
system—the challenge and response are
system.
invisible to the user.
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S C E N A R I O 2 : L E A R N I N G O B J E C T C R E ATO R
 Create learning object metadata in Learning Object Trading Exchange (LOX).
 Add learning object to LOX.

 Create trade oﬀer in LOX.
 Publish learning object to Learning Object
Trading Exchange (LOX) trade list.

SCENARIO 3: TEACHER
 Search for learning object in Learning
Object Trading Exchange (LOX) or
via resource discovery system, accept
licence terms, download as rightsenabled learning object (IMS Content
Package + ODRL).
 Upload rights-enabled learning object
(IMS Content Package + ODRL) to
Learning Object Management System,
manage whole or component parts of






learning objects, prepare for delivery
via LMS.
Create URL links to learning objects in
LMS course area (secure, auditable).
Create URL links to e-readings in LMS
course area (secure, auditable).
Use Federated Search Gateway (FSG)
to discover other resources.
Create URL links to resources in LMS
course area.

SCENARIO 4: LEARNER
 Login to Learning Management
System (via portal and Single Sign
On system), go to relevant course,
access links to learning objects and
information resources.
 For learning objects, Learning
Object Management System (LOMS)
processes licence requirements and

student details to determine if access is
granted (see ﬁnal point below).
 Use Federated Search Gateway
to identify resources and courses
(including learning objects, library
resources, e-readings, internet
resources).

NB: Both the Learning Object Management System and the electronic reserve system track/audit
student access to resources in compliance with copyright and digital rights requirements.
The focus of COLIS Phase 2 was not on new functionality or system areas, but rather ‘proving’
the COLIS model from Phase 1 through system substitutions and research by educational
experts. However, a small amount of additional work was conducted in relation to the connection between repositories using SOAP messaging building on the work of IMS DRI.
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5 CONCLUSION
In summary, the Demonstrator was both an ‘invisible’ framework, and a practical ‘live’
illustration of how educational systems could be combined. As a result, it provided an
opportunity for a wide range of vendors to illustrate how their systems worked within the
COLIS framework, and in parallel, provided the opportunity for educational researchers to
investigate non-technical issues in the use of the Demonstrator environment.
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Chapter 2
Reﬂections on the COLIS Project
Neil McLean
IMS Australia
1 INTRODUCTION
As one of the originators of the COLIS Demonstrator Project, the aim of this brief
chapter is to reﬂect on challenges inherent in the COLIS concept and to provide a series
of ‘snapshots’ of technical infrastructure challenges facing e-learning communities and
institutional managers who have the responsibility of building technical infrastructure. Because I have not been directly involved in the COLIS Demonstrator Project for
quite some time, there is no attempt in this paper to provide an in-depth analysis of the
COLIS work but rather to put the work in the context of international developments.
There is no easy way of doing this because a whole range of conceptual and practical
issues jostle with each other at the technical level and in trying to relate technical
infrastructure to the diverse range of learning and training communities.

2 THE COLIS DREAM
The COLIS conception was simple and somewhat seductive but in reality it masked a
fearsome range of technical challenges which are still being addressed today.
The thoughts behind COLIS can be summarised brieﬂy as follows:
 Seamless access was required between Learning Management Systems, Learning
Object Management Systems, library service systems and digital rights management
infrastructure.
 In diagrammatic form these four systems areas (together with a ﬁfth ‘access’ area
covering portals, directories and Single Sign On) were depicted as boxes all linked
neatly to another box labelled ‘integration’. (See Appendix B.)
 It was felt that some form of demonstrator project would assist greatly in exploring
the technical options for providing seamless access between these ‘chunks’ of systems
infrastructure.
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 There was a basic premise that an open standards framework should be strictly adhered
to (where possible) in terms of achieving agreed levels of integration.
 Industry engagement was considered essential, although the nature of any such engagement was unclear at the outset.
 Collaborative institutional input was considered highly desirable in terms of developing service requirements and in terms of demonstrating diﬀerent technical scenarios.
With the beneﬁt of hindsight, the objectives still seem sound but there is much to reﬂect on
in terms of the technical and cultural issues to be solved in realising the COLIS dream.

3 INTEGRATION AND INTEROPERABILITY
The terms ‘integration’ and ‘interoperability’ are perhaps the two most commonly used
words in the endless conversations surrounding the development of technical infrastructure. In the COLIS context, integration with all its implications became a key issue in the
very ﬁrst stages of the project. There were two principal issues, namely:
 What functionality had to be integrated?
 How was the integration to be achieved in systems terms?
Given that there were no existing service paradigms linking the four functional areas of
Learning Management Systems, Learning Object Management Systems, library services
and digital rights management infrastructure (together with the overarching ﬁfth area of
portal/directories/Single Sign On), the articulation of functional requirements proved to
be most diﬃcult. In reality, the functionality was eventually deﬁned mostly in terms of what
the chosen industry partners could do within existing systems and standards constraints
rather than in terms of ideal, or even pragmatic, service requirements.
The initial discussions highlighted the diﬃculties of distinguishing at both the conceptual
and practical level the diﬀerences between service requirements, the functional analysis
of the service requirements and the systems analysis of the functional requirements.
The lack of common methodology to deal with these three diﬀerent but interdependent
tasks remains a persistent barrier in reaching a common understanding between major
stakeholders in the e-learning industry.
There were even more imposing challenges surrounding the issue of how integration was
to be achieved. Given that COLIS was committed to an open standards approach, it was
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frustrating for some large reputable companies to be told that their integration products
(often quite sophisticated) were not appropriate in the COLIS context. Having rejected
proprietary ‘black-box’ ways of achieving desired levels of systems integration, the irony
was that in the absence of open standards quite a few technical ‘patches’ were necessary to
achieve the speciﬁed levels of interoperability.
During the life of COLIS the term ‘interoperability’ took on a life of its own in the international context and this led to some problems in portraying the real goals of the
COLIS Demonstrator Project. The term interoperability was extended beyond the original
technical integration scope to include administrative, cultural, legal and collaborative
dimensions, all of which are necessary in the institutional context to achieve desired levels
of interoperability. COLIS, however, was merely a demonstrator environment, and it had
no part to play in this interoperability environment although it provided clues as to issues
which should be addressed.
The use of the term ‘interoperability’ has been most productive in many of the infrastructure debates but it may be coming to the end of its useful life because it means so many
things to so many people and has lost, therefore, some of its original potency.
The principal failure has been the lack of precision in assessing and deﬁning the required
level of interoperability required in any given technical, cultural, administrative or legal
context and the lack of any coherent understanding of the management complexities of
dealing with all these diﬀerent aspects of interoperability in the institutional context.

4 DEVELOPING INSTITUTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Developing institutional infrastructure to support e-learning is proving to be a slow and
painful process. It is no surprise therefore that many people who have seen the COLIS
Demonstrator in action say ‘Can I have one of those right now?’. They see in COLIS a
manifestation of the elusive seamless access and yet they have to live for the time being with
a range of ‘clunky’ systems with varying degrees of limited interoperability.
There is no easy answer to this problem of institutional inertia. The current state of
institutional development is much the same across most developed countries and it can be
summarised in the following form, namely:
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 A lack of awareness of senior
management levels of the importance
of technical infrastructure;
 Under-investment in IT services;
 A cultural gap between academic
practitioners and those providing
infrastructure and support services;
 Continuing ‘turf-wars’ over
management of service domains;
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 No easy technical means of achieving
technical interoperability across
disparate legacy systems;
 Confusion over the role of open
source solutions;
 General disarray over the management
of the diverse range of institutional
repositories;
 An inbuilt self-denial of the intellectual
property rights and obligations associated with digital assets.

It is no surprise therefore that infrastructure development at the institutional level has been
slow and painful and is likely to remain so for some time.

5 THE INTERNATIONAL RESPONSE
There is general agreement among relevant international organisations and agencies that
more concerted action is required in terms of building technical infrastructure that has
critical mass and that can be readily implemented at the institutional level. There is an
emerging consensus that action is required around the following three goals:
 Identification of what is possible in learning environments using the latest
technologies in the context of broad technology frameworks which encompass and
support learning;
 Provision of feedback and input to a wide range of stakeholders;
 Design of large-scale international demonstrator projects in order to advance the
practice and understanding of enriched technology-enabled learning within education
and research communities.
Underlying this proposed program of action is the challenge of moving from ﬁrst generation speciﬁcations, applications and ‘environments’ which focus on delivering learning,
through a technology infrastructure dominated by a limited number of large systems, to
the establishment of innovative learning environments which embrace a broad range of
ubiquitous and niche technologies, applications and services. There is general agreement
on the need to determine and articulate the commonality among existing and emerging
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technology frameworks for learning and teaching and that these agreed frameworks should
be hospitable to ‘best-of-breed’ open source and commercial solutions, providing they
adhere to open standards. This is no easy task and a critical success factor will be the ability
to bridge the gap between technical architectures, best practice pedagogy and innovation.
In addition there is a growing belief in the need for demonstrator projects that address a diversity of users and learning contexts, including teachers, learners, authors, multi-cultural
environments, campus-based environments, distance learning, etc.
The perceived beneﬁts of pursuing these goals include:
 A better understanding of the
educational, organisational and
technical assumptions underpinning
the development of learning
environments;
 Better informed strategies for
the development of national and
international e-learning infrastructure;

 Increased opportunities to leverage
limited public and private funding
resources; and
 A global perspective that aids
academic institutions and individual
academics in developing their own
e-learning implementation strategies.

COLIS has been acknowledged as a world leader in foreshadowing this broad international
agenda and it is important that the lessons of the COLIS Project be fed into the development of the foreshadowed international collaborative action.

6 THE EVOLUTION OF STANDARDS
Much of the COLIS Project was based on the assumption that open systems standards
would evolve to meet the technical infrastructure requirements of e-learning communities. The rapid emergence of what we now know as ‘e-learning’ has provided great challenges in terms of developing interoperability standards within the education domain and
in terms of its relationships with library information resources and services. As with any
new industry, the ﬁrst few years are quite chaotic in terms of technical development and
implementation strategies, many of which are exploratory in nature. While some innovations have ﬂourished, the early phase of the e-learning industry has been predominantly
a cottage industry-type activity led by enthusiasts in academic communities with little
attention initially to the need for any standards framework.
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In 1997, however, the large systems vendors recognized the need for some standardisation
of the interactions between student information systems and the emerging Learning Management Systems. It was at this point that what we now know as the IMS Global Learning
Consortium (IMS) was founded (the original name being the Instructional Management
Systems Project). The founding members were all representatives of technology systems
and software vendors and the bias, naturally enough, was to ‘backend-type’ technical
activity. The most important point to make about the IMS activity is that the development
of speciﬁcations and not standards was the principal goal. The rationale for such an approach was based on the premise that the industry was in its infancy and that what was
needed were ‘quick and dirty’ speciﬁcations to achieve immediate, but limited technical
interoperability. It is no accident, therefore, that the ﬁrst speciﬁcations to emerge were
the Enterprise Speciﬁcation, the Content Packaging Speciﬁcation, and the accompanying
Metadata Information Model Speciﬁcation.
Speciﬁcations in their own right are somewhat meaningless and the key to successful
implementation came through the US Defence-led SCORM application proﬁle which
eﬀectively tested these and related speciﬁcations, providing vital feedback for the revision
of the speciﬁcations.
As the e-learning industry matured, more and more of the key stakeholders (such as DEST
in Australia and JISC in the UK) became members of IMS. As a consequence, the focus
moved to the creation and management of digital learning content, and then to the challenges of speciﬁcations for learning activities. Over the six-year period, speciﬁcations and
guidelines have been approved relating to metadata, content packaging, enterprise systems
(exchange), simple sequencing, learner information packaging, learning design, digital
repository interoperability, question and test interoperability, and reusable deﬁnitions of
competency or educational objective.
Work is in progress on potential speciﬁcations for vocabularies deﬁnition exchange, general
web services, shareable state persistence, interactive content, e-portfolio, interoperability
for mobile learning, resource list interoperability, and digital libraries.
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There are several observations to be made on the current state of IMS activity, namely:
 The breadth of potential speciﬁcation
activity threatens to become
unmanageable;
 There is tension because some of the
speciﬁcations have become de facto
standards and require, therefore,
considerable maintenance;
 Adoption remains spasmodic across
international e-learning communities;
 Only one internationally recognized
standard has emerged based on IMS
speciﬁcations – this being the IEEE
Learning Object Metadata (LOM)
Information Model (IEEE 1484.12.12002);

 The intersection with other related
communities such as library and
information services is proving
diﬃcult to manage in terms of deﬁning
functional interdependence and
responsibility for further standards
work;
 The inevitable interdependence with
a raft of standards produced by other
standards agencies makes the scoping
and selection of work items a diﬃcult
and challenging task;
 There is constant tension between the
desire for some period of stability and
the need to develop new speciﬁcations
to meet new consumer demand.

This imposing list of issues is not a cause for pessimism. Rather, it is a sign of success that
such pressures exist, but the strategic challenge now is to ﬁnd a more orderly way of managing the march towards ever-increasingly complex levels of technical interoperability.

7 STANDARDS IN CONTEXT
There is a constant tension between the real world of technical interoperability (the art of
the possible), the standards-making process (the art of what should be) and the demonstrator world as exempliﬁed by the COLIS Demonstrator (the art of what could be).
Over the past year there have been concerted attempts to reassess the principal issues
in order to have productive dialogue across the three areas identiﬁed above. Whilst no
absolute consensus is ever possible across the diverse range of stakeholders, there is a broad
agreement that the following six areas are of relevance to all stakeholders, irrespective of
the actual infrastructure context.
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Common concepts and development paths for
next generation learning technologies
In the evolution of technical infrastructure there are critical points in time where a basic
reassessment is necessary of the common concepts underpinning the developments which
have already taken place, and of the potential development paths available: ‘knowing what
we know now’ what is the technical potential? There are many diﬃculties in consolidating
opinions in such a fast moving technical environment. Nonetheless, most major software
vendors are in agreement that now is the time for a concerted dialogue with global education communities in order to try and crystallise options for the next stages of e-learning
technical infrastructure development.
Web services architectures
The term ‘web-service’ is now used to mean many diﬀerent things and communities even
within higher education are building diﬀerent stacks of so-called ‘web-services’. It is a
classic case of the over-deployment of a term without understanding the frameworks,
the architectures and the applications which web-services are supposed to support. Part
of the solution to the current semantic confusion is to document systematically current
areas of international best practice and then to identify common trends prior to restating
frameworks and architectures. This is no small challenge but there are signs of suﬃcient
international will to enable such a process to be put in place.
Identity and access management
It was no accident that the COLIS team identiﬁed identity and access management as the
principal technical challenge early on in the project. Identity and access management are
labels for a persistent set of unresolved issues. There is ample scope for further demonstrator projects in this area and projects such as the Macquarie University based Meta Access
Management Systems (MAMS) project are to be encouraged in the international context.
It is necessary to bring together a disparate range of communities in order to understand
the technical, cultural and political issues that need to be addressed in ﬁnding sustainable
solutions in this most complex area of technical development.
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Repository management
There is a host of unresolved issues related to the management of digital asset repositories
in institutions, particularly around the management of learning objects. In most institutions, functional requirements remain unclear, technical architectures are in a state of ﬂux
and interoperability issues are yet to be addressed. Given these uncertainties a strong case
can be made for further large-scale demonstrator projects which would provide valuable
information to individual institutions in developing local strategies.

Digital rights expression and management
It is interesting to note that of all the technical challenges faced in COLIS, digital rights
expression and management has proved the most intractable. There are several principal
reasons for this, namely:
 There is great uncertainty about
the importance of digital rights
management in education.
 Digital rights management aﬀects
every part of technical infrastructure
and it is, therefore, a serious technical
challenge.
 The lack of clarity on repository
management by inference aﬀects the
thinking on business requirements
for digital rights management
infrastructure.

 Ongoing confusion between rights
expression and rights enforcement
(and related delivery issues for rightsenabled content, such as watermarking
and encryption)
 Standards development in this area is
proving to be slow and contentious.
 The COLIS Project is one of the few
examples in the world to date to
actually show how it might operate in
a working environment and this may
prove to be a lasting legacy.

Learning activity and content development
The incorporation of a Learning Object Management System as one of the principal chunks
in the COLIS demonstrator was considered advanced thinking at the time. In the interim
period there has been an explosion of learning activity systems and tools all aimed at taking
advantage of common middleware services (many of these being open source). There have
been various attempts over the past year to build layered service oriented architectures to
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encompass the learning tool, and learning activity related software. It is too early to assess
the usefulness of this work but it is now acknowledged that learning activity should be the
principal driver for new systems development as the learning industry matures.

8 CONCLUSION
This brief overview suggests that there are no magic solutions available for building
sustainable technical infrastructure. Much work is needed at the national and international
level to establish mechanisms which facilitate concerted dialogue on both the conceptual
and practical issues inherent in building e-learning infrastructure. Whilst there is a need
for high-level conceptual work at various points in the evolution of technical infrastructure, there is much to be gained from more demonstrator projects such as COLIS because
they show what can be done in practice in relatively contained areas of activity. The most
eﬀective strategy, both nationally and internationally, for the next few years, is to develop
and nurture close links between actual implementation, the standards making processes
and demonstrator environments. 
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Chapter 3
The Education Research Project
Robyn Philip, Education Project Manager (IIS&R Project)
Macquarie University
1 INTRODUCTION
Online or e-learning continues to develop rapidly as an integral part of higher education. To support this development there is a growing need for robust and well-designed
technical infrastructure systems. To ensure the best use of available resources, systems
for this should be based on principles of interoperability and open standards. Interoperability of systems will mean that technologies designed to agreed speciﬁcations and
standards will be compatible and enhance the resource sharing process. IMS and other
bodies such as IEEE and OKI are developing these standards so that learning content
and information can be more easily discovered, retrieved, shared and distributed. Ease
of access is essential across the many associated databases, digital repositories, learning
content and Learning Management Systems.
A collaborative approach to research into interoperability and standards will hasten the
identiﬁcation of problems and areas of need. It allows for the development of common
goals and provides opportunities to inﬂuence policy makers. For an infrastructure project
as ambitious as COLIS one institution alone could not have adequately undertaken the
required research, so collaboration was an important part of the success of the whole
endeavour.
The Education Research Project was a part of the IT Systems and Repositories (IIS&R)
Project, or Phase 2 of the COLIS investigations. The collaboration that brought about the
research and six case studies in the Education Project will provide government and institutional planners with an assessment of some of the usability, interoperability, technical,
developmental and implementation issues arising from the COLIS initiative. The evidence
for increased re-use of digital e-learning resources and the development of a ‘learning
object economy’ in the near future in higher education is so far not convincing, despite the
acknowledged high cost of design and production of many e-learning resources. Although
there is a general trend towards modularisation, i.e. the ‘breaking [of] the curriculum into
shorter and more conveniently delivered components’ (Cunningham et al 2000, p.145)
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this has not yet signiﬁcantly contributed to widespread patterns of re-use. Additionally,
there is an acknowledged low use of digital learning object databases already in existence,
documented, for example, via the RMIT Clearing House experience (McNaught et al
2000, pp.58-59), the Universitas 21 Project (Koppi & Lavitt, 2003), and the Johnson report
(2003). The Education Research Project has identiﬁed a number of the issues that are likely
to contribute to low usage of such databases, and if eﬀective systems implementation is to
be a reality then these concerns must be adequately addressed.
The research partners
The Macquarie University E-Learning Centre of Excellence (MELCOE) administered the
Commonwealth grant for the IIS&R Project. The Project commenced in January 2003
and ran until March 2004, including a three-month dissemination period. The research
activities were conducted from May to December 2003 and the actual research period for
the institutional partners was from August to December 2003.
Five Australian research groups were invited to join the COLIS educational research, and
limited staﬀ support was provided to a sixth group from the UK.
The Australian researchers and their projects were:
 Murdoch University (WA)
‘Use and Usability of Learning Objects
within the COLIS Demonstrator
Framework’
 Macquarie University and the Open
Training and Education Network
(OTEN) (NSW)
‘The Selection and Use of Learning
Objects for Teaching: User Perspectives’
 WestOne Services and Curtin
University (WA)
‘COLIS Demonstrator—Education
Research Project—Practitioner Trial’
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 Monash University (Victoria)
‘Implementing Learning Resource
Management Systems’
 The University of Tasmania
consortium, including TAFE
Tasmania, the State Library,
Education Department and K-12
(Tasmania)
‘Real world Metadata Management for
Resource Discovery: Proof of concept
across education and library sectors in
Tasmania’
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The research team from the UK, CETIS (the Centre for Educational Technology Interoperability Standards), was able to secure their own funding, and with some staﬀ support from
the IIS&R Project, conducted a small focus group project:
 Centre for Educational Interoperability Standards, CETIS (UK)
‘COLIS Evaluation from a UK Perspective’.

Goals of the Education Research Project
Building on the successful implementation of the COLIS 2002 Project and the development of the COLIS Demonstrator, the Interaction of IT Systems and Repositories (IIS&R)
Project comprised two sub projects: the Education Research Project and the Substitutability Project.
The goal of the IIS&R Project as a whole, stated in the Higher Education Innovation Grant
(HEIP) grant proposal (Brodie, 2002) was:
To improve interaction between IT systems and repositories within a standards framework, by sustaining and extending the outcomes of the COLIS Demonstrator Project, and
by conducting research with teachers and learners.
The Substitutability Project was concerned with the ﬁrst part of the statement; the Education research was primarily concerned with the latter part, ie to:
Conduct research with teachers and learners.
This IIS&R goal ﬁts with the primary objective of all Australian HEIP grants, which is
to improve the quality of provision of higher education through innovative projects. The
goal to conduct research with teachers and learners in the Education Research Project was
deliberately broad to allow for a wide variety of relevant research proposals to be brought
forward by individuals or institutional parties.
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Objectives
The objectives of the Educational Research Project were to:
 Gain teachers’ and learners’ input into
technical developments regarding the
COLIS Demonstrator;
 Obtain input on ‘usability’;
 Determine teaching and learning
implications, especially regarding the
‘COLIS Global Use Case’
(Appendix D);
 Develop workﬂow models;

 Collect data regarding standards for
IMS research;
 Engage in collaboration to develop
a framework for interoperability,
substitutability, standards and digital
repositories;
 Identify possible future directions,
strategies and implications for policy;
 Disseminate the ﬁndings.

Teachers, developers, librarians and other general and academic staﬀ were invited to go
beyond the theory of the ﬁrst COLIS Demonstrator, evaluating the capacity and eﬃcacy
of the system for actual educational e-learning environments. The research also included
discovery of new knowledge about the concept, standards and interoperability to inform
future policy, directions and strategy.

Outcomes
Overall the objectives and outcomes of the Education Research Project were achieved, with
one notable exception: the voice of the student, the learner perspective, was absent. Each of
the research teams developed their own research initiatives and, as none of the proposals
explicitly included students, the ‘learner’ perspective was not targeted for research. In many
ways it was preferable that teachers and their support staﬀ trialled the system before including students in the research, as this reduced any risks to student study programs. However,
it is expected that future research into this critical area could explore customisation of
student learning, the quality of learning outcomes, identiﬁcation of student requirements,
expectations and possibilities not yet envisaged within a COLIS-like system.
Research outcomes are detailed in each of the six individual research project reports, but in
general they included the following:
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CO N C E P T UA L O U TCO M E S
 There was conﬁrmation that the COLIS model, while to some degree an idealised
model, is functional and relatively easy to use in the ‘real world’.
 A revised version of the ‘COLIS Global Use Case’ conceptual model was devised (version: December 2003). This included a role for the librarian, ie the ‘Cataloguer’ in the
model (see Appendix D).
 There was identiﬁcation of the major barriers and motivators to use and reuse of learning objects across three educational sectors.
 A number of barriers and issues affecting implementation of Learning Resource
Management Systems, or similar digital repositories, were identiﬁed—from a national
perspective and a UK perspective.
 Issues aﬀecting the creation of workable metadata schema were identiﬁed.
TA N G I B L E O U TCO M E S
 User guides were prepared for the COLIS Demonstrator, including one prepared by the
WestOne Services partners.
 A minimum metadata set and guidelines for the creation of content were prepared by
the University of Tasmania consortium and Murdoch University.
 Workﬂow models regarding learning object identiﬁcation, preparing learning resources
for the repository, adding and editing learning objects, copyright and other restrictions,
using learning objects in the Learning Management System, and ﬁnding resources were
devised by Monash University.
 Six Education Research reports and the Education Research Project Report were
produced, and this monograph/technical report of the COLIS Project; and
 Dissemination in various media, including a series of national seminars or ‘Roadshows’
held at the conclusion of the research period.

2 THE RESEARCH UNDERTAKEN
While the ﬁrst COLIS Project (Phase 1) focussed on interoperability amongst e-learning
and library systems, the focus of Phase 2, the IIS&R Project, was the context in which
interoperability is relevant, given the e-learning environment. For technology to improve
the quality of student learning it should assist and display obvious beneﬁts to teachers,
educators and their support staﬀ, and students. It must be well suited to the needs of the
users, well designed, developed, implemented and evaluated to ﬁt the context in which it is
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placed. If the technology disrupts the learning environment or is perceived to be a barrier
to good teaching and learning, rather than a facilitator of process and communication, then
the technology will be under-utilised, and probably avoided altogether. Therefore, a holistic
approach to addressing systems interoperability within higher education needs to include
a realistic assessment of the usability of the systems framework by the end users. This was
the focus of the Education Research Project.
Six case studies were undertaken in the project, which provided a picture of potential usage
of a system like COLIS, particularly relating to:
 The end-user’s perspective, the views of
teachers and their support staﬀ regarding usability, educational implications,
barriers and motivators to use;
 Some of the likely costs, beneﬁts and
resources needed from an educational
viewpoint;
 Metadata guidelines;

 Preliminary workflow models and
strategies for implementation;
 Future directions, strategies and implications for policy; and
 The beneﬁts of large-scale collaboration
regarding development of standards
and interoperability guidelines.

‘Real world’ or end-user trials inevitably reveal issues not raised or envisaged via the technical testing process. As COLIS is a system that may dramatically aﬀect e-learning teaching
and learning processes of the future in terms of workﬂows, availability of resources and
customisation of learning, end-user input is critical to infrastructure and policy development. Past research in this area has primarily focused on technological implementation
(Bannan-Ritland et al 2000, IP et al 2002, Sampson et al 2002) or was driven by business
or military cultures, such as the Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative. There has been
little on educational implementation in higher education, although there has been growing
speculation on educational validity (e.g. Polsani 2003, and Wiley 2004). The system must
be appropriate for and adapted to the educational setting in which it is to function; it cannot be driven by the technology or an unsound business case. While standardised systems
promise greater eﬃciencies and opportunities for resource sharing, changes to teaching
and learning practice often tend to evolve over time, and require considerable encouragement and support to succeed. For speed of adoption, educators need to see a demonstrable
advantage if they are to adapt and implement any new pedagogies and technologies.
While educators realise the need to rationalise the development, reuse, search and discovery
of learning objects in higher education and all education sectors in general, the real costs
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of learning object economies in higher education settings (rather than military or business
settings) are not yet well established (Campbell 2003, Johnson 2003). The IIS&R research
only begins the process of research in this area and shows that further resources will need
to be allocated for other associated processes, including metadata creation, quality assurance, staﬀ development and training, and change management to ensure implementation.
By considering the culture, perspective and needs of stakeholders, a well-adapted and
usable infrastructure can evolve. However, this project shows that it is necessary to know
not only whether educators can use the system in their usual teaching and learning context,
but whether they will use it to create, trade, exchange and search for learning objects
Areas for research
The particular areas of investigation of COLIS are summarised in Table 1.
COLIS
module
or issue

Monash
University
(Victoria)

Tasmanian
Consortium
(Tasmania)

FSG



LOR




LOMS



LMS

WestOne
Services &
Curtin Uni
(WA)

Murdoch
University
(WA)















Macquarie
& OTEN
(NSW)

CETIS
(UK)

SSO
DR
M
U
















L
S
I

COLIS modules






COLIS Issues

FSG

Federated Search Gateway

DR

Digital rights

LOR

Learning Object Repository

M

Metadata

Learning Object Management System

U

General user response & conceptual issues

LOMS
LMS

Learning Management System

L

Learner response

SSO

Single Sign On

S

Standards

I

Interoperability

Table 1: Research Projects—major focus of research
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Noticeably there was no educational research focus on the Single Sign On function (access
management), digital rights or the learner perspective. However, all research projects
acknowledged the importance of all these aspects, even if they were not the subject of
particular investigation. Further research should be directed in these areas.
Research Methodology
The purpose of the research with learners and teachers in 2003 was to discover new
knowledge about the COLIS concept and the Demonstrator environment by undertaking
systematic enquiry, as well as to evaluate the system and the concept, its merit and worth,
usability and functionality. The boundaries between ‘research’ and ‘evaluation as research’
may be blurred in this type of e-learning technology development project, and the Education Research Project includes examples of both applied research and evaluation.
The education research for the IIS&R Project provided a number of evaluations of the
COLIS system, both in conceptual terms and from a functional usability perspective. In
the main, the Macquarie/OTEN, CETIS, Monash and Tasmanian research provides input
on the conceptual issues; the WestOne Services/Curtin and Murdoch research particularly
focuses on the Demonstrator itself. There is, however, blurring in all the research projects,
between applied research and evaluation of the COLIS model and Demonstrator. The
Macquarie/OTEN and CETIS research focussed less on the individual modules within
COLIS (LOR, LOMS, FSG, LMS) and the Single Sign On (SSO) access management than
did the other research projects. The CETIS UK focus group research evaluated the COLIS
environment not from a functional perspective, but from at the conceptual level, and
like the WestOne Services/Curtin, Murdoch and Monash research, it is important for its
formative data.
The individual research projects were enormously varied in focus, and in the main assumed
a qualitative approach, but some included both qualitative and quantitative data gathering
methods, typical of case study research. Participant observation, focus groups, interviews,
and journal keeping were common methodologies as they provided a descriptive and rich
picture of the usability and conceptual issues that, for example, questionnaires alone would
not have revealed. As expected, each of the funded Australian research projects undertook
a literature review to contextualise their research.
In terms of the validity of the research, the research partners scrutinised COLIS from
an end-user’s perspective, and provided a signiﬁcant and accurate snapshot of usage and
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usability at this time, particularly in the university and Vocational Education and Training (VET) sectors. The ﬁndings of the Education Research Project will be of interest to
systems developers, librarians, educators and their support staﬀ, administrators and policy
makers, and vendors associated with the educational sector. Given the rapid development
of technology in this area, and the changing demands of education, as the CETIS Report
states, ‘This is an emerging area – what is a standard today may not be tomorrow because of
the changing technology and circumstances of its use’.

3 LITERATURE REVIEWS
Each of the funded Australian Education Research Projects conducted a literature review
relevant to their area of research, and a summary is provided in the Education Research
Report (see: ).
While there was lively discussion regarding the terminology and deﬁnition of learning objects in the reports and during seminars, none of the teams devoted excessive time to this,
as much eﬀort could have been expended on this debate at the expense of the other planned
research. Overall, however, for the Education Research Project, the deﬁnition oﬀered by
Dalziel (2002) was considered a workable deﬁnition by many of the researchers:
An aggregation of one or more digital assets, incorporating metadata, which represents an
educationally meaningful, stand-alone unit.
For particular research groups it was necessary to take a broad approach to the deﬁnition
and for example the Macquarie/OTEN research team used the term ‘learning resources’
for their focus group discussions where they canvassed the opinions of educators, many of
whom may have had little exposure to the term ‘learning object’.
In terms of functionality, it is also useful to note Polsani’s (2003) comments about learning
objects, i.e. that they should be:
 Accessible, and ‘tagged with metadata so that [they] can be stored and referenced in a
database’;
 Reusable, and ‘functional in diﬀerent instructional contexts’; and
 Interoperable, i.e. ‘independent of both the delivery media and knowledge management systems’.
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The debate over the deﬁnition of learning objects will no doubt continue for some time,
but importantly, for the purposes of this project, it is axiomatic that learning objects are
regarded as digital entities.
The learning object debate in the research reports also centred on:
 The pedagogical use of objects,
importantly whether or not they can,
and should be, separated from context
and still be educationally useful;
 The signiﬁcance of granularity (size)
in relation to reuse;
 The ability to link learning objects in
meaningful educational sequences;

 Separation of the learning object from
the instructional or learning theory
from which it arises;
 Fears that the learning object
paradigm may encourage a
behaviourist and didactic approach to
course design which is at odds with
the current trend towards a more
constructivist approach; and
 Drivers for the learning object debate.

There is also discussion in the individual literature reviews regarding metadata, repositories, copyright, and strategies for implementing Learning Resource Management (LRM)
systems.
Strengths and limitations of the research
STRENGTHS OF THE RESEARCH
The involvement of three educational sectors across Australia, demonstrating a variety
of educational needs and approaches (K-12, TAFE and universities), as well as the State
Library of Tasmania, was impressive. Importantly, the international perspective provided
by the Centre for Educational Technology and Interoperability Standards (CETIS) added
depth to the research. Collaboration of this kind amongst dispersed institutions strengthens understanding and outcomes for all the parties. While the project was initiated to
beneﬁt the higher education sector, the outcomes are of interest to all eduction sectors as
institutions move towards implementation of Resource or Learning Object Repositories.
The cross-sectoral diﬀerences that have emerged are of particular importance, and indicate
that acceptance of a culture of reuse of learning objects is more likely to emerge and
accelerate in the K-12 sector long before it develops in universities. Additionally, the collaboration and integration of commercial, academic, national and international interests in
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this project was signiﬁcant. The integration of the technical Substitutability Project and the
Education Research Project further extended the evaluation and research.
Each of the research projects was devised by individual institutional teams, rather than at
the direction of the IIS&R team. This meant that each project focussed on areas of particular interest to the contributing members. For instance, the Monash project originated from
the Faculty of Business and Economics and focused on management issues, one of their
areas of expertise. The WestOne Services project approached VET teaching practitioners
and asked them to create meaningful learning sequences using learning objects from the
COLIS Demonstrator and elsewhere; this built on the WestOne expertise and experience in
designing learning resources and solutions in a range of media for the VET sector in Western Australia. The variety of research projects undertaken has produced much information
which can be used as the basis for further research.
L I M I TAT I O N S O F T H E R E S E A R C H
The substitution of the Intrallect intraLibrary Learning Object Repository (LOR), replacing
the original Learning Object Exchange (LOX) altered the balance of functionality between
the various modules of the Demonstrator. IntraLibrary was unable to assign digital rights to
learning objects, unlike the previous Learning Object Exchange (LOX). While this did not
severely limit most of the research projects, the ability to link digital rights with learning
objects and their metadata is one of the factors that diﬀerentiated the COLIS model from
previous repository/interoperability research projects. Resolution of the digital rights issue
was made possible, nonetheless, via introduction of the WebMCQ ‘LOMS (plus)’ which included suﬃcient digital rights functionality to make a fully functional COLIS model. There
was also some crossover of functionality between the new LOR and the Learning Object
Management System (LOMS). Inevitably with the evolution of this technology boundaries
will blur as systems evolve. The Murdoch research project reported some difficulties
because of the necessary LOR/LOX substitution, but adapted their research accordingly.
Other limitations of the research:
 The student perspective was not speciﬁcally targeted for research;
 The short time frame for research (about four months) marginally aﬀected the scope
of the Macquarie/OTEN research and the WestOne Services/Curtin projects, the researchers’ reporting period, and the development of a strong ‘community of practice’;
 Digital rights was not explored in depth by any of the researchers;
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 The Federated Search Gateway (FSG) could not search the new LOR. Although the
LOR had its own search function, searching across multiple repositories was not possible to do ‘live’. The Fretwell Downing FSG, however, still served as a model of searching
across multiple repositories. Subsequent development of the LOR in 2004 by Intrallect
will alleviate this limitation for any future research.
Research into ‘usability’ in terms of interface design (look and feel of the modules and the
COLIS interface in general) was beyond the scope of this project. Basic usability testing can
be undertaken in the future and research at this point needed to consider functionality and
the potential for COLIS to be used as an integrated system adding value to the teaching and
learning context. Also out of scope was use of the system as part of a ‘live’ student course
and was not proposed by any of the research partners.

4 PROJECT METHODOLOGY
A high standard of project management was adopted during the Project, using the Prince
2 Standard Project Methodology. PRINCE2 stands for ‘Projects IN Controlled Environments’. The deﬁned project stages and gates, clear responsibility, authority and accountability lines to reduce confusion kept the project on track. There was suﬃcient resourcing
for the project and documentation was very detailed. All the partner projects delivered
their projects and reports on time and within budget.
Evaluation was required as part of the project methodology and government grant conditions. Evaluation is of course essential to educational technology development. Formative
evaluation was continuous throughout the project providing user feedback, logging of
technical problems, identiﬁcation of issues and problems, and informing the ongoing
development of the research and the Demonstrator environment. Two workshops were
held for the researchers during the project to share ideas and provide feedback amongst
participants regarding their research directions, technical and process issues. Additionally, an external evaluator, Dr Kerri-Lee Krause, from the Centre for Higher Education,
University of Melbourne, undertook a ﬁnal review of the project. Overall, Krause (2004)
concluded that the project satisﬁed the aims of the HEIP funding program, stating that:
The Education Research Project has clearly beneﬁted the institutions involved in the various subprojects and has the potential to create further beneﬁts...this Project demonstrates
the potential eﬃciencies inherent in educational technologies; addresses pivotal and
groundbreaking issues pertaining to the development of standards and interoperability
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in higher education contexts; and provides practical tools and strategies which the sector could adapt with continued ﬁnancial support…for development, evaluation and
research.
Krause recommended that COLIS education research be funded in the future and that
Strategies be identiﬁed and implemented for ongoing and close consultation with national
and international experts in the ﬁeld, with the aim of establishing strategic policy directions for future research and best practice in e-learning in higher education, and the IT
systems which support it.

5 FINDINGS
While each of the research teams worked somewhat in isolation, the sum total of the
research has produced a rich analysis of the Demonstrator and the concepts surrounding
its use. The Education Research Report and the six research partner reports only begin
the review process of the research undertaken and analysis of emerging themes. Further
synthesis of the data collected will emerge over time.
Access and usability of the COLIS System
The Education researchers were able to create, publish, assign digital rights to, share, evaluate, search and discover learning objects in the COLIS system. The training period required
to learn and operate the system was minimal. One WestOne lecturer said ‘I found it easy to
use with help, guidelines and no technical glitches’ (WestOne Report, p.17). Teachers liked
the concept of being able to access a large number of educational resources in a dedicated
‘space’.
Access to the COLIS Demonstrator via certain institutional ports and ﬁrewalls was initially problematic, and aﬀected usability. In all cases, however, problems were resolved
satisfactorily. It became obvious that the Single Sign On (SSO) access management service
(LibProxy) was a key component of the system. WestOne Services was particularly plagued
with a slow connection to the Demonstrator due to institutional connection issues with
LibProxy. They experienced considerable improvement though, once connected via the
portal provided by one of the Substitutability Project partners: Novell. Changing local
browser conﬁgurations resolved some issues with display in the Learning Object Repository (LOR); however, some Macintosh system users still reported problems. A facility to
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monitor usage patterns of the system was suggested as a new and desirable component for
the system, so as to give input into development of the Demonstrator and to customise
ongoing training needs of staﬀ using the system.
Metadata standards
Considerable data on metadata speciﬁcations was produced, particularly from the Tasmanian and Murdoch research. The Education research shows the value of end-user testing,
because while the IEEE LOM standard was used in the intraLibrary Learning Object
Repository (LOR), in practice, users still reported the need to customise and interpret the
categories. Also, each educational sector has diﬀerent needs in terms of preferred terminology categories for searching, e.g. K-12 teachers are most likely to search via subject and
syllabus; VET sector teachers by subject and outcomes; and higher education teachers by
subject and a range of other categories. The Tasmanian consortium produced a workable metadata proﬁle that uses minimalist
guidelines. These guidelines are likely to be adopted across three educational sectors and
the State Library within Tasmania. The six metadata ﬁelds recommended by the Tasmanian
consortium are:
 Title
 Description
 Identiﬁer

 Subject (LCSH recommended)
 Date
 Contributor.

Two of the ﬁelds would be system generated (date and identiﬁer). This metadata proﬁle
should be compared with a possible 65 ﬁelds for the IEEE standard.
The researchers found that the ongevity of the metadata created is of importance, and it
should be designed to outlast the system itself. Quality assurance of metadata is absolutely
necessary. This process may require input from three people: the original content creator,
a librarian (cataloguer) and an administrator. There is therefore a new role for librarians
(or similar) in the ‘COLIS Global Use Case’ conceptual model. The role will be known as
‘Cataloguer’ (see Appendix D).
The metadata must be of a high quality to enhance discovery through search mechanisms.
Automatic generation of metadata will aid the cost eﬀective production of learning object
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records for cataloguing, but the records should be generated so as to be editable to meet
user needs in various contexts or organisations.

Learning objects
The Macquarie/OTEN research is of particular importance regarding the ﬁndings in this
area, and WestOne Services/Curtin, Murdoch and the Tasmanian research should be
consulted for further details.
There are barriers to the reuse of learning objects (LOs), and organisations will need to
foster a ‘culture of reuse’ as they develop LO infrastructure and repositories, otherwise the
potential eﬃciencies and quality beneﬁts or resource sharing may not be realised. Teachers
may be willing to share with close colleagues, but may not be so willing to share with others
in competing institutions or even across their own large institutions. There is also a tension
between teachers’ preference for using others’ resources, but not necessarily sharing their
own; a tension between collaboration and competition in relation to intellectual property.
The research shows that educational eﬃcacy is a primary concern in regard to reuse of
learning objects. The eﬀort of searching for objects must be worthwhile for teachers. To
achieve the best educational ﬁt between selected LOs and current resources used by a
teacher, customisation of objects may be required. Reuse is strongly inﬂuenced by the
cost/time beneﬁt ratio, particularly in regard to the cost of locating, acquiring, integrating
or adapting LOs, and the potential beneﬁts for student learning.Further,institutional needs
and incentives diﬀer across educational sectors. This is inﬂuenced by curriculum or syllabus requirements, as well as by resource allocation and staﬀ promotion requirements.
Q UA L I T Y A S S U R A N C E
Quality assurance, particularly of learning objects (LOs) and their associated metadata is
important to teachers and content ‘Arrangers’. Teachers need to be assured that the objects
they are searching for will be of high quality, otherwise the time spent searching for shared
resources is unproductive. The metadata must be of a high quality to enhance discovery
through search mechanisms. Automatic generation of metadata will aid the cost eﬀective
production of LO records for cataloguing, but the records should be generated so as to be
editable to meet user needs in various contexts and organisations.
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The COLIS Global Use Case
Phase 1 of the research into COLIS (2002) produced much technical information about
standards and interoperability, a functioning Demonstrator, and the conceptual model—
the ‘COLIS Global Use Case’. The model captures the roles and connections between the
players and stakeholders involved in the e-learning systems environment. The education
research of 2003 revealed a gap in the original conceptual model. The discovery of the
need for a ‘Cataloguer’ in the ‘COLIS Global Use Case’ situated between the ‘Content
Creator’ and the course ‘Arranger’ has important implications in terms of workﬂow patterns, resource allocation and quality assurance. (See Appendix D.) The work undertaken
by Murdoch University and the Tasmanian consortium are particularly valuable in this
area. While the work of McNaught et al (2000) indicated that content creators should leave
metadata creation to the librarians, the ﬁndings of this research indicate that to ensure
quality of metadata creation for reliable resource discovery, the content creator is necessary
to supply contextual information about the learning object. This suggests that whatever is
catalogued and identiﬁed as a learning object for a standardised repository must be worth
cataloguing and have a high probability of reuse and longevity to warrant the resources
expended in order to prepare it for sharing or exchange. The Monash workﬂow diagrams
indicate that preparatory work is required before metadata creation even begins, including
quality assurance measures such as checking clarity of learning outcomes, identifying intellectual property issues, removing course speciﬁc references and compliance of ﬁle names
with the standard assigned. All of this adds to the total resources required.
Workﬂow models
The Monash University research in particular should be consulted for information on
workﬂow models and guidelines for implementation of Learning Resource Management
Systems. The identiﬁcation of organisational and systemic barriers to successful implementation is of particular signiﬁcance. The Tasmanian, Murdoch and WestOne/Curtin
research provides data regarding metadata workﬂow activities. The CETIS research also
informs the debate on implementation from a UK perspective, and regarding the broad
conceptual issues from staﬀ who are consistently grappling with these issues.
D I G I TA L R I G H T S A N D I N T E L L E C T UA L P R O P E R T Y M A N A G E M E N T
While incorporation of digital rights management is one of the unique features of the
COLIS Demonstrator, it is signiﬁcant that none of the research groups focussed their
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investigations in this area, although Murdoch had originally intended to monitor the issues. Technical management of digital rights remains a priority as most participants in the
research commented on their concerns in this area. Typical of the comments was that made
by a WestOne participant (WestOne Services/Curtin Report, p.17):
I also feel that many teachers and lecturers would be interested in having a repository of
other people’s learning objects available for free, but would not want their own work available unless they owned copyright and/or gained remuneration.
The Macquarie/OTEN research indicates that teachers’ concern about customisation of
learning objects is, to some extent, linked to their concerns about digital rights (DR) and
permission to edit objects. Additionally, their research indicates there is concern amongst
staﬀ about who should bear responsibility for negotiating and validating rights, and for
entering information about DR into the system: the individual, administrators or the
institution.
Questions at the institutional level must be addressed as well about who is responsible for
ongoing management of digital rights, given the problems of version control following
editing or customisation of learning objects. The automation of this responsibility is highly
desirable.
Resource requirements
Evidence from the Tasmanian consortium, WestOne Services/Curtin and Murdoch studies
indicates that at this early stage in the research on learning objects and Learning Object
Repositories (LORs), the eﬀort required to produce IMS or SCORM compliant learning
object content packages may be somewhat labour intensive. This may be because, in particular, personnel and optimised metadata systems are not yet in place to streamline operations. We still do not have strong evidence that the academic/administrative eﬀort required
to prepare and catalogue quality-assured learning objects (LOs) for a repository outweighs
the beneﬁts of creating one’s own learning objects where digital rights are assured and the
LO is well contextualised. It is encouraging that the WestOne Services research shows that
it took an educator, new to the technology and the COLIS system, only half an hour to learn
how to tag an object ready for the repository. It is less encouraging to ﬁnd that Murdoch’s
research shows that using only the content creator as the originator of the metadata does
not guarantee quality of data for resource discovery. The need for adequate workﬂow systems, metadata checking by a librarian and possibly a third quality assurance administrator
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makes the process quite resource intensive at this stage. The implementation of a workable,
quality assured, minimalist metadata standard is crucial to ensure interoperability, ease
and eﬃciency of resource discovery. The Tasmanian research has some important recommendations in this area. Additionally, to warrant this investment of time, learning objects
that are processed in this way must:
 Be of high quality;
 Have a high probability of reuse;
 Show evidence of probable longevity;

 Meet certain digital rights
management criteria.

If these criteria are not met, then other systems of resource discovery, for example using
browser-based search engines, may prove to be more cost eﬀective.
The Monash research identiﬁes the steps for preparation of LOs from a pre-existing, uncatalogued collection of digital, institutional learning resources. The workﬂow diagram
(Appendix E) shows that dedicated staﬀ time is required to incorporate resource materials
from legacy systems into repositories or catalogues of learning objects. Management of
version control, aggregated learning objects and digital rights are related resource issues.
Learning object examples submitted to the COLIS Learning Object Repository were of
mixed quality and size. However, the Education Research in general seems to support the
argument that trading or sharing of learning objects is likely to favour examples of low
granularity (small size). That is, content which can be easily separated from its original
context. This is a concept paradoxically contrary to current academic practice, where contextualisation of learning resources is paramount. Further, once learning objects become
complex the ability to customise from a teaching or learning perspective becomes diﬃcult,
and management of version control increases resource expenditure.
The IIS&R research indicates that a variety of models of use and solutions to reuse may
be required across diﬀerent departments and educational sectors. For example, academic
departments may want to catalogue and locally share e-learning resources that do not ﬁt
the standardised learning object model, and may include items such as lecture notes which
contain an amalgam of copyright material and display poor version control (see Monash
and Murdoch research). Therefore, there may be a case for establishing diﬀerent repositories or catalogues to suit a multiplicity of digital resources and user purposes. For example,
it may be that institutions establish a highly standardised LOR which includes items that
are subjected to rigorous quality assurance processes, and which meet the criteria above.
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They may also establish other repositories, digital catalogues or databases of e-learning resources, which contain either ephemeral resources (like course lecture notes) or resources
with unresolved intellectual property problems which require considerable re-working,
customisation or quality control to re-purpose them for a context other than that for which
they were ﬁrst designed.
Measurement of the cost effectiveness of improved learning and teaching outcomes
through the use of a COLIS-like system has not been undertaken in this project. It is
important to conduct research on this in the future. Clearly the message from this project
is that educators, perhaps contrary to the opinion of administrators, will not be persuaded
by arguments of expected eﬃciencies to be achieved through a learning object economy
– they will be persuaded by educational need and eﬃcacy.
While the IIS&R Project has shed some light on resourcing issues, further research and
modelling is necessary to better understand the costs and outcomes across each educational sector. As already noted, universities are ‘relatively poor at identifying and stating
their business requirements in terms of infrastructure support’ (COLIS 2002)
HUMAN RESOURCES
All six research reports identiﬁed issues surrounding human resources as considerably
important, for not only the development of a system like COLIS, but also for its implementation and acceptance. Development of strategies and policies at the organisational and
systemic levels in this area should parallel development of technical standards and work
on interoperability. Signiﬁcantly, areas for particular focus and resource consideration
include:
 Reward for eﬀort expended creating
and cataloguing learning objects—this
needs to be factored into assessment of
academic work practice and loads;
 Promotion of the beneﬁts of resource

sharing and development of a culture
of sharing – particularly in higher
education where this is not the norm.
 Professional development, and initial
and ongoing training.
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TEACHING AND LEARNING IMPLICATIONS

Despite the technical sophistication of the COLIS system, once the concept is explained
to potential end users, and they have an opportunity to observe and trial the system, the
IIS&R evidence indicates that this innovation could be implemented and integrated quite
quickly (when mapped against Roger’s [1983] theory of diﬀusion of innovation). However,
while the COLIS concept is seen as advantageous, the practicalities of use and implementation (sorting resources for the repository, metatagging, digital rights management,
identiﬁcation of communities for sharing of LOs etc) must be managed strategically. The
Monash, CETIS and Macquarie/OTEN research noted that university cultures traditionally
do not encourage sharing, so managing this ‘transformational change’ (Rossman et al 1988,
in Law & Glover, 2000) will be challenging.
If sharing and exchange of digital LOs is to become a reality in higher education, then, as
with all new e-learning endeavours in education, they must be supported by national and
institutional policies and strategies for implementation, and suitable reward systems. For
the higher education sector, eﬀort expended on creation and cataloguing of digital teaching and learning resources will need to be rewarded in much the same way as publication
receives particular rewards in academia. Other systems of reward will need to be devised
for the VET and K-12 sectors.
Teachers and their support staﬀ should note that in the future:
 They may be required to reuse
resources created by others;
 They may be required to sort and
prepare their current digital resources
ready for sharing or exchange via a
digital repository or catalogue within
their department, institution or even a
national/international repository;
 They may be required to assign at
least some metadata to objects they
themselves create, along with digital
rights statements;
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 May be required to contribute to better
version control of digital resources;
 May be required to peer review others’
learning objects, according to whether
this peer review is adopted within
their context (Macquarie/OTEN
research says peer review is unlikely
to be required; Tasmanian and
CETIS research says this is a possible
requirement.)
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They should also note that:
 The ability to modify resources
obtained from a LOR will vary;
 Quality assurance of learning objects
and their metadata may be variable;
 If a minimalist metadata schema is
adopted the metadata input required
of a content creator is probably quite
small; and

 As yet there is no evaluation of the
learning outcomes for students,
achieved through traditional methods
of resource preparation compared
with preparation of resources using a
COLIS system.

As well as the acknowledged lack of learner trials in the two COLIS Projects, there may
also be a gap in the research to date in that the quality of learning sequences designed using
COLIS has not been evaluated and no educational design theory has been tested with the
system. Teaching and learning is a complex activity, and treating the curriculum only as
a set of independent competencies, basic skills, and content modules, not a holistic and
meaningful experience, has its dangers and opportunities for misuse (Biggs, 2003, p.278).
Nonetheless, the potential for students to customise their own learning using resources
obtained from a huge repository of shared items oﬀers exciting learning opportunities for
the future.

7 SYSTEMS DESIGN AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The following issues were identiﬁed in the education research as factors impacting on the
design of COLIS systems.
 The need to customise learning objects impacts on learning object design, metadata
creation, use of unique identiﬁers, LOMS and LORs.
 The need to customise metadata, whether automatically generated or not, impacts on
the LOR and the LOMS.
 The lack of facility to automatically harvest metadata from the LOR means that the
LOR cannot be searched by the Federated Search Gateway. A large-scale trial incorporating automatic metadata harvesting would impact particularly on the LOR and access
management.
 Implementation of a SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) based search, expose and
retrieve function would mean that the LOMS could search the LOR for relevant objects
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and transport them to the LOMS, adding increased functionality and simplicity for the
users.
 Digital rights remains a key issue, and requires targeted, system wide eﬀort to resolve
diﬃculties. Without easy user management of this aspect, widespread resource sharing
is unlikely to become commonplace.
 Access management, identiﬁed early in the ﬁrst COLIS Project as an essential feature
and necessary starting point for systems interoperability, has been shown to be crucial
to multi-application design. Without access, particularly seamless access, the other
beneﬁts of a COLIS-like system are lost due to the increased complexity of multiple
authentication processes. The importance of standards which are ‘simple yet extensible
to multiple domains and jurisdictions so as to be most easily and broadly adopted and
applied’ (IEEE 2003) cannot be under estimated in this context.
 While interoperability and sharing of resources across institutions is desirable, there
are issues of user conﬁdence in the security of shared systems, and control of digital
rights. The education research indicates that teachers and their support staﬀ are less
interested in ‘interoperability’, but more in the reliability, usability and accessibility of
the technology, and the day-to-day workﬂow arrangements which might aﬀect teachers
and their students.
Both CETIS and the WestOne Services/Curtin reports pointed to the lack of perceived
interest in interoperability at the institutional level. The CETIS Research Report noted:
There must be a robust and compelling business case for the implementation of a system
of this type which demonstrates clear long-term beneﬁts. Interoperability is not necessarily
part of the business plan in many institutions and was considered to have no obvious
short-term beneﬁt. The perceived lack of beneﬁt from considering interoperability issues
was a common misconception in many institutions and often only came to be considered
when attempts were made to interlink proprietary systems which were initially selected
on the basis of providing an ‘out of the box’ solution. Diﬃculties identiﬁed during these
integration processes were often the driver for institutions to think about interoperability
issues.
Standards established at this point may still need to be considered as developmental, given
the evolving nature of the technology and the work practices. Systems designers should be
aware that Learning Object Repositories are not silos where objects once created can be accessed without change over a long period of time. By their nature, digital learning resources
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are likely to require editing and adjustment, and will undergo a process of evolution, as do
all educational resources.

8 CONCLUSION
The IIS&R Project research is innovative in many ways. As Krause (2004) noted in her
evaluation :
[It has brought together] a diverse range of stakeholders with technical expertise, including
vendors, with those most intimately concerned with the e-learning process – learners, teachers and researchers. While other projects of this kind have looked at systems
integration, this has been with little consideration of interoperability of standards, which
forms the basis of the IIS&R/COLIS research. This short but critically important project
has signiﬁcant policy implications for Australian higher education and its role in the
international context.
The many recommendations from the IIS&R Education Research Report and the six individual researchers’ reports provide institutional and government policy makers with a basis
for the development of new infrastructure to support e-learning. It is expected that these
systems will be appropriate to the particular learning and teaching contexts, sectors and
cultures for which they are designed, encouraging eﬃciencies of resource use, improvement of resource provision, and improvement in quality teaching and learning outcomes.
It is also expected that strategies and priorities across the educational spectrum will not be
uniform, and that there will be diﬀerences regarding adoption rates, systems management,
interest in interoperability and implementation strategies.
While the current IIS&R/COLIS research has attempted to evaluate ‘real world’ scenarios
through a series of case studies, COLIS to some extent still represents an ‘idealised model’,
and implementation of similar systems in a fully operational setting would need to note not
only the IIS&R recommendations, but also consider local processes, policies and systems
to ensure success.
While the ﬁndings of the research are expected to be of most value and beneﬁt to stakeholders within the higher education sector, other educational sectors within Australia
and overseas will beneﬁt from the research. The ﬁndings should provide a foundation for
further research in this area.
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Chapter 4
The Substitutability Project
Jonathan Clare, Substitutability Project Manager (IIS&R Project)
Macquarie University
1 INTRODUCTION
The COLIS platform was developed to demonstrate an example of an open standards
approach to an e-learning and information environment for authoring, compiling,
delivering and retrieving learning objects and information resources. It is in eﬀect a
set of ﬁve modules that cover the major issues of e-learning management, from access
management to digital rights through authoring, retrieval, search and management;
and involving administrators, teachers and students.
The IIS&R Substitutability Project set out to illustrate that the architecture and structure
of this platform, as deﬁned, supports an open standards approach. To enable an eﬀective proof of these principles, it was necessary to demonstrate the interoperability of all
modules by conducting 13 sub-projects. These focused on the replacement of existing
functional components with those supplied by new vendors/partners, into the existing
COLIS environment.
In summary, the array of substitutions supports the acceptance by industry of a standards
based approach to the development of an e-learning platform. This is encouraging as the
usual imperative of most commercial ventures is to provide a complete set of solutions
that will negate the need for multiple partners. Beyond the standards issues that aﬀect the
interoperability between systems, the actual framework used in COLIS is supported by the
success of many vendor substitutions, with perhaps only the multiple repository model
(national and institutional) open to some discussion. This is perhaps where the federated
nature of the learning community needs to further develop and cooperate.
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2 PROJECT PARAMETERS
The initial COLIS Demonstrator was made up of ﬁve modules; Single Sign On (SSO)/Portal/Directory services, a Federated Search Gateway, a Learning Object Exchange (LOX),
a Learning Management System (LMS) and a Learning Object Management System
(LOMS). These modules represent the ‘chunks’ of the COLIS environment and were used
to demonstrate the interoperability of the systems.
The Substitutability Project endeavoured to verify the practicality of the standards based
approach used in the development of COLIS by substituting diﬀerent vendors’ applications
into one of modules or ‘slots’ as listed above.
The participants chosen were asked, where possible, to investigate at least one solution for
each existing slot. With the possibility of some participants’ products oﬀering functionality beyond the speciﬁcation, each vendor was asked to identify a particular slot and only
substitute into that slot and not focus on functionality related to other slots.
The process of selection was as follows: during a national series of workshops/roadshows at the
beginning of 2003, an invitation to vendors was made for those who could provide products to
ﬁt into one of the COLIS ‘slots’, according to the relevant standards identiﬁed for each slot. This
invitation was also made through the project website, and other relevant forums and newsletters.
Vendors were invited to respond to a simple Expression of Interest document outlining their
relevant product, and their adherence to the standards used in COLIS. The Expression of Interest
indicated that no funding would be available to vendors to cover their product or services costs
– these needed to be provided without cost by the vendor; however, there would be technical
support to assist with integration provided by the project. Based on the responses, vendors were
selected according to the relevant COLIS ‘slot’ (details for each slot and relevant vendors are
provided below). As all ‘substitutions’ needed to be completed by the end of 2003, some vendors
dropped out of the project during 2003 due to their own time constraints
The original COLIS environment ‘slots’ and their respective vendors were:
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Access Management (Portal/Directories/Single Sign On): Computer Associates
Learning Management System: WebCT (Campus Edition 3.6)
Learning Object Exchange/Repository: IPR Systems
Learning Object Management Systems: WebMCQ
Federated Search Gateway: Fretwell Downing
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The 2003 vendors who implemented substitutions were (by slot):
 Access Management (Portal/
Directories/Single Sign On): Ebullient,
Novell and Microsoft
 Learning Management System:
WebCT (Vista & Campus Edition 4.1),
Blackboard, Oracle, myinternet

 Learning Object Exchange/
Repository: intraLibrary
 Learning Object Management
Systems: Concord and HarvestRoad
 Federated Search Gateway:
Endeavour and ExLibris

Figure 1: Stabilised COLIS System Model
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Key success factors
The factors that were critical to the success of the project both in the process and the
outcomes are provided in Table 1.

Appropriate number of partners applying to
be a part of the project with a broad range of
functional substitutions

Eﬀective management of available
resources to enable each participant to
prove substitutability

Delivery of the agreed number of substitutions
on time, and on budget

Support from all stakeholders

Compliance with published standards
throughout the Substitution Project

Fully documented projects with a number
of the projects extended into case studies

Table 1: Key success factors for the Substitutability Project

The scope of the project
The following areas (see Table 2) were deemed to be in scope.
Five functional modules

Application to standards

Engagement of relevant partners

Milestone measurement

Provision of technical and human resources by
vendors and project managers

Was the substitution successful when
measured against the criteria?

Table 2: Scope of the Substitutability Project

Testing
Testing of each substitution was conducted using two methods. The ﬁrst was the functionality checks against the Project Measurement Record for each application. It was agreed
that the criteria would not only reﬂect the core functionality as requested in the initial
expression of interest, but also seek to uncover some of the extra functionality that each
application had to oﬀer beyond the COLIS speciﬁcations.
In addition, there are two standard walkthrough documents used by MELCOE to demonstrate the progression of learning objects through the COLIS environment. These were
used to further test the interoperability functions of the Demonstrator by testing the
workﬂow and ensuring that none of the links had been broken.
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3 ACCESS MANAGEMENT:
PORTAL, DIRECTORIES, SINGLE SIGN ON
The Access Management Substitution slot required that each vendor provide a web-based
portal application to provide access to the four other COLIS Demonstrator applications.
Although four organisations were selected, only three were able to participate in the project
(one dropped out due to time constraints). The organisations are given in Table 3.

Company
Product

Ebullient Pty Ltd
SEA Tsunami

Novell Corporation
• IChain
• eDirectory
• exteNd Director

Microsoft Corporation
• ISA
• SharePoint Services
• Active Directory

Table 3: Vendors providing Single Sign On access

There were a number of criteria that the solutions had to adhere to (see Table 4).
1

Provide web-page portal with URL links to access all other COLIS systems

2

Provide access management (using standard name and password web protocols) to
all other COLIS systems without requiring any modiﬁcation to other COLIS systems,
or installation of any software on other systems or their servers.

3

Provide identity management via LDAP or PAM

4

Provide management of cookies and timeout requirements

Table 4: Criteria for access management solutions

Ebullient was accepted as a late participant and in doing so was the ﬁrst contributor to start
and ﬁnish their project. Ebullient did not complete the implementation of their solution,
and left the project with only half of the COLIS applications incorporated into their oﬀering. Both Microsoft and Novell provided fully implemented solutions that comply with all
of the main criteria.
Ebullient provided a hardware-based solution using the SafeWeb SEA Tsunami with
application-level reverse proxy technology to provide an ‘extranet’ approach to the Single
Sign On (SSO). Novell and Microsoft provided solutions based around their core reverseproxy and directory solutions. These were implemented across standard Intel based server
hardware.
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Ebullient Pty Limited
The solution provided by Ebullient was based on the SafeWeb Secure Extranet Appliance
– Sea Tsunami. With this device it was possible to set up an LDAP authentication directory
that enabled the standard COLIS usernames and roles to be set up. Each user could logon
to the system and be presented with the applications to which they had access through the
identity management system.
This solution was never fully implemented, as the organisation did not have the resources
or availability of local skilled support to fully implement the solution. Although the SEA
Tsunami extranet device was easy to install and setup, the ability to conﬁgure the device to
work with each application appeared to be more diﬃcult than initially expected. Nonetheless, the device was able to provide access to two of the four target applications prior to
its withdrawal. With Ebullient’s unexpected exit from the project and lack of follow up
documentation it was not possible to analyse the reasons behind the lack of success for the
remaining two applications.
Novell
The Novell access management solution was based around the technologies of iChain,
exteNd Director and eDirectory that were deployed in providing the portal based solution.
The solution is similar to Libproxy (the access management solution from the original
COLIS environment) in that it implements a reverse-proxy methodology, although in a
more robust, manageable and functional way. The functional breakdown of these technologies is as follows:
E D I R E C TO R Y

ICHAIN

 LDAP directory services platform
 Relationship and resource
management









E X T E N D D I R E C TO R
 Identity based portal framework
 Relationship and resource
management
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Reverse proxy
Authentication
Personalisation
Session management
Caching engine
Authorisation
Simpliﬁed sign-on
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Figure 2: Novell Portal for COLIS 2003

The manner in which the identity management has been implemented has a number of
highlights:
 Synchronisation of user information
between LDAP and other identity
repositories






Role based access control
Federated identity
Password management
Delegated administration

The solution was deployed using two servers located in the MELCOE premises. These
ran the Novell suite under a mixture of Novell proprietary operating environment and
Windows 2000.
One point of note was the signiﬁcant speed advantage the iChain solution had over the
Libproxy system under certain circumstances. This is presumed to be due to a number of
factors that include the caching capability of iChain, higher speciﬁcation hardware and low
latency/high eﬃciency of the solution.
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A general observation from Novell and other partners was that the COLIS environment
had been implemented on a platform that is completely open to the university and the
Internet. For other projects it is recommended that a ﬁrewall become part of any future
rollouts to provide some degree of security and data validity as well as simulating the ‘real
world’ nature of such installations.
The Novell solution was also responsible for providing some real world ‘substitution experience’ rather than just theoretical experience. The substitution of the myinternet myclasses
application into the LMS slot was problematical under Libproxy due to the extremely slow
speed of myclasses within this SSO environment. Novell implemented myclasses under
iChain and the speed increases were dramatic. In eﬀect, myclasses was transformed from
being unusable to more than acceptable by the change of access management products.
The full reasons for this diﬀerence in performance were not uncovered in the course of the
project.
In addition, the Education Research Project of WestOne Services/Curtin University was
having difficulty accessing all applications through Libproxy. This appeared due to a
number of restrictions on access through the ﬁrewall at their local institution and some
indeterminate speed issues. With permission, we made the Novell solution available to
WestOne with similar speed improvements to those found with myclasses, and WestOne
was able to continue their education research program.
As with the other Access Management systems there are few widely adopted standards to
conform to except in the use of an LDAP (or compatible) directory services structure for
the authentication process. Novell used LDAP 3.0. The implementation of an LDAP service
only pointed to future compatibility, as LDAP was not supported consistently throughout
the existing COLIS environment application base.
Microsoft
The solution provided by Microsoft was based on the portal delivered through the SharePoint application. This is combined with the MS Active Directory to provide the authentication and identity management, which is LDAP compliant. The development for this
system was provided by a Microsoft Partner – OBS, based in Melbourne.
The installation required the use of two servers—for the portal and the directory services.
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Windows server 2003

Microsoft Active Directory

Microsoft Domain Name System

Windows SharePoint Services

Microsoft SQL Server 2000

Microsoft Internet Security and
Acceleration Server

Customer Microsoft .NET Authentication
Application

Customer Microsoft C++ ISAPI Web Filter

Table 5: Solution Applications

As with Novell, the outcome from the Microsoft project was a fully functional COLIS
Demonstrator. Each application behaved as expected.
The identity management was handled through the My Applications Server control within
the SharePoint environment. It is within this control that the group identities are managed.
As COLIS has two speciﬁc roles – Teacher and Learner, the solution assigned application
access rights through the All Teachers and All Students Active Directory groups. Each
of the users is then assigned to one of these groups, which in turn dictates their access
privileges.

Figure 3: Microsoft Portal for COLIS 2003
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Microsoft invoked a simpler password policy within the Active Directory to allow the
simple COLIS passwords to be used. This approach within the COLIS environment has
been identiﬁed as a security weak point by Microsoft and would be advised against in any
real-world deployment.
As with the other Access Management systems there are few widely adopted standards to
conform to except in the use of a LDAP (or compatible) directory services structure for the
authentication process. Microsoft used LDAP 3.0.

4 LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (LMS)

Vendor

Blackboard

Myinternet

Oracle

WebCT

WebCT

Product

Blackboard 6

Myclasses

iLearning

Vista

Campus Edition 4.1

Table 6: Learning Management Systems in COLIS 2003

The main criteria are as follows:
 Integrate with COLIS access management
 Provide URL tool or equivalent for delivery of learning objects (from Learning Object
System) and Information Resources (from Federated Search Gateway) from course web
page.
Most participants were also able to demonstrate other features that whilst not essential to
prove adherence to the COLIS standards, do exhibit intent to exist in a standards based
framework. Some of these extra standards-related features are included in Table 7.
The provision of a URL tool to access the Search
Gateway

The ability to upload an IMS Content
Package directly

The ability to upload a SCORM compliant
package

The ability to incorporate Learning
Federation content

Table 7: Criteria for LMS

Each of the LMS products that were tested during the project met the major criteria as
speciﬁed. The installation of the various software systems was for the most part a straightforward process with no major issues mainly due to the myinternet, Oracle and WebCT
Vista projects being hosted oﬀ-site. Of the remaining two applications, the Blackboard
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implementation took some time in both the initial setup and in its integration with the
Libproxy Access Management environment.
The other major observation was the decision by most vendors to include direct support for
SCORM objects. This is due mainly to the increasing use of the standard in the education
community and more importantly its widespread deployment throughout the corporate
e-learning space.

5 LEARNING OBJECT REPOSITORIES (LOR)
In the original COLIS environment, IPR Systems provided a Learning Object Exchange
(LOX) for a ‘national’ level repository for management of learning objects (as opposed
to local institutional management of learning objects, which was accomplished by the
Learning Object Management System – see below). This Learning Object Exchange functionality, which can also be referred to as a Learning Object Repository (LOR), covered
general aspects of most learning objects such as Learning Object Metadata, as well as
speciﬁc functions related to rights using Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL).
Following negotiation with IPR Systems about issues associated with its involvement in the
current project (which were unable to be resolved to the satisfaction of both parties), it was
decided to seek an alternative system for the role of national level repository. Following
a review of relevant products, Intrallect’s intraLibrary product was selected, based on its
comprehensive functionality for managing learning objects and metadata. This decision
was reviewed and endorsed by an independent technical expert. The rights features of
intraLibrary were not as extensive as the LOX (intraLibrary used LOM rights ﬁelds, not
ODRL), but it was possible to add rights features to the LOMS to provide continuity for
most rights-related features. As a result, the LOX was substituted with intraLibrary for this
project.
Intrallect—intraLibrary
IntraLibrary is a Learning Object Repository in that it provides the mechanisms and
database for the storage and reuse of digital resources. As it is speciﬁcally designed for
use in e-learning there is a focus on the appropriate standards that are applicable to the
education market. These include support for IMS Content Packaging 1.1.3, SCORM 1.2
and IMS Metadata 1.2.1.
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Two outstanding features of the intraLibrary product are in its ability to import and export
IMS Content Packages into and out of the repository and the excellent search facilities available
within the application to locate and retrieve appropriate content. From an interface perspective
the application is easy to use and provides a process structure to mange the use of objects.
One area where there is no support for a feature of the original COLIS Demonstrator is
ODRL (Open Digital Rights Language). This has had minimal impact on the Education
Research Projects; however it has reduced the functionality of the platform, although the
LOMS was adapted to provide some basic digital rights features.
IntraLibrary has been running for over six months without any major issues either from
a technical or user aspect. There have been some comments about the search capabilities
related to the allowable length of the search string, but these have been minor.
The application has ﬁlled its role as the ‘National Repository’ and has provided a solid basis
for both the Education and Substitutability Projects.

6 LEARNING OBJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (LOMS)
Selected participants and proposed solution

Vendor

Concord Australia Pty Ltd

HarvestRoad Ltd

Product

Masterﬁle

Hive

Table 8: Learning Object Management Systems in COLIS 2003

Criteria
The main criteria for the LOMS are provided in Table 9.
Integrate with COLIS access management

Support IMS Content Package V1.1.3 with single level menu
items only, and with embedded ODRL

Support IMS Learning Resource Meta-data (aka LOM) V1.2.1
using the COLIS LRM application proﬁle

Support ODRL V1.1 using the COLIS ODRL application
proﬁle/templates

Accept delivery of IMS Content Packages (incorporating ODRL)
from Learning Object Trading Exchange

Provide URL-based delivery of learning objects (from IMS CP)
based on active system restrictions based on ODRL template,
and presentation or end-user agreement

Table 9: Criteria for LOMS
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Overview
The LOMS module was the single area within the COLIS model where compliance was not
achieved. Neither Hive nor Masterﬁle were capable of delivering an IMS Content Package
(CP) via a URL with relevant navigation. This is a serious shortcoming as it restricts the
interoperability functionality at the core of COLIS. Although both applications can deliver
the zipped ﬁle, the CP then needs to be unpacked within an appropriate LMS. Through
discussions with both vendors it appears that modiﬁcations may be made to the applications to enable this delivery requirement in the future. It should be noted, however, that the
intraLibrary product, which shares some overlap with this ‘slot’, did include this feature.
The other weak area was in the support for the ODRL digital rights enforcement. Masterﬁle
did not have the ability to interpret or enforce the ODRL component. Hive required some
modiﬁcations to implement this and the level to which it was supported is discussed in
detail later in the report.
It is worthwhile noting that a number of LMSs are addressing the repository issues by
incorporating them into their application rather than relying on third party solutions.
This simplifies the integration issues between the two functions. Furthermore, most
repository/LOMS applications develop integration with LMSs through an API framework.
This tends to suggest less emphasis on general standards. However, with the trend for the
‘multiple repository model’ as suggested through the COLIS platform, there will be a need
to conform to some standard methods of exposure and delivery. It would be naïve to suggest that the LMS repository could function at a macro (e.g. national) level and therefore
there is a requirement to have this macro repository function ﬁlled by a specialist application or applications. The growing adoption and use of intraLibrary in the UK us a practical
illustration of this requirement. It is in the movement of resources from one location to the
next that requires more work and the development of suitable standards (SOAP messaging
etc.) that hold the key to the ease of use of these applications.
It should be noted that the Masterﬁle substitution did not proceed due to time and functionality constraints.
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Project
HARVESTROAD
HarvestRoad committed to undertake the following tasks during October and November
of 2003 to demonstrate the capabilities listed in Table 10.

Allow the Federated Search Gateway to search
Hive public content using an SRU format search
URL.

Adapt the HIVE SDI IMS metadata ﬁle to match
the COLIS IMS metadata proﬁle.

Extend the Hive function that extracts
metadata from content package to extract
ODRL rights metadata from suitably formatted
content packages.

Based on rights data extracted from a
content package, enforce the ODRL ‘Accept’
requirement by displaying a warning to the
user.

Table 10: HarvestRoad capabilities

Perhaps the most exciting feedback from the project was that some of the added search
functionality for COLIS has since been requested from HarvestRoad’s new and existing
customer base. This suggests that the premise of support for COLIS, based on the vendors supporting the emerging standards, is not the only driver. There is in fact a level of
functionality that the end user will mandate. With this additional group providing further
stimulation for development it would appear that the open standards interoperability approach is gaining greater traction.

7 FEDERATED SEARCH GATEWAYS
Overview
The two participants in this project are the two industry leaders in library and search
software. Both organisations have existing search gateway products. These products would
require some modiﬁcation to help them meet the COLIS platform expectations.
Due to a lack of resources from within MELCOE regarding an understanding of the
intricacies of this function, there was a reliance on an external consultant who was unavailable until early October. This delayed the start of these projects, but both were ultimately
completed involving successful implementation of relevant parts of the requirements for
this slot.
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Selected participants and proposed solution
Vendor

Endeavor

Ex Libris

Product

ENCompass

MetaLib/SFX

Table 11: Federated Search Gateway participants

Criteria
The main criteria are as follows:
 Integrate with COLIS access management
 Support a Federated Search Gateway based on an implementation of the Search/Expose, Request/Deliver and Gather/ Expose functions of the IMS Digital Repositories
Interoperability Speciﬁcation that provides:
•

•

•

Z39.50 and SRU/SRW access
to learning object metadata
consistent with the COLIS proﬁle
Cross domain searching against
Dublin Core and Library Catalog
MARC metadata repositories
Implementation of the COLIS
Proﬁle for Z39.50 searching of
learning object metadata and
cross-domain searching. This
is a proﬁle of the IMS DRI
experimental Z39.50 attribute
set (DRI Best Practices Guide
– see 
)

•

Support for the OAI-PMH (Open
Archives Initiative Protocol for
Metadata Harvesting) experimentally
harvesting LOM/LRM metadata
(see 
)

Both projects were reliant on development work that needed to be undertaken by the
individual vendors. This work was delayed by the lack of availability of the external expert
(see above). Therefore neither party was able to show a complete solution for all COLIS
requirements due to either technical or time restraints. However, taken together, the two
products covered all of the requirements for this area, indicating the validity of the COLIS
open standards model.
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Projects
E N D E AV O R — E N CO M PA S S
The ENCompass application is a Federated Search Engine capable of searching many
repositories using diﬀerent protocols. The application was hosted remotely.
The Application as presented was capable of searching the Macquarie OPAC collection via
both Z39.50 and Voyager API, and the XML gateway searched the COLIS LOM service
using SRU. However, it was not able to search the eReserve database as the Z39.50 implementation did not support the SUTRS or GRS-1 record syntaxes.
As mentioned, the solution was served by a remote application that was easily incorporated
in to the COLIS Libproxy SSO only requiring one day of scripting. The application used a
simple search interface that asked the user to indicate which repositories they would like to
search, and then either enter a simple keyword or search a particular ﬁeld.
The results were the returned and displayed in a standard display window that supported
the following ﬁelds: Source, Description, Publisher, Data, and Keyword.
Currently the view does not interpret the various metadata schemas in full and truncates
them to the above ﬁve ﬁelds.
The only issue was the inability to get a full feature set as per the expression of interest.
Although it would have been nice to see a full feature set that replicates the original COLIS
component, the delivered solution did deliver two of the four required protocols.
E X L I B R I S – M E TA L I B / S F X
The Ex Libris solution was based on their MetaLib application that implemented a series of
internal ‘Search and Display’ resources to interrogate a number of object repositories.
Whilst the original expression of interest requested a particular set of search demonstrations, Ex Libris chose to provide the following three searches.
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 The COLIS eReserve via Z39.50 that had standard ﬁeld labels in its SUTRS format.
These labels were translated into MARC21 (the internal standard that MetaLib supports).
 The COLIS LOM repository was searched via Z39.50. The solution was unable to
support the hierarchical style of ﬁeld labelling as evidenced in these records through
the current suite of SUTRS conversion programs. This meant that an interim solution
was required to display these records using the MetaLib Search&Link conﬁguration
that allows a query to be sent to the Z39.50 server and a number of hits/records to be
returned to the application in the format displayed below.
 The COLIS LOM SRU service used SRU rather than Z39.50 as its search protocol that
required a custom FIND/PRESENT program to be written. This enabled the repository
to be searched and the results displayed as Dublin Core records. The display results
could be improved if the Dublin Core data was more comprehensive. This does not
detract from the accuracy of the search as all records were returned and any embedded
URL was linked, and retrieved the appropriate record.

8 ISSUES
This section discusses various general areas of interest arising from the substitution process
that go beyond a speciﬁc product as discussed above.
COLIS Demonstrator platform
The ﬁnalisation of the stabilisation project that initially delayed the start of the Substitution
and Education Research Projects was critical to the successful running of both projects.
For the Education Project the stabilisation of the platform provided a robust base for the
research partners to use. To some degree the nature of the research projects dictated the
replacement for the LOX. This was due to little proposed research of the digital rights issues
and instead a focus on repositories (particularly importing and exporting complex IMS
Content Packages).
The Substitution Project required a stable platform to ensure consistent performance from
the supporting applications in the COLIS platform. In all cases, the substituted application
required some level of interoperability with the other functional pieces of COLIS.
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Digital Rights
Although a level of digital rights was supported in the 2003 version of COLIS, the functionality to incorporate ODRL into the manifest was relocated from the LOX to the LOMS. This
was due to the shift from the function of the LOX as an exchange or market for learning
objects to a national level searchable repository incorporating IMS CP import/export.
Support for ODRL was then limited to the LOMS slot with both the WebMCQ and HarvestRoad applications supporting the interpretation of ODRL statements within the IMS CP
imsmanifest.xml and providing limited enforcement.
ODRL was considered to be a suitable framework in which to express the rights agreements.
In some ways, it is still suﬀering from the same type of problems as the metadata industry.
How many ﬁelds? Which are important? What are the vocabularies that are to be used?
The general opinion is that this is the most complex functionality that was attempted in the
COLIS Project. Digital rights management is an area that is still in its infancy and requires
considerable work to both implement and gain acceptance within the community.
COLIS Global Use Case
The main issue around the development of the COLIS Global Use Case (see Appendix D)
and the eﬀects on the Substitution Project is centred on the access management and authentication issues within the COLIS Demonstrator. Although there is no direct impact on
the various roles within the use case there are a number of ‘role’ based questions that need
to be addressed in the application access areas. Currently there are only two main roles that
are deﬁned in COLIS (Teacher and Learner). The reality is that there are a number of other
roles that may need to be deﬁned and application denial rules developed. For example,
there is an argument that an ‘Infoseeker’ is purely interested in locating shareable resources
and not in the subsequent use of those resources. The ‘Creator’ is really only interested in
developing content and uploading it to the LOR.
Suitability of vendors
It must be remembered that the goal of the project was not to only test products that were
100% compatible to the standards, but also to ﬁnd out where there is little or no support
for those standards.
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It is important to note that it should be expected that some of the solutions would be found
to be lacking. It was important not to over-specify the selection criteria for fear of not
understanding the true state of the market.
Scalability
Issues of scalability were not part of the scope of the project, although it is an area that
requires further investigation in future projects given that any live system would need to
be able to accommodate many more users. The current Demonstrator is served from a
number of relatively low powered Intel and Motorola based servers with various operating
environments, and is limited by various licence limitations to running a maximum of 10
concurrent users.
Usability and security
Once the platform had been stabilised it remained so throughout the lifespan of the project.
The system requires little in the way of maintenance other than maintaining the validity of
the various application licences.
From a real world perspective, the only further environmental considerations should be focused on including a proper security policy for the systems, such as use of a ﬁrewall for the
whole environment. Additionally, the communications between the front- and back-end
systems are eﬀectively conveyed through an unencrypted channel in the Demonstrator.
Both vendors in the Access Management space either implemented or suggested that some
type of SSL communications be enforced.
Standards implementation
With the entire project based on the implementation of the speciﬁed IMS/COLIS standards,
the adherence to these is important in quantifying the success or otherwise of the project.
Whilst it was not essential for all of the standards to be adhered to there are a number
of critical areas that need to be complied with if the COLIS model is to be considered a
relevant and successful model for the use, discovery and reuse of learning objects.
The question that needs to be asked to ascertain the relevance of the COLIS platform is
whether it is possible to build a new COLIS from a new set of applications as tested during
the Substitutability Project.
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As noted above, it is not possible to build a complete COLIS with exactly the same functionality of the original COLIS from the products selected for the project. The failure was
with the inability of the LOMS to deliver the content packages via a public URL. Although
this was initially disappointing, there is a positive outcome. In both cases the vendors
conﬁrmed that it was their expectation that it may be included in a future version of the
software. It must also be noted that the Intrallect intraLibrary program was able to deliver
this functionality, and as a natural repository product (in COLIS it was fulﬁlling a diﬀerent
role) does give COLIS the functionality it required.
However, this does not present the whole picture of the Substitutability Project: there were
only two areas that were problematical—ODRL and the delivery of the IMS Content Package via URL from the LOMS to the LMS. This proves that for the rest of the project, there
was broad acceptance for the standards promoted through the COLIS Demonstrator.
The lack of acceptance of the ODRL standard is not surprising given the immaturity of
digital rights as an area. The feedback from the vendors is that ODRL has potential, but
that it requires further work and more general adoption (not just in education) to further
its cause. It is interesting that HarvestRoad did considerable work on interpreting ODRL,
and Intrallect are considering it for the future.

9 FINAL COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION
COLIS standards implementation
The conclusions below are drawn from the summary shown in Table 12. Each of the slots
that were investigated are discussed in the conclusion of this chapter.
LMS
Slot

SSO

Blackboard 6

LMS

Libproxy

Myinternet—myclasses

LMS

Novell

Oracle—iLearning

LMS

WebCT—Vista

LMS

WebCT—CE 4.1

LMS

Application

Novell

SSO

Microsoft

SSO

Ebullient

SSO

Table 12: Criteria for LMS
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FSG
Slot

SSO

Ex Libris—MetaLib

FSG

Libproxy

Endevour—ENCompass

FSG

Application

HarvestRoad—Hive

LOMS

Concord—Masterﬁle

LOMS

Z39.50

LOMS
SRU

Z39.50 L

SSO

ODRL

50%

LOM

URL Del

U/IMS CP

50%

Table 12: Criteria for LMS (con’t)

Access Management
It is logical to start with the Access Management solutions as they provide the entry point
to the COLIS platform. It appears that there are a number of vendors who are able to provide solutions in this space. Although both solutions that were ﬁnally implemented utilised
a reverse-proxy approach, the components and philosophies diﬀered. The main issue that
was raised by both vendors was the lack of a single directory to store the usernames, passwords and access rights. The comment was made that there were a number of technologies
available, but none had reached any level of dominance.
As each access management product stores user details in an LDAP accessible directory,
and a number of the functional products within the project have also implemented LDAP
there are grounds to suggest that an approach that incorporated this could be adopted to
avoid identity information replication. However, this was not an issue that this project was
attempting to resolve. There will be further work undertaken by the Macquarie E-Learning
Centre of Excellence ‘MAMS’ Project (Meta Access Management System) to investigate the
access management issues aﬀecting interoperability within the e-learning and information/
repository communities. This will have obvious implications for other areas both within
and outside the educational sector.

Federated Search Gateway
The functionality provided by the search gateways is critical to enabling the shared object
philosophy of the COLIS Demonstrator. Without the ability to search for and expose
learning resources the use case is not sustainable. Through the implementation of the two
products during the project it was possible to search and locate various repositories using
a broad set of search protocols.
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Learning Object Management Systems
A number of issues with this slot became apparent during this project. It is worthwhile
mentioning that this slot is the one that required the most work to comply with the COLIS/
IMS standards as proposed by COLIS due to the general initial lack of support for some of
those standards in the products as chosen.
The most important omission was the ability to generate a public URL that served the IMS
CP to the LMS for delivery. In both applications this feature was not supported. The major
reason given was a philosophical argument over the function of a repository – should it be
a place to only store objects or should the repository be responsible for the delivery and
navigation. Although this is a major issue it is somewhat tempered by statements from
both organisations indicating that they are considering incorporating this feature in future
releases.
With COLIS incorporating the Intrallect intraLibrary product in a ‘national repository’
role it has been possible to demonstrate that there are applications currently available that
support the ability to deliver IMS Content Packages via URL, as well as a downloadable
zip ﬁle.
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Learning Management Systems
It is the LMS that is ultimately responsible for the delivery of the learning content to the
student. The education community is well catered for with products that focus on the various sectors of the market – K-12, Vocational Education and Training, Higher Education
and Corporate Training. The project was lucky to have tested products that addressed the
needs of each of these sectors. And while it was not the primary focus of the project to
investigate or understand the feature sets appropriate to each market, it was interesting to
see how each product addressed their market.
Given that the two required functions for each application were that they could be incorporated into the Libproxy SSO environment and be able to deliver the IMS CP from a public
URL, there was little to challenge them. Each application was able to perform these tasks.
Of most interest, was the prevalence of SCORM as a supported standard. This did not
seem to be constrained by market segment (it was expected in the corporate space), as
there existed support through all segments other than the K-12 segment as demonstrated
through the myclasses product.
Conclusion
The highlight of the project was the involvement of the vendors. This was at two levels,
the general contribution and the observation of the standards. All of the vendors who
participated in the project committed signiﬁcant resources, with some spending considerable amounts on modifying and implementing their products. Whilst not all applications
adhered to all of the relevant standards used in the COLIS Demonstrator, the vendors
were not just playing lip service to future conformity. The indication from a number of the
vendors was that they would be working on further standards compliance. 
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Chapter 5
Vendor Case Studies
Jonathan Clare, Substitutability Project Manager (IIS&R Project)
Macquarie University
INTRODUCTION
Without doubt the relationships between the COLIS team and the vendors was the
most important single factor in diﬀerentiating between a successful project and a less
than successful one. How we together set the priorities and the schedule, managed the
day-to-day operations, resolved issues and delivered expected outcomes were key to the
smooth running of the project.
The three projects included in this section were selected because they provided the greatest
insight into the process. Two of the projects, HarvestRoad and Novell, required extensive
development work and it is hoped that these studies will provide some insight into this
process. The myinternet (myclasses) study was selected for more local reasons – this was
the product of an Australian company, and in the Learning Management System (LMS)
slot they were the only company with which we had almost daily contact. Additionally, they
were able to demonstrate added functionality beyond the initial requirements.
In all three of these projects there was both a professed and demonstrated desire to meet
the open standards/speciﬁcations detailed for the COLIS Demonstrator, with the belief
that by oﬀering compatibility with these standards they were contributing to the wider
adoption of e-learning technologies by enabling multi-vendor solutions.
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Novell Case Study
1 OVERVIEW
Novell, Inc. is a leading provider of information solutions that deliver secure identity
management, Web application development and cross-platform networking services
supported by consulting services. They have extensive education sector experience
across Australia and worldwide, providing solutions which provision, manage and synchronise identity information between e-learning environments and other enterprise
systems using technologies and services from our product suite.

2 THE CHALLENGE
The Access Management Substitution slot required that Novell provide a web-based portal
application to provide access to the four standard COLIS Demonstrator applications:
WebCT – Campus Edition, Intrallect—intraLibrary, FDi—EDRM and WebMCQ—LOMS.
The major criteria were that the solution provide a Single Sign On (SSO) where the user
need only authenticate once to access all of the COLIS applications and that the identity
management be LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) or PAM (Pluggable Authentication Module) compliant.

3 THE SOLUTION
Novell completed their Expression of Interest with a proposed design that outlined the
components that they would use in their Access Management solution. This solution was
based around three core technologies that would be deployed over two servers. These
technologies are:
 Edirectory

 Ichain

 ExteNd Director

The solution was similar to the initial COLIS SSO Libproxy solution in that it used a reverse
proxy engine, though developed by Novell (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Novell access management solution

4 THE PROCESS
The Novell approach to the project was very professional from the outset. Strong project
management methodology was evident from the establishment of the project. Their
team comprised Account Executive—Patty Crawford, Project Manager—John Singleton,
Systems Engineers—Blaise McEvoy and Carl Pritchett, Web Developer—Paul O’Leary and
Quality Assurance—Nick Hawley.
Initial engagement and project planning started in early September 2003. The Statement
of Works was ﬁnalised and the development phase of the project commenced immediately
and was planned to run through to the end of September.
With the work to be installed on MELCOE infrastructure the ﬁrst task was to identify
and prepare the servers for the installation of the Novell software. The provisioning phase
was delayed due to some hardware incompatibility. This resulted in having to reuse some
old servers rather than use more powerful infrastructure acquired for the project. Whilst
this work was being completed, the development work was continuing on Novell’s own
development platform.
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The development program was broken down into four phases of work. The ﬁrst three
phases were sequentially implemented with the fourth phase carried out concurrently with
the various build phases. In summary the phases were as follows:
 eDirectory build
 iChain build

 Portal Back-end build
 Portal Front-end design

After the development and deployment work was completed the test and quality assurance
phase took place.
The engagement period was ultimately extended past the end of September by one month
to accommodate some diﬃculties incorporating the EDRM application and the additional
work (out of scope) to incorporate the myinternet application into the environment. In
total, 33 person-days were spent on the project, which includes meetings and MELCOE
preparation work.

5 RESULTS
The project consisted of ten distinct milestones as summarised in the Project Measurement
Record (see Table 1).
Project Measurement Record
Project:

IIS&R—Substitutability

Slot:

Partner:

Novell

Product:

Item
#

Item Description

Date

Attempted
Function

Success /
Failure

1

Setup software

10/09/2003

yes

no

2

Static portal page for login

12/09/2003

yes

success

3

Directory for names and passwords

12/09/2003

yes

success

4

SSO outcome equivalent to Libproxy

25/09/2003

yes

success

5

Dynamic portal page based on
name/password shows diﬀerent version
of Demonstrator

25/09/2003

yes

success

7

LOMS—WebMCQ

30/10/2003

yes

success

8

LMS—WebCT

30/10/2003

yes

success

9

LOR—intraLibrary

30/10/2003

yes

success

10

FSG—FDi

30/10/2003

yes

success

Table 1: Novell Project Measurement Record
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The Novell solution was implemented without the need to make any changes to the
back-end applications. The iChain solution also exhibited huge speed advantage over the
Libproxy system. This is presumed to be due to a number of factors that include the caching
capability of iChain, higher speciﬁcation hardware and low latency/high eﬃciency of the
solution.
With the original Libproxy implementation the user determines the session’s length. Under
the Novell solution the session length setting is conﬁgured in the iChain management
utility. The setting is called ‘Maximum Idle Time Before Requiring a New Login’ and it is
deﬁned as ‘The period of browser inactivity allowed before the proxy server requests a new
login’. This setting can be set once for each authentication proﬁle: what this means in terms
of the IIS&R implementation is that there is one setting for the whole Novell portal and all
associated applications which is currently set at 30 minutes. If there were more IP addresses
available, (which is normally the case in a production environment) each application could
be setup with its own IP address and its own Authentication Proﬁle and its own session
length limit.

6 ISSUES AND RISKS

Security
The solution has been implemented on a platform that is completely open to the University
and the Internet. For future projects it is recommended that a ﬁrewall is part of any rollouts. This will provide some degree of security and data validity as well as simulating the
‘real world’ nature of such installations. Being outside of a ﬁrewall also made the box more
susceptible to virus attack requiring the installation of virus detection software. However,
given the very nature of a test bed, this did not aﬀect the deployment.
Hardware compatibility
During the rollout of the software it was found that the hardware that the iChain component was to run on was not compatible. This required a delay in installation and deployment whilst a new server was located and prepared.
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Resource availability
Initially Novell wanted to pull out from the project, as they did not have the human
resources available to fulﬁl their obligations. Once the timeline had been arranged to give
them more ﬂexibility in meeting their commitments, they were able to commit to the
project and complete it within the proposed timeframe.

7 ESTIMATED COSTS
The estimated cost of the project was $29,000 plus licences for the software suite installed
on the MELCOE servers that were provided free of charge. This cost included the cost of
MELCOE staﬀ

8 SPECIAL MENTION
Under Libproxy, the myinternet application, myclasses, was unusable due to the speed
within the SSO environment. Novell oﬀered to incorporate myclasses into its solution with
excellent results.
In addition, the WestOne Services Education Research Project was having diﬃculty accessing all applications via the Libproxy SSO. This appeared due to a number of restrictions on
access through the ﬁrewall at their institution and some indeterminate speed issues. With
permission, we made the Novell solution available to WestOne Services and they were able
to continue their research program with full access to the COLIS Demonstrator.

9 SUMMARY
The Novell solution met 100% of the initial objectives for the SSO Substitution slot as it
provided all of the functionality that was expected. The Novell team also took part in the
COLIS – IIS&R seminars that were held nationally in December and January 2003-2004.
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Myinternet—myclasses Case Study
1 OVERVIEW
Myinternet is a specialist in education marketing, providing relevant curriculum materials and links to extensive online resources. They actively support and participate in
major education events, as well as support communities where education professionals
share their experience and resources with each other.
Myclasses is a K-12 appropriate Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) which includes
Class Pages, Learning Object Viewers and instructional context through e-Learning
Folios. Myclasses also provides a content repository for storing and managing resources
sourced within a deployment or from external resource databases.
For this project MELCOE were investigating the ability of myclasses to demonstrate its
capabilities as a Learning Management System (LMS) and in particular its capacity to
deliver learning objects, IMS Content Packages

2 CHALLENGE
The Learning Management System (LMS) substitution project required participants to
demonstrate a number of mandatory and optional capabilities. The two mandatory features
were the ability to incorporate the application into the Libproxy Single Sign On environment and the capacity to deliver an IMS Content Package (IMS CP) via public URL from
the Learning Object Management System (LOMS+). The optional features depended on
the individual products and there capabilities. In the case of myclasses these were: upload
IMS CP directly, deliver a Learning Federation Learning Object, access eZerve (Macquarie
University’s electronic reserve) and the FDi EDRM Federated Search Gateway via URL.

3 SOLUTION
Myinternet proposed to use myclasses as the LMS for this project. The solution was
deployed on a server located in the myinternet oﬃces in Melbourne and was accessed remotely via the Libproxy access management system. Myclasses oﬀers the following features
which were used during the project:
 Learning object
viewers

 e-Learning Folios
 Collaboration tools

 Content repository
 Class pages
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4 THE PROCESS
The engagement process involved the setup of the teams at both myinternet and MELCOE.
The project lead at myinternet was Dan Ingvarson with technical support provided by
Scott Penrose the Technical Architect. At MELCOE, Nishen Naidoo provided the technical
support, in particular the work with Libproxy, and Jonathan Clare as project manager.
This project was the ﬁrst one to get up and running in early August 2003. The initial planning work was started and the scale of the project reduced after the API from the federated
search could not be made available to myclasses: this reduced the depth of integration. In
particular, the option to integrate the search gateway at API level was not explored.
The Libproxy system was not supplied by myinternet and its implementation for myinternet provided a number of challenges. Standard Libproxy did not provide support for HTTP
Basic/Digest authentication on a per user/realm basis. Filters had to be developed which
captured all HTTP 401 status codes and then spawned a sub-equest by adding the proper
HTTP Authentication string and then returning that page to the user.
As mentioned the access to application was setup remotely on a server at myinternet. This
was initially setup on a virtual machine, running a number of instances of the application,
that when accessed through the Libproxy front end proved to be very slow, however when
accessed without Libproxy the speed behavior of myclasses was markedly improved. Moving the software onto a dedicated server made myclasses perform quickly, however there
continued to be problems with Libproxy and the speed through that was still not really
acceptable.
Although not strictly within the scope of the project, we decided to approach another
vendor, Novell, to see if they could incorporate the myclasses application into their SSO
solution. They were happy to be able to contribute and the speed eﬃciency of the application was vastly improved. This enabled the testing of myclasses to proceed.
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5 RESULTS
The LMS Project Measurement Record for myclasses required six criteria to be met including the SSO integration (see Table 2).
Project Measurement Record
Project:

IIS&R—Substitutability

Slot:

LMS

Partner:

myinternet

Product:

myclasses

Date

Attempted
Function

Success /
Failure

28/08/2003

yes

success

Item
#
1

Item Description
Integrate with SSO

Date:

Reason

2003

Retry

Success /
Failure

n/a

n/a

yes

success

2

Get URL to search gateway

25/09/2003

yes

failure

Initial issues with speed created a
timeout issue. Waiting for Novell to
attempt access to myclasses so that it
can be tested properly.The expectation
is that it will work.

3

Get URL to eZerve documents

16/09/2003

yes

success

Pasted URL and delivered LO. Some
diﬃculty due to Libproxy speed
interference and error reports

n/a

n/a

4

Demonstrate Learning Federation LO
delivery

25/09/2003

yes

success

Imported a number of LF objects into
myclasses

n/a

n/a

The way myclasses handles IMC CPs
is to unpack them and then load the
individual elements into the myclasses
repository. Myclasses then handles the
organisation of the elements to give the
user access to the LO. Once the ﬁlter had
been updated to correctly understand
the ‘Organisation’ section of the
metadata, these imported ﬁne.

yes

success

5

Upload IMS LO directly to LMS for
delivery

25/09/2003

yes

failure

6

Get URL to deliver IMS CP from LOMS

16/09/2003

yes

success

Table 2: Myclasses Project Measurement Record

The SSO implementation has been discussed in some detail in the previous section. The
other mandatory requirement was the delivery of IMS CPs via a public URL from the
repositories (LOR and LOMS) which myclasses had no diﬃculty in performing.
Of the other optional requirements the two that required delivery of URL based resources
(eZerve and EDRM Search Gateway) were both completed once the SSO issues were
resolved. The integration with The Learning Federation (TLF) content packages was a deep
integration within myclasses. A number of TLF objects were uploaded into the application
and delivered as part of an eLF.
Myclasses is also able to upload IMS CPs. The method it uses to do this is to upload the CP, unpack
the elements into its own repository, and then use the Organisation as described in the manifest to
deliver the package. In the ﬁrst instance there was an issue as to which Identiﬁer it should use to
correctly name the CP; however this was quickly resolved through some code modiﬁcation.
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6 ISSUES AND RISKS
The only major issue that was identiﬁed once the project was underway was with the speed
concerns relating to its operation under the Libproxy environment. The strategy to reduce
the impact this would have on the substitution, was to approach Novell to see if they could
provide a more eﬃcient sign-on front end. Given that the only impact on the project was
in the time taken to test the various functions, it was never a critical factor and therefore
was never raised as a risk.

7 ESTIMATED COSTS
The project required 14 hours of development time on behalf of the myinternet team and
an additional 12 hours was spent developing the Libproxy sign on. Using a benchmark of
$150 per hour this amounts to $4200 in kind cost.

8 SUMMARY
The myinternet – myclasses substitution met all of the required criteria. Although performance under Libproxy was not acceptable, the alternative Novell solution provided evidence
that it would operate successfully in such an environment.
At an organisational level, myinternet were very helpful and keen to further their commitment to the emerging standards. The modiﬁcations that were made to ensure that IMS
Content Packages could be uploaded directly and included the correct navigation, was
proof of this. 
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HarvestRoad Hive Case Study
1 OVERVIEW
HarvestRoad develops specialised content management software for use in organisations
that implement online learning and knowledge management systems.

2 THE CHALLENGE
Without doubt, the replacement of the Learning Object Management System (LOMS)
was always going to be the substitution that that would pose the greatest challenge and
potentially the most development work required by the vendors involved. In the original
COLIS, the LOMS application had been developed speciﬁcally to deliver the functionality
as speciﬁed in the original COLIS Solution Design. During the substitution of HIVE, we
would be looking at signiﬁcant modiﬁcation to meet this speciﬁcation. The speciﬁcations
that the LOMS had to adhere to were numerous and not only required technical modiﬁcation, but by implication, philosophical ‘realignment’ as to the role of a repository.
HarvestRoad committed to incorporate the following features into Hive:
 Allow the Federated Search Gateway
to search Hive public content using an
SRU format search URL;
 Adapt the IMS metadata SDI ﬁle
to match the COLIS IMS metadata
proﬁle;

 Extend the Hive function that extracts
metadata from a content package to
extract ODRL rights metadata from
suitably formatted content packages;
 Based on rights data extracted from
a content package, enforce the ODRL
‘Accept’ requirement by displaying a
warning to the user.

The one functional component that HarvestRoad were not going to incorporate was the
ability to deliver the IMS content package via a Public URL to the Learning Management
System.

3 THE SOLUTION
John Townsend (Product Manager) and Shaun Clark (Technical Architect) developed a
plan to deliver the functionality required in November 2003 after some preliminary discus-
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sions. The development work was estimated at four weeks work with some extra time for
testing and modiﬁcation if required
In general terms, HarvestRoad would be developing Hive to include the feature set as agreed
in the initial statement of works to incorporate the features that are outlined above.

4 THE PROCESS
Initial engagement and project planning started in early September 2003. The Statement
of Works was ﬁnalised and the development phase of the project commenced immediately
and was planned to run through to the end of September with deployment, testing and
demonstration scheduled for November.
Shaun Clark was responsible for the majority of the development. The delivery of the work
was released by component throughout the development period. This enabled MELCOE to
stage the testing over that time.
Concurrently, Nishen Naidoo worked on the installation of Hive onto the COLIS server
farm. This turned out to be one of the more complex installations of the Substitutability
Project and required signiﬁcant investigation especially with the integration into Libproxy.
There was an initial problem with the version of the MySQL database which was resolved
by installingthe copy supplied with Hive. There was also an issue with the licence conﬁguration ﬁle having an incorrect server name. This was easily resolved through a manual edit
of the conﬁguration ﬁle.
The ﬁnal installation hurdle was the integration into the Libproxy Single Sign On (SSO)
environment. The architecture of the application meant that the entire application is run
within several frames all of which use the same URL with a diﬀerent query string. The hive.
cgi script handles every aspect of the application and the hive.cgi script for the most part
generates JavaScript code that in turn generates the HTML code on the client side. Creating
the Libproxy ﬁlter for the application required close attention to the frame architecture that
Hive uses, in particular the fact that the frames were all generated via the same script. This
made it diﬃcult for the Libproxy ﬁlter to pick up the appropriate URLs for ﬁltering. Once
ign in was achieved we discovered that the frame targets that were returned from the sign
in and the frame targets that Hive was referring to, were misaligned, with one being within
the other. The solution was to create a ‘dummy’ html login page outside of Hive that we
pointed to in order to get SSO working within the proper frame hierarchy.
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All of the other work was completed on target and with minimal consultation.
Once all of the development was completed the ﬁnal testing of the integrated version of
Hive was tested. In other projects there had been problems once the applications were
integrated into the SSO so it was important to test it in the real environment, rather than on
a machine that was outside of the Libproxy. After the development and deployment work
was completed the test and quality assurance phase took place.
The most impressive part of the project was the considerable time and money spent on
the development of the software. The belief, at HarvestRoad, that is was essential that Hive
adhered to existing and emerging open standards, meant that there was no hesitation in
committing to this path.

5 RESULTS
The project consisted of the ﬁve distinct milestones as summarised in the Project Measurement Record (see Table 3).

Project Measurement Record
Project:

IIS&R—Substitutability

Slot:

LOMS

Partner:

HarvestRoad

Product:

Hive

Date

Attempted
Function

Success /
Failure

14/11/2003

yes

success

Item
#
1

Item Description
Integrate with SSO

2

Expose metadata to FDi search—LOM

14/11/2003

yes

success

3

Conﬁgure ODRL schema

30/10/2003

yes

success

4

5

Enforce access restrictions

Deliver IMS CP via URL

21/11/2003

27/10/2003

yes

yes

Date:

Reason

Retry

2003

Success /
Failure

This work was completed as a proof of
concept using a number of SRU syntax
strings examples. Modiﬁcations to the
search gateway were not possible to
include the Hive repository in the search

50/50

The restrictions are enforced but the
screen is scrambled and unreadable
so you are not aware that this is what
is happening. Problem identiﬁed as
related to the installation and was not
reproducable on the instance installed
at HarvestRoad

partial

Hive does not deliver a navigatable IMS
CP to the LMS. Instead it delivers the ZIP
ﬁle of the package which can then be
expanded and the individual resources
are then ‘organised’ from within the
LMS. In addition, Hive can deliver just
the Manifest.

Table 3: HarvestRoad Project Management Record
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6 ISSUES
Delivery of Content Packages via Public URL
Perhaps the most signiﬁcant issue arising from the project was the expectation that Hive
provide a ‘Public URL’ that runs the entire content package. Hive was expected to extract
the content as ﬁles on disk, and generate a navigation framework on the ﬂy based on the
organisation expressed in the manifest ﬁle.
As a means of previewing the contents before ‘purchase’ this is a nice feature and one that
HarvestRoad plans to implement in a future release. The key factor in completing this work
is customer demand.
NB. Hive does deliver Content Packages (CP) via a Public URL, but without the navigation
parameters. This means that the CP itself can be delivered with the LMS (or other delivery
platform) responsible for unpacking and presenting.
Enforcement of rights
This point was not a signiﬁcant issue in COLIS due to the low level of enforcement that
was required. However, rights enforcement is one of the key areas of concern for an ODRL
implementation, given the breadth of the rights that can be expressed.
Digital Rights is complex and is not widely used in the community as a result. Digital Rights
continue to be managed using commercial arrangements rather than by software controls.
HarvestRoad commentated that the COLIS Project provides a valuable proving ground to
ensure that the software controls develop to become practicable in the real world.
SRU implementation
Since implementing COLIS HarvestRoad have secured a contract with a requirement that
requires the inclusion of SRU support in the Hive product – namely that search requests are
to be issued by a system independent of Hive, and that search results are to be returned in
XML format. This is a real-world example of using a standards based approach.
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7 ESTIMATED COSTS
The estimated cost of the project was $21,600 plus licences for the software suite installed
on the MELCOE servers that were provided free of charge. This cost included the cost of
MELCOE staﬀ for the project management and installation services.

8 SUMMARY
The HarvestRoad Hive solution was further proof that the standards-based approach that
was adopted and demonstrated with COLIS has further support from within the education
software industry. The willingness of HarvestRoad to carry out substantial development on
the application demonstrates support for this approach. For them to then have customers
request this functionality just add further weight to the COLIS model. 
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Chapter 6
The Selection and Use of Learning
Objects for Teaching: User Perspectives
Maree Gosper, Karen Woo, Donna Gibbs, Tim Hand, Sharon Kerr
and David Rich
Macquarie University and the
Open Training and Education Network (OTEN)
1 INTRODUCTION
The COLIS Demonstrator was developed to investigate and demonstrate standardsbased interoperability among a range of online learning, information and rights
management systems that may be part of future e-learning environments. A key aspect
of the COLIS Demonstrator, which is of practical relevance to teachers, is its potential
to provide an integrated environment that allows individuals to:
 Upload learning objects to share with others;
 Search and locate learning objects for use in teaching programs;
 Manage the digital rights associated with sharing, procuring and using learning objects;
and
 Integrate the learning objects into teaching materials residing in a Learning Management System (e.g. WebCT).
While the COLIS Demonstrator has veriﬁed that interoperability between systems supporting the above processes is achievable, it is evident that the ability of such systems to
support teaching is not solely a technical matter. Cultural and educational factors may have
a large impact on its uptake. Recognising that there needs to be a practical context in which
the interoperability oﬀered by the COLIS Demonstrator is relevant, a key objective of
COLIS 2003 has been to provide structured input on usability issues from the perspective
of teachers (Brodie, 2003).
In this chapter we report on one of the research projects, supported under COLIS 2003,
which aimed to provide a user perspective on the notion of learning objects as reusable teaching and learning resources as well as the circumstances surrounding their use.
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Perspectives were drawn from across three education sectors across Australia: the school
(K-12), vocational education and training (VET) and higher education sectors. A comprehensive project report is available on the MELCOE web site at 


The chapter begins with a discussion of four common themes – accessibility, reusability,
interoperability and intellectual property – found in learning object research, and their
implications in relation to user perspectives. An account of the research project on user
perspectives and a discussion of its key ﬁndings and their implications for the further
development of the infrastructure and cultural aspects associated with the reuse of learning
objects follows.
Project team
The Project leader was Dr Maree Gosper from the Centre for Flexible Learning, Macquarie
University. Karen Woo, from the same Centre, assisted as the Project Oﬃcer. Project team
members included Associate Professor Donna Gibbs from the School of Education at Macquarie University; Tim Hand, from the Open Training and Education Network (OTEN),
TAFE NSW; Sharon Kerr and Professor David Rich, from the Centre for Flexible Learning,
Macquarie University.

2 THEMES IN LEARNING OBJECT RESEARCH
Accessibility
Accessibility in relation to learning objects refers to an object’s potential to be found in
a repository by a teacher, student, or a computer agent. The most common method of
facilitating discovery is by generating metadata which are based on standards developed
by one of the international standards bodies, such as IEEE, and IMS (Cancore, 2002). The
number of standards available reﬂects the wide range of opinions on the optimal number of
metadata ﬁelds and the relative importance of those diﬀerent ﬁelds. One of the most comprehensive standards available, IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM), provides 65 ﬁelds
in total (IEEE, 2002). An issue facing education institutions is that despite the proliferation
of metadata authoring tools, it is a time-consuming and costly endeavour to ensure all 65
ﬁelds of the IEEE metadata ﬁelds are inserted. At the same time, and somewhat paradoxically, users have expressed concerns that the terminology can be ‘totally inadequate for the
task of deﬁning the complexities of learning resources and activities’ (Currier & Campbell
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2002, cited in Philip & Dalziel, 2003). This assertion led Philip and Dalziel (2003) to suggest
the inclusion of ‘secondary usage metadata’, which includes information such as previous
uses of the learning objects and users comments.
More generally, in relation to the development of metadata, what has been missing in the
research to date is an understanding of the types of information teachers use when searching for learning objects. This understanding is imperative because not only is it costly to
enter a large set of metadata for every object, it is also costly for individuals if the metadata
provided does not lead to eﬃcient discovery. In making choices about what to include or
exclude from metadata ﬁelds, system designers must be aware of user requirements.
Reusability
Reusability is often seen as an essential quality of learning objects. The early literature on
the subject attempted to map reusability to the technical characteristics of objects. It was
suggested that reuse is inversely related to granularity – that is, the smaller and less complex
the object, the more reusable it is (e.g. Wiley, 1999). But for users of learning objects, how
relevant is this term? How often do teachers, when preparing a lesson, base their choice of
educational resources on the resources’ relative size and complexity? Later, an educational
perspective emerged, suggesting that objects have the greatest potential for reuse when
they centre on a single, core concept (South & Monson, 2000; Littlejohn, Jung & Broumley,
2003). More recently, more pragmatic and economic considerations have surfaced. It has
become apparent that ‘while the most decontextualised learning objects are reusable in
the greatest number of learning contexts, they are also the most expensive and diﬃcult for
instructional designers to reuse’ (Wiley, 2003).
While the notion of reuse with references to granularity, core concepts and decontextualisation may have logical appeal to learning object developers and system designers, what
remains unclear are the characteristics of learning objects that users ﬁnd most valuable
when evaluating an object’s potential for reuse in their own context.
Interoperability
Interoperability is a key factor inﬂuencing the portability of objects between environments
with diﬀerent technical platforms. The early work on interoperability came from military
training and workplace training. Their interest in developing content that did not need to
be tied to a single Learning Management System (LMS) led to the development of technical
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standards, like SCORM, to ensure content can be moved between diﬀerent LMSs (ADL,
2002; AICC, 2002; Cisco, 2001).
The original COLIS Project has moved beyond interoperability between LMSs to achieve
interoperability between different learning objects systems, making learning objects
available through LMSs, Learning Object Management Systems (LOMS), Learning Object
Exchanges (LOX) and a Federated Search Gateway (FSG) to digital reserves.
While interoperability has clear advantages for an institution, there is the question of
whether teachers perceive any advantages for themselves in using integrated learning
object management and delivery systems such as the COLIS Demonstrator. Furthermore,
in ensuring interoperability, will this lead to additional technical barriers and workload
for teachers? Above all, will ensuring interoperability compromise the quality of the
educational experience? These are important questions particularly in view of the orientation of inﬂuential standards like SCORM which are based on a single-learner, self-paced
and self-directed pedagogical model. Although this model is typically used in the training
sector, it is not always suited to pedagogical models adopted by schools and higher education institutions (Kraan & Williams, 2002). The atomistic nature of learning objects, where
they are conceived of as bite-size chunks that can be taken anywhere, anytime, is at odds
with a program-wide approach to the development of knowledge and skills that sequences
instruction to cater for the increasing complexity of teaching aims and learning outcomes.
As the manager of the RMIT University-wide learning object project Rhys Williams (Williams et al., 2002) pointed out:
In a complex university environment the non-sequential nature of learning objects might
pose design challenges with respect to the level of prior knowledge assumed and the extent
to which quite limited contextual information can compensate (p.3)
Intellectual property
The development of interoperable systems that allow learning objects to be exchanged
has increased the need to resolve issues relating to digital rights. Current Learning Object
Exchanges systems for university and school audiences are implemented on a free1 or shared2
exchange model. In addition to these, other types of Learning Object Exchanges also exist, like
proprietary exchanges, commercial exchanges, and peer-to-peer exchanges (Johnson, 2003).
1 Examples include Multimedia Educational Resource for
Learning and Online Teacher 
 and Educational Object Economy 
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Peer-to-peer exchange enables practising teachers to contribute their learning objects
for others to use. The COLIS Demonstrator has the potential to support peer-to-peer
exchange, but such a model is only sustainable if teachers are motivated to share resources
they have created. The issue of intellectual property, particularly digital rights management, is only one aspect of sharing learning objects. There is a range of complex cultural
issues surrounding sharing in an educational context. The factors that motivate and inhibit
sharing are yet to be more fully investigated.
User perspectives
Despite generous funding for technical development around the world which has led
to impressive advancements in technical infrastructure, the uptake of learning objects
is still nowhere near being pervasive (Johnson, 2003). In their work with the CANDLE
project where academics from twelve universities in seven countries were attempting to
share learning objects, Wetterling and Collis (2003) found that the major problems they
experienced were not related to technological design and development, but depended more
on cultural issues such as teachers’ reluctance to share their own course materials or use
materials developed by others.
Time was also found to be a major inhibitor to teachers embracing a learning object
culture. Koppi and Lavitt (2003) in their observations of institutional uses of learning
objects found that academic staﬀ were not willing to invest the additional time required to
understand the rationale and beneﬁts of using learning objects, let alone spending the time
to metatag and upload their learning objects. Some faculties considered learning objects to
be inappropriate to their learning and teaching programs, and some were reluctant to give
away their intellectual property without rewards. Like Wetterling and Collis (2003), Koppi
and Lavitt also found that the notion of using other people’s material for eﬃciency or promoting one’s own material was not a suﬃcient incentive for sharing. Rather, their teaching
staﬀ preferred more reward in the form of public recognition and acknowledgement, with
the possibility of this leading to future promotions.
Peer review may act as an incentive to the university sector for sharing objects. Based
on this premise, Taylor and Richardson (2001) proposed a model for reviewing learning
objects which adopts the peer-review model common in academic research. However, this
type of incentive may not extend to the school and vocational sectors, where the practice
is less familiar.
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Indeed, cultural diﬀerences may exist between sectors in the factors inﬂuencing the acceptance of learning objects. A study by Littlejohn, Jung and Broumley (2003) that compared
school and university practice in relation to sharing and using learning objects found
that the key factor encouraging use in schools was access to standardised, authoritative
materials. Standardised curricula meant that it was possible for teachers to ﬁnd learning
objects that mapped directly onto their lesson objectives and helped to decrease their
class preparation time. In contrast, the absence of a standardised curriculum in tertiary
institutions meant that tutors and academics could not expect to ﬁnd learning objects that
mapped directly onto their lesson objectives.
While the institutional beneﬁts for reusing learning objects are well documented and
generally accepted, the users’ perspectives have not been as thoroughly investigated. Even
though the issues emerging in the literature point to the barriers to the re-use of learning
objects, simply addressing these barriers will not necessarily lead to the adoption and use
of objects. A clearer picture is still needed of the end-users’ views on learning objects, why
they would use them and the circumstances surrounding their use.

3 THE RESEARCH PROJECT
The aim of the research was to provide a user perspective to the applicability of a learning
object culture to current educational practice. In particular, it aimed to investigate:
 The type of learning objects teachers use now, expect to use in the future, and the
circumstances surrounding their use; and
 The factors that are likely to motivate and inhibit the use of learning object systems
such as the COLIS Demonstrator.
Method
A two-stage methodology was adopted. The ﬁrst stage was one of orientation and discussion. Participants attended a workshop in which they were introduced to the concept of
learning objects. An overview of the functionality of the COLIS Demonstrator from the
perspectives of 1) creators sharing learning objects and 2) users acquiring learning objects
was given. Participants were then invited to discuss the applicability of learning objects and
the COLIS Demonstrator to current teaching contexts. In the second stage, issues arising
from the workshop were explored further through an online questionnaire which was distributed to all workshop participants, 40 of whom responded (75.5%). The questionnaire
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consisted of quantitative and qualitative questions using open-ended, multiple choice and
5-point likert scale formats.
For the purpose of this research, learning objects were deﬁned as digital resources for
teaching and learning with user rights and descriptions (metadata) attached to them. To
introduce participants to the broad range of potential learning objects, objects were categorised in terms of granularity using descriptors meaningful to the teaching and learning
context. In the workshop, three categorisations were presented: basic resources, tasks and
exercises, and entire units of work. It was made clear that this categorisation represented
a continuum of increasing complexity and that the manner in which the categories were
deﬁned was for the purposes of this research.
Participants
The participants were 53 teachers, curriculum consultants and educational developers
across three education sectors. The K-12 sector was represented by metropolitan NSW
government schools; the VET sector by the OTEN-DE (Open Training and Education
Network – Distance Education), TAFE NSW; and the university sector by Macquarie University, a research/ teaching university located in metropolitan Sydney. Only participants
who had previous experience in the use of information and communication technologies
(ICTs) for teaching were selected.
Limitations
The deﬁnition of learning objects that was used provided teachers with a meaningful
description situated within an educational context. It is recognised, however, that the issues
raised in this study could diﬀer depending on the deﬁnition of learning objects provided.
Therefore, as the learning object debate matures and more meaningful deﬁnitions emerge,
user perspectives will need to be re-investigated within the context of these deﬁnitions.
We attempted to look at sector diﬀerences in the study; however, because of the small sample size, any diﬀerences reported in the ﬁndings are only indicative rather than conclusive.
In addition, although there was representation across the three sectors, the participants did
not reﬂect the diversity that exists within each of the sectors. A diﬀerent response pattern
could arise from users in the non-government K-12 sector, and the VET sector other than
OTEN, TAFE. Within the higher education sector there could be diﬀerent responses from
proﬁt-driven universities, research-focused universities, and those catering for distance
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and international students. There could also be diﬀerences between disciplines. If the issues
raised in this study are to be investigated further, it is recommended that participation be
extended to include wider sector representation at a national level.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main ﬁndings of this research are discussed in terms of the type of learning objects
teachers use now and expect to use in the future, the circumstances surrounding their use
and the implications for further technical infrastructure development. The implications
for developing a learning object culture are also explored. For ease of reporting, the term
‘teachers’ refers collectively to the participants in the study and includes classroom teachers, curriculum consultants and educational developers.
Type of learning objects teachers use now and expect to use in the future
A major ﬁnding arising from the study was that the overriding determinant of the type
of learning objects that teachers from across all three sectors are likely to use now and in
the future was the object’s value to the achievement of educational goals. The participating
teachers viewed learning objects as just another resource that could be used to contribute
to the development of curricula and to assist in the process of teaching and learning. The
granularity of an object, that is, whether it was a basic resource, a task, or an entire unit
of work was largely inconsequential. Teachers chose objects that helped them to teach
more eﬀectively and eﬃciently in order to improve their students’ learning. Nevertheless
there was some support for Wiley’s (1999) suggestion that objects at the lower end of the
spectrum had greater potential for reuse. However, there was also general agreement that
more complex learning objects encompassing modules of work or whole units of study
could be usefully employed in circumstances where the subject was outside the teacher’s
area of expertise.
For a learning object culture to be prevalent, the act of searching for, acquiring and utilising existing resources needs to be recognised as an established pattern of curriculum and
resource development. Participants recognised that such a culture had potential beneﬁts
for both teachers and students. Access to a wide range of quality resources had the potential
to enhance teaching through networking opportunities and the sharing of ideas and good
practice. Students could beneﬁt through access to resources that cater for their individual
needs and learning styles. Nevertheless, teachers were not willing to change the status-quo
for the sake of supporting a new idea that has not been fully implemented and tested. This
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is not to say teachers are not willing to innovate. The teachers canvassed for the sample were
all innovators working with ICTs. Yet, their top priority was not to use learning objects per
se, but to oﬀer the best educational experience they could for their students.
Our ﬁndings indicate that the criteria for choosing learning object resources are no different from those used for choosing traditional teaching resources (e.g. textbooks). Other
than the relevance of the object to their speciﬁc teaching and learning context, teachers
indicated the need for additional information to help them make decisions about potential
use. This information, in order of priority, fell into the broad categories of information on:
 The technical requirements for using
an object;
 The student audience for which it was
developed e.g. age, expertise, special
needs;
 The teaching/learning context
associated with its use e.g. its role,
pre-requisite knowledge required,
supporting materials;

 The associated aims and outcomes;
 Accompanying technical instructions
for students;
 Peer review;
 Life history e.g., details of creation,
publication, last modiﬁed;
 Review by curriculum /syllabus
authority; and
 A record of previous uses.

Other information nominated in the questionnaire as being potentially useful was information on copyright, feedback from students, customisability of the object, and activities
or supplementary materials related to the particular object. The information requested has
implications for the metadata accompanying learning objects and will be discussed in more
detail in the section below on workplace eﬃciency.
I M P L I C AT I O N S F O R T E C H N I C A L I N F R A S T R U C T U R E D E V E LO P M E N T
Participants recognised that when systems like the COLIS Demonstrator are further developed, learning objects may become more widely used. One of the perceived advantages of
the Demonstrator was the existence of a large central repository of learning objects relevant
to their own context. In addition the system provided channels for sourcing and trading
not previously available to most teachers. Teachers also commented on the inclusion of
user rights and tracking mechanisms as a particularly useful feature.
Because large numbers of objects are not currently available for teachers to access, the
discussion about the likelihood of using such a system like the COLIS Demonstrator on
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a regular basis was projective rather than real. However, participants were clear about the
use of learning objects residing on such a system being determined by their educational
eﬃcacy—the robustness and eﬃciency of systems and procedures, while necessary, were
not the overriding determinants of potential use.
Circumstances surrounding the use of learning objects
Overall, the ﬁndings from this study indicate that educational eﬃcacy is undoubtedly
the primary factor inﬂuencing the choice and use of particular objects. In addition, for
learning objects to be the resource of choice, they need to have advantages over traditional
teaching resources in terms of improving teachers’ eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency in teaching
and learning. This point was well illustrated in responses to the question: ‘Under what
circumstances would you be inclined to use a learning object that others have created?’. The
95 responses received, as shown in Table 1, have been grouped into ﬁve categories. Each
category shows the number of responses arising from each of the sectors.

School

TAFE

University

Total

Educational qualities

11

21

29

61

Workplace eﬃciency

2

6

6

14

Technology considerations

1

0

7

8

Intellectual property

3

2

2

7

Quality assurance

0

4

1

Total

5
95

Table 1: The circumstances inﬂuencing the use of learning objects

Of the 95 responses, 61 were related to educational qualities, covering: the object’s relevance to the curriculum objectives and outcomes; its ability to be adapted or customised
to suit teaching objectives; its ability to be used as a supplementary teaching tool or aid to
teaching; its suitability to the student cohort; and whether it had clear instructions for use.
The remaining categories, workplace eﬃciency, technological considerations, intellectual
property arrangements and quality assurance were of lesser importance. However, these
factors have major implications for the future uptake of learning objects by teachers, as well
as for the further development of systems like the COLIS Demonstrator and are discussed
below.
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WORKPLACE EFFICIENCY
In regard to workplace eﬃciency factors, teachers indicated they would be most likely to
use objects if they were free or inexpensive, easy to locate, access and download and if they
saved time and eﬀort. There was also general agreement in the workshop discussion that
the use of learning objects would be considered in relation to the cost and time associated
with searching out and acquiring an object, as opposed to developing something of their
own. Consistent with the ﬁndings in the literature (Koppi & Lavitt, 2003; Littlejohn et al.,
2003), time was considered to be an important point of consideration for all participants.
Already time-poor, teachers showed concerns in how much time they would be willing to
spend:
 Searching for objects;
 Integrating them into existing
materials; and/or

 Adapting existing materials and
teaching methods to ﬁt the objects.

Participants found it diﬃcult to quantify the time they would be willing to spend searching
for and integrating learning objects into their course materials because this depended on
the relationship between the object and their individual educational needs. They claimed
they would spend more time integrating the object if it had the potential to help them teach
more eﬀectively. Their judgement about this largely depended on the teaching objective,
and varied from context to context, even for the same object.
The ﬁndings also suggest that university teachers may be prepared to spend more time
searching than teachers from the other two sectors. Three factors which may contribute to
this diﬀerence in approach are:
 University teachers have more
ﬂexibility in the scheduling of their
own time for course development;
 They value and enjoy the online
research process; and

 They are usually responsible for
developing curriculum and teaching
materials and hence are likely to
factor more time into the search for
resources.
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Another factor for consideration was the cost of purchasing objects. In response to the
question of whether participants expected to pay for a learning object, the responses were
mixed. Their decisions were inﬂuenced by whether:





The object saved work for the individual or institution;
It was funded or supported by the institution or other means;
It was commercially marketed and represented a substantial piece of work; and
It was of a high quality and met educational needs.

Implications for technical infrastructure development
Overall, participants indicated they would undertake either a formal or an informal cost/
beneﬁt analysis to aid in decisions about the use of an object. Costs were calculated in relation to the cost in time and dollars associated with locating and using an object. Beneﬁts
related to workplace eﬃciencies and the enhancement of student learning.
One of the most useful nominated features of the COLIS Demonstrator was the potential
it had for improving eﬃciency through the presence of an eﬃcient search function. To
be eﬃcient, it is important for the system to be able to respond to the search requests of
the user. Participants were asked to nominate the criteria they would be likely to use in a
search, and this is shown in order of preference in Table 2. The mean score is calculated on
a ﬁve point likert scale where 5 denotes strongly agree and 1 denotes strongly disagree that
the participant would search by the speciﬁed criterion. The IEEE LOM ﬁelds associated
with each of the criteria are also provided.
Search Criteria

Mean
4.73

None

Keyword

4.13

Field 1.5 General. Keywords
Field 9.4 Classiﬁcation. Keyword

Outcomes / Competencies

3.98

None

Syllabus requirements

3.85

None

Media type

3.70

Field 4.1 Technical. Format

Sector (School, VET, Higher Education)

3.30

Field 5.6 Education. Context

State/Country

2.60

None

Institution of creator(s)

2.43

None

Creator(s)

2.40

Fields 2.3.1, 2.3.2 Lifecycle.
Contribute, Role/ Entity

Table 2: Search criteria and their associated IEEE LOM ﬁelds
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For each criterion the mean score is given, calculated on a ﬁve point likert scale where 5
denotes strongly agree and 1 denotes strongly disagree. The IEEE LOM ﬁelds associated
with each of the criteria are also provided. A comparison of the search criteria identiﬁed as
important in this study, with IEEE LOM ﬁelds suggests that standard metadata criteria may
not meet the educational requirements of the end-users. There are ﬁve criteria that do not
have equivalent IEEE LOM ﬁelds.
The desirable search criteria identiﬁed by participants constituted more than just a wish
list. The availability of this kind of information would translate into eﬃciencies for the
potential user of learning objects in the search process. Having the right information would
also assist teachers in making an eﬀective match between objects and their teaching/learning context and in deciding on the level of customisation that is likely to be required. Given
that teachers from all three sectors are time-poor, the provision of metadata which can
contribute to these eﬃciencies is essential. If the metadata is not relevant to user needs, the
uptake of learning objects will be severely restricted.
One of the nominated potential beneﬁts that systems like the COLIS Demonstrator could
provide for users was in the identiﬁcation and use of educationally relevant metadata
that could be used to conduct eﬃcient searches. However, Koppi and Lavitt (2003) found
teachers unlikely to enter the metadata because of the additional time required for the task,
leaving the question of responsibility for entering metadata unresolved.
T E C H N O LO G Y CO N S I D E R AT I O N S
Technical interoperability is discussed in the literature as a critical condition for reuse of
objects, and extensive work is underway through the development of standards to achieve
a seamless transition between platforms and software applications. However, while many
participants acknowledged that interoperability issues are important, they viewed them
as institutional concerns having little direct relevance to them as practitioners. Some
were aware of the signiﬁcant progress made in improving interoperability, but rather than
engaging with that progress, there was a level of expectation that this should be in existence
if they were expected to engage in the reuse of learning objects.
Rather than interoperability, their concerns were related more to day-to-day workﬂow arrangements, including the reliability, usability and accessibility of the technology required
for them and their students to use that object. In addition, feedback from the workshops
indicated cross-sectoral concerns about the lack of equipment in classrooms and the low
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level of technical skills of teachers in general, and of some students. When these issues were
probed in more detail in the questionnaire, the issue of most importance to participants
emerged as teachers’ uncertainty about their students’ access to reliable technology.
A lack of conﬁdence in their own technical skills was not an inhibitor to the use of learning
objects for the participating teachers. This could be due, in part, to the requirement for
participants in the study to be familiar with, or have taught using ICTs. Nevertheless they
did suggest the need for professional development programs to raise the technical skills of
their fellow teachers and supporting staﬀ.
Implications for technical infrastructure development
With the growing trend towards oﬀering ﬂexible access to educational opportunities, the
future uptake of learning objects is likely to depend on an assurance that all students have
reliable access to the required technology at their institution, as well as in their place of
residence. Staﬀ development programs to raise the technical skills of teachers should also
be considered.
I N T E L L E C T UA L P R O P E R T Y
The resolution of intellectual property issues was another nominated factor that could
potentially inﬂuence the use of learning objects. Participants’ concerns were related more
to understanding the conditions associated with their own use of other people’s materials, rather than the misuse of their own intellectual property. It became obvious in the
workshops that issues relating to intellectual property, copyright and user rights were not
necessarily well understood.
Teachers indicated that the ability to customise learning objects was an essential feature of
reuse, however they were unsure about their rights to do so. The rationale for customisation is largely driven by educational requirements, for example, tailoring to teaching and
learning objectives or students’ learning needs. This, once again, reinforces the strong
educational rationale underpinning the use of learning objects. Very few requirements for
customisation were related to achieving technical interoperability, formatting or graphic
design consistency.
Implications for technical infrastructure development
Learning object systems need to support the user’s needs to customise objects; however,
this demand has implications for the management of intellectual property, copyright, user
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rights and version control. Our ﬁndings indicate that a lack of knowledge about intellectual
property, including copyright and user rights, could deter a large number of teachers from
sharing learning objects. Furthermore, teachers perceived the process of copyright clearance as a burden that they were not willing to bear.
Nevertheless, teachers saw the COLIS Demonstrator as having the potential to streamline
the copyright clearance process; however, there were several administrative and procedural
issues they felt still needed clariﬁcation. The ﬁrst related to access to the Demonstrator.
Who should have responsibility for negotiating and validating the rights for publication
on the Demonstrator – the individual, their institution or the administrators of the COLIS
Demonstrator? The second was an administrative issue. Who would be responsible for entering rights information on the system: the individual, their institution or the administrators of the Demonstrator? If it was the responsibility of individual creators, the system had
to be simple, user-friendly and eﬃcient. The third issue was compliance. Once the rights
were deﬁned, who would have the responsibility for monitoring and policing compliance?
A further implication of these ﬁndings is that if sharing learning objects is to be encouraged, further work needs to be done to demystify intellectual property, copyright, and user
rights issues for teachers. Unless these issues are addressed in an informative and userfriendly way, it is likely that they will limit the future uptake of learning objects, particularly
if creators are expected to deal with the issues themselves.
Q UA L I T Y A S S U R A N C E
Quality assurance of learning objects generated a lively debate in the workshops. Two
diﬀerent aspects of quality assurance emerged: the ﬁrst was related to the technical quality
of an object, and the second to the quality of its content. In regard to technical quality,
participants assumed (and expected) that objects made available through a system like the
COLIS Demonstrator would be technically assured in relation to standards and usability.
In regard to quality assurance of content, opinions diﬀered. Sector diﬀerences appeared in
relation to the need for assurance from practising teachers, curriculum/syllabus authorities
and disciplinary peers. Participants from the K-12 sector were concerned that without
quality assurance, a Learning Object Repository could easily contain too much ‘junk’—‘like
the web’. They expressed a desire for assurance from curriculum/syllabus authorities and
practising teachers. In both the school and VET sectors this should be feasible given the
existence of well-deﬁned outcomes. In contrast, university participants showed more con-
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ﬁdence in being their own quality assurer. This could be due, in part, to their disciplinary
research expertise. In addition, because a centralised curriculum authority does not exist
within the university sector, individual academics have traditionally assumed, and are
comfortable with, determining the quality of teaching materials in relation to their own
context.
Implications for technical infrastructure development
Overall, participants acknowledged that learning object systems needed to provide quality
objects, relevant to the education sector. However, they were generally concerned about the
nature of the managerial frameworks and administrative procedures required to achieve
the desired quality. Several models of managing quality were explored. One suggestion was
for a management team to act as a gatekeeper for the repository. Another was for peers or
curriculum authorities to review the objects before they were uploaded.
Assuring the quality of learning objects raised the broader concern of the quality and
eﬃciency of the services provided through the COLIS Demonstrator. Participants were
very aware of the need for administrative procedures and managerial frameworks guided
by policies that reﬂected educational as well as technical imperatives. Administration and
management teams were expected to be in place, at least for the school sector, to ensure:
 Currency, quality and relevance of the
objects to users; and

 Seamless delivery of a secure and
eﬃcient service.

A discussion of these requirements raised the feasibility of a single system to be shared between sectors and institutions. A case could be made for a number of systems diﬀerentiated
by sector which cater for sector speciﬁc curricula, metadata and search criteria, recognition
and reward systems, and quality assurances processes. Other issues diﬀerentiating the
sectors are related to funding models across and within sectors, and the underlying tension
caused by the desire for collaboration in an increasingly competitive environment. These
issues need further investigation in relation to the scope and design of future integrated
learning object management and delivery systems.
Overall, there was agreement that if the resulting processes and procedures imposed an
additional and unacceptable workload for little gain in relation to educational eﬃcacy
and eﬃciency, then systems like the COLIS Demonstrator were unlikely to be voluntarily
supported.
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Developing a learning object culture
Making learning objects available is a necessary but by no means suﬃcient condition for
developing a culture in which the reuse of objects is an established practice. It is interesting
to note that while there is a body of literature that suggests that learning objects can be used
as mechanisms for achieving staﬀ eﬃciencies and cost-savings, the participating teachers
perceived reuse as involving an extra workload for which they would need extra resources
and support.
If a learning object culture is to be fostered, the issues raised in the previous discussion will
need to be addressed by institutions. Our research has indicated that teachers were willing
to try new approaches to improve teaching and enhance learning. However, under current
conditions, typiﬁed by increasing workloads and responsibilities, there is not suﬃcient
time to engage with new approaches, unless support and incentives are provided. Cultural
change will not happen without meaningful action on the part of institutions.
From the perspective of the teacher user, the most frequently nominated forms of encouragement that institutions could provide to support the development, reuse and sharing of
learning objects included:
 Ensuring adequate time for users
to learn how to use the associated
technology and then to incorporate
chosen objects into their teaching
material;

 Ensuring suﬃcient budget allocation
and/or funding provisions; and
 Providing suitable staﬀ development.

Much has been written about the need for recognition and acknowledgement of personal
contributions to the development of learning objects, particularly in the university sector (Campbell, 2003; Koppi & Lavitt, 2003; Taylor & Richardson, 2001). Out of the 10
participants who nominated recognition as an important incentive, eight were from the
university sector. However, across all three sectors, acknowledgement of an individual’s
contribution without it being linked to promotion was still highly esteemed.
The culture of free sharing is strongly embedded in teaching environments and this has
quite understandably been extended to include the sharing of learning objects which are
perceived by the majority of teachers as just another component of the whole spectrum
of resources available to them. Participants were largely positive about sharing their
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learning objects with others and overall, acknowledgement of personal contribution was
a far greater incentive than payment. Nonetheless, a large proportion of teachers were
only willing to share where conditions were met, such as the resolution of intellectual
property and copyright issues, acknowledgement for eﬀort, resolution of role responsibility
for maintenance and support, and the provision of developmental support.
Established practices in relation to sharing versus paying for resources inﬂuenced the
teachers’ views towards learning objects. While many teachers are willing to share within a
community of practice, they appeared to be less inclined to share resources where students
had full access to the resource. Questions of how institutions and students would manage
costs, as well as the circumstances where commercial trading would be acceptable (e.g.
when students have full access) were raised but are yet to be investigated.

5 CONCLUSION
To date, the debate on learning objects and the development of learning object infrastructure has largely been enacted without the beneﬁt of the voices of the end users, that is,
teachers, and education and curriculum developers across education sectors. While the
institutional beneﬁts are well documented and generally accepted, the users’ perspective
has not been as thoroughly investigated. The success of a system like the COLIS Demonstrator rests heavily on the support of its users; hence, it is imperative that the users’ voices
are not only heard, but acted upon if a learning object culture is to become a reality. This
research is timely because it has provided a user perspective, albeit from a small but very
well informed sample.
The research throws a spotlight on potential diﬀerences in attitude between those who
drive and motivate educational change at the institutional level and teachers at the coalface. Even though there may be a common vision of improving quality and eﬃciency for
teaching and learning, the diﬀerences between the two perspectives are evident. At the
institutional level, the drivers and motivators are inﬂuenced by the realities of managing
expanding knowledge bases, e-learning environments, high resource costs, productivity
imperatives and disparate technical infrastructures. At the teaching level, there is not a
strong conviction that the realisation of this vision will necessarily come through the
availability of learning objects and the adoption of a learning object culture. Teachers are
displaying healthy scepticism, which will remain until they are convinced that a learning
object culture will beneﬁt their teaching and their students’ learning. In addition, they will
wait to be convinced that they are to be rewarded for their eﬀorts, that the cost in terms of
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time and money will not be prohibitive, they will be rewarded for their eﬀorts and that the
technology will be accessible to all, not just to an advantaged few.
An important ﬁnding of this research is that, above all, teachers and curriculum and
educational developers view learning objects as just another resource that can be called
upon to contribute to the development of curricula and to assist in the process of teaching
and learning. From the user perspective, educational eﬃcacy is the key determinant of use.
Technical characteristics like the granularity of an object are not necessarily important,
but a non-negotiable condition of use is the existence of a strong match between an object
and the educational context in which it is to be used. Other conditions surrounding the
use of learning objects that have to be met include proof of improvement in eﬃciency for
the teacher, usable technology and equal access to all teachers and students, resolution of
intellectual property issues to allow for customisation, and the implementation of quality
assurance (particularly in the K-12 sector).
Participants recognised that a learning object culture has the potential to improve student
learning through the provision of a greater range of resources which could cater for individual diﬀerences, and enhance teaching through the sharing of ideas, good practice and
quality resources. However, teachers are not willing to change the status quo for the sake of
supporting a new idea that is not fully implemented and tested. They recognise that when
systems are further developed, learning objects may be able to signiﬁcantly assist them in
achieving their goals.
The message is clear – if a relevant and meaningful learning object culture is desired, then
it is necessary to implement an approach to further development that incorporates user
perspectives and values the culture of sharing, which is so much a part of the current
education environment. It is recommended that two concurrent pathways of development
be pursued. One pathway concerns institutions and the need to foster cultural change by
addressing the circumstances surrounding the use of learning objects identiﬁed in this
study. The second concerns systems designers and the need to take heed of and incorporate
educational contextual issues more fully into the design of systems for facilitating the reuse
of objects. Above all, policy makers, system designers, teachers and educational developers
will need to work together on the issues identiﬁed to make the circumstances surrounding
the use of learning objects more favourable for teachers.
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This project was a collaborative project between WestOne Services, Department of Education and Training in Perth Western Australia, and Curtin University, also in Western
Australia. WestOne Services is nationally recognised as a leader in the development of
multimedia learning materials, including those designed for disaggregation. WestOne
was the lead agent for the project, with Curtin participating in an advisory capacity,
particularly in relation to learning object pedagogy.
It is expected that this project will have dual beneﬁts for the Vocational Education
and Training sector, and will result in increased knowledge particularly in the area of
the issues involved in practitioner engagement with learning objects, and lessons for
developers to accelerate the uptake and use of learning objects as teaching and learning
tools.
The purpose of the project is to obtain experiential data on the issues, beneﬁts and
processes associated with the preparation of real-life learning sequences utilising prepopulated learning objects sourced from the COLIS Demonstrator.
The project involved lecturers from both the Vocational Education and Training (VET)
sector and VET in schools, with consulting from Curtin University.
Project team
A reference group, comprising senior WestOne, Central TAFE and Curtin University personnel, guided the project. Stuart Young chaired the project. The project team comprised
specialist managers, developers and practitioners from within the VET sector with advisers
from Curtin University. Ian Kenny directed the project with day-to-day management
performed by Robin Bower, and technical training by Dave Appleby. Eleven VET lecturing staﬀ used the COLIS Demonstrator to access learning objects and assemble learning
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material in diﬀerent areas and with diﬀerent skill sets. The WestOne team carried out the
trials, wrote the user guide, and wrote up results. Stephen Quinton from Curtin University
provided feedback on participants’ journals, surveys and questionnaires.

2 PROJECT OVERVIEW
The purpose of the project was to obtain experiential data on the issues, beneﬁts and
processes associated with the preparation of real-life learning sequences using learning
objects sourced from the COLIS Demonstrator. The COLIS Demonstrator was the catalyst
in identifying potential problem areas for the search and retrieval of learning objects in a
shared space. The major areas to be researched were:
 Accessibility of uptake by lecturers
 Usability issues and level of expertise

 Search and retrieval issues
 Technical issues
 Sharability

The outcome of the project was not expected to be the learning sequence itself, but the
processes and issues surrounding their origination using the COLIS Demonstrator. The
participants’ observations and comments were recorded regarding all aspects of the
project. We were also interested in assessing levels of interest in sharing data across a wide
network.
Project context
The project used lecturing staﬀ from both the VET and VET in schools sectors. The VET in
schools participants were three women and two men from the following areas:
 Science (biology/human biology)
 Science (chemistry)
 Tourism (Certiﬁcate 1, Certiﬁcate 2),
political and legal studies
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The VET team were all from Central TAFE (Technical and Further Education) and comprised three men and ﬁve women from the following areas:
 Electronic engineering
 IT

 Children’s services
 Accounting
 Communication

 Fine art
 Disabilities

The expertise of the participants was fairly well spread with high technical abilities for
some and little or none for others.
Project relationship to IIS&R Project
This project is related to the Interaction of IT Systems and Repositories (COLIS Phase 2)
IIS&R Project as a sub-project within the Education Research Project. The project ﬁts in
with the theme of the COLIS Demonstrator insofar as the Demonstrator was developed
under a prototype methodology. Prototype methodologies depend upon regular and iterative testing and reﬁnement processes by end users to obtain improvement in the prototype.
This project provided that test.
This project investigated the extension of COLIS to the VET sector. It particularly focused
on the needs of the VET sector in terms of objects.
The project relates to the IIS&R Commonwealth HEIP Grant proposal in that research
was conducted into the usability of the framework through involvement of learners and
teachers.
The participants ﬁtted well into the COLIS Global Use Case model. We saw them as:
 Creators of content and learning
objects;
 Arrangers of content and
learning objects using the COLIS
Demonstrator;

 Infoseekers via search techniques
through intraLibrary and the LOR;
and
 Facilitators in their role to facilitate
learning through the process and
output for students.
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Table 1 shows the objectives and activities of the participants in the project.
Objectives

Activities

Provide practitioners a prototype to
work with allowing them to provide
feedback on its use in their teaching

• Choose a number of practitioners for sample
environment
• Provide training in the Demonstrator
• Provide objects to upload into the repository

Determine the usability of objects and
the processes by which they are put
together in a learning sequence

• Have lecturers provide continual feedback
while using Demonstrator on technical aspects,
usability and reusability of objects

Get feedback

• Have discussion groups after learning sequences
are produced; also surveys, validate journals in
use while using the system

Table 1: Objectives and activities for participants

Research rationale
It was expected that this project would have dual beneﬁts for both the vocational education
and higher education sectors, and would result in increased knowledge—particularly
in the area of the issues involved in practitioner engagement with learning objects, and
lessons for developers to accelerate the uptake and use of learning objects as teaching and
learning tools.
Our particular drivers focused on the lecturers’ knowledge of how to use learning objects,
how to ﬁnd them, and how they think they will use them in classroom environments. A
standards-based approach provided an equal platform to measure technological beneﬁts as
well as a user needs analysis. The re-use of objects will mean an eﬃciency of teaching and
learning unprecedented in the sector. It was crucial to undertake the research to enable
lecturers more ﬂexibility, adaptability and time conservation in the preparation of course
materials and engagement with learning objects.
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Project scope
The project tested the COLIS Demonstrator model by populating the repository with
a range of objects, relevant to a particular topic or generic in nature, and in a range of
granularities including single charts and whole modules. The project then used a group of
practitioners, including those familiar with WebCT and experienced in building courses
and some less experienced, to attempt to create a learning sequence using both objects from
the repository and some content of their own. Some questions arising about the sequences
included, for instance, does the learning sequence ﬂow, or does it seem disjointed? Were
there any contextual issues and how did the lecturer deal with this?
The research team determined that if they were only able to use single layer objects with
very low granularity, this would not inhibit the research. The user needs analysis would
still be relevant and results could be extrapolated based on more complicated metadata and
objects with higher granularity.
There were 11 practitioners involved in the project both creating a learning sequence and
assessing the sequencing.
Research impact
The target group included individuals who had a good understanding of the object paradigm and lecturers/developers. The lecturers represented typical end users and provided
valuable feedback on what they wanted from the technology regarding ﬂexibility and usability.
Beneﬁts in the form of information and data were expected to ﬂow from the WestOne/
Curtin research to the management and design team of the IIS&R Project, as well as to the
project participants from the VET sector.
The research in this project will also inform the development and use of learning objects
and Learning Object Repositories (LORs) in the Western Australia VET sector as well
as the higher education sector. This information will help predict future trends, deﬁne
economies of scale and promote the reusability of objects – an area not well developed in
the sector at the moment. This knowledge will greatly impact the way courses are created,
how lecturers teach their courses and the uptake of courses by students by providing more
tailored solutions.
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Project objectives and activities
Objectives and activities are presented in Table 2.
Objectives

Activities

Provide practitioners with a prototype
to work with allowing them to provide
feedback on how they might use this
ﬂexible prototype in their teaching

• Train lecturers in the use of Demonstrator
• Monitor the re-use of learning objects
• Have lecturers keep a journal regarding any
issues

Identify any diﬃculties with
technology

• Annotated list of technical issues aﬀecting
authors submitting and publishing learning
objects to the Demonstrator

Determine whether or not the inability
to edit objects is an issue for lecturers

• Monitor feedback in discussion groups, surveys,
journals

Raise awareness of the learning object
paradigm within the VET sector by
publishing the results

• Publish report on WestOne/DET intranet sites
• Hold discussion groups/seminars to disseminate
the information

Encourage the reusability of objects

• Provide access to uploaded learning objects
that are relevant to many diﬀerent subject areas
across the VET sector/higher education sector
• Hold seminars in the importance of reusing
objects created for learning sequences

Table 2: Project objectives and activities

3 LITERATURE REVIEW
The aim of the Methodologies in Practice project was to obtain some experiential data
on the way in which lecturers and teachers interacted with a range of digital resources
(learning objects), and their ability to search and retrieve these resources within the COLIS
Demonstrator. Of particular interest was the level of reuse of individual learning objects
and how context and granularity would impact on the ability to create a new learning
sequence, and whether the resulting sequence was pedagogically sound.
With this in mind, the literature review focused on the two main areas of context and reusability of learning objects and how these either impact on or are aﬀected by pedagogy.
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Much of the current literature in regard to learning objects has been caught up in pedagogical debate, which appears to have two strong opposing camps with very little middle
ground at present (Australian Flexible Learning Framework 2003). This ongoing debate
can be traced to Wiley (2000), who criticises the learning object approach to learning
product design:
Software vendors and standards bodies describe their learning object related work as being
‘instructional theory neutral’. Were this the case, all would be well in learning object land.
Problematically, a more accurate description of their products is ‘instructional theory
agnostic’, or in other words, ‘we don’t know if you’re employing an instructional theory or
not, and we don’t care’.
It seems that Wiley is not alone in this opinion and in reference to the Sharable Content
Object Reference Model (SCORM) Claude Ostyn notes that the sequencing of learning
objects ‘is known to be deﬁcient in the ability to capture pedagogical logic between learning
objects‘ (Welsch 2002). Similarly, Dan Rehak cited in Kraan and Wilson (2002), emphasises
that learning objects may not be the right approach for higher and primary education,
that it is ‘essentially about a single-learner, self-paced and self-directed’ learning environments.
Implied in these assertions is a belief that the learning object paradigm, far from being
‘pedagogically neutral’, encourages a pedagogy that is behaviourist, didactic and instructive
(Australian Flexible Learning Framework 2003).
Closely related to pedagogy is the issue of context. WestOne Services (2002) state that
learning is inextricably linked to real-life situations and that learning material should
therefore include scenarios and instances that the learner can relate to. They go on to
note that their project conﬁrmed concerns from the instructional design community as
expressed by the likes of Wiley (2003) and Koper (2001), and aﬃrmed the signiﬁcant role
context plays in the creation and aggregation of objects. Similarly, Williams, Boulton,
Louka and Schauder (2002) highlight the importance of context in making connections
and meaning of learning objects.
However, the use of context within learning objects is potentially a barrier to reusability
(South & Monson, 2001). The MASIE Centre notes that to be reusable, a learning object
‘should be as independent of learning context as possible’ (MASIE, 2003). As Advanced
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Distributed Learning (ADL) note this ‘introduces a reusability paradox: the most reusable
objects are context-independent, while the best instruction is highly contextualized’.
In response to this The VET Learning Object Repository Project argues that ‘context
neutral learning objects do not appear to be ‘holding water’ in the educational sector, with
a number of authors and organisations maintaining that part of the uniqueness of [the VET
sector] is the provision of workplace examples and scenarios’ (Green Paper for discussion,
2003). This is supported by Wiley (2003), who in reviewing articles published in the
Journal of Interactive Media in Education, states that, ‘Without some sense of context binding
together reusable educational resources, a “course” so designed becomes nothing more than a
grab bag of apparently unrelated stuff ’. In an attempt to remedy this Mills (2002) suggests
that elements should be bundled together (e.g. concept, examples, practice and/or assessment—be put into context) to make them more usable across environments and more
likely to stand alone.
Closely related to context is the issue of granularity. This is well represented by South and
Monson’s (2001) diagram (Figure 1) illustrating the relationship between context, learning
potential and reusability.

Optimum
Granularity

Leraning Threshold

0% Granular
100% Aggregated
(i.e. Whole Courses)

Context Threshold

MEDIA DEVELOPER UTILITY

100% Granular
0% Aggregated
(i.e. Raw Media)

INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPER UTILITY

Figure 1: Adapted from South and Monson (2000)

As Higgs, Meredith and Hand (2003) note, ‘Issues of granularity are seen as fundamental to
most people’s concern for some quantiﬁable measurement of a learning object’. This high level
of interest in granularity comes from the relationship between the level of granularity and
the level of reuse.
In general terms, the literature supports the concept that the smaller a learning object is,
the higher the level of reusability, but the lower the level of instructional value. If a learning
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object were to become too small then there is a danger that it may become meaningless
with little if any chance of reuse. Similarly, the larger the learning object, the greater
instructional content and context, the less opportunity that object has for reuse (Australian
Flexible Learning Framework 2003).
As the above comments would suggest, there is little to be gained in attempting to construct
a deﬁnitive level of granularity, rather we must accept a degree of ﬂexibility of interpretation. However, it is generally accepted that whatever the size of a learning object it will
be composed of smaller parts (e.g. assets or content objects). All conceptions of learning
objects will acknowledge that they are composed of smaller units (Higgs et a,l 2003).
The scope of the current literature surrounding learning objects is not only abundant but
also wide and varied. In terms of the project the research team chose to focus the review
on the issues of context and reusability as these were considered as being two of the key
aspects in regards to learning object usage within the VET sector. While the subject is still
open to further debate it may be appropriate to conclude this review with a ﬁnal quote
from the work of the 2002 Flexible Learning Leaders which concludes, ‘With increasing
experience of instructional design in relation to learning objects, it is becoming evident that
we cannot separate learning design and context. Indeed in the VET sector it is also denying
the essential need for the contextualisation of information (particularly in the workplace)’
(Higgs et al, 2003).

4 METHODOLOGY
The ﬁrst step in our case study research was to research what had already been done in this
ﬁeld. From this we found that while there had been a great deal done on the technical issues
of setting up a Learning Object Repository, very little had been done to assess what impact
this would have on practitioners, VET and VET in schools, and what considerations were
needed for this audience.
Next we selected a wide range of VET and VET in schools practitioners from a variety
of study areas. We chose practitioners with a wide range of technical expertise, but all
were familiar to some degree with the facilitation of online learning. We did this so that
an unfamiliarity of the basic concepts would not unduly inﬂuence the results of the trial,
which should only reﬂect the usability of the COLIS Demonstrator as well as its suitability
to the sector.
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We then held an induction session to introduce the practitioners to the COLIS Demonstrator, and to show them an example of the process involved in creating an object in
the Learning Object Management System (LOMS), exporting it to the Learning Object
Repository (LOR) to share with a wider ‘community’, and then ﬁnally how to deliver their
object using the Learning Management System (WebCT). At this stage, they were given an
instructional guide explaining the process.
During this time, we created roughly 50 separate learning objects in the subject areas
covered by the practitioners. These were used to pre-populate the Learning Object Repository with samples that could be used or referred to during the trial. We selected a range of
object granularities and densities to help determine if one type would appear to be more
useful than another.
Participants completed a journal during the trial with their thoughts about logistic, technical, administrative and pedagogical issues. They were asked a variety of questions such as:
 What was the reality of using the
Demonstrator, of creating, submitting
and publishing to the Learning Object
Repository (LOR) and the Learning
Object Management System (LOMS)?
 What did they expect of the LOR?

 What was the reality of implementation of such a system for them and
their context?
 Was there suﬃcient information (metadata) associated with the learning object to allow for appropriate selection?

They were also observed searching for appropriate objects and using them to create a learning sequence. Any interesting interactions they had with the system were recorded.
Practitioners were then provided with questionnaires to gather feedback. These were
structured questionnaires alongside discussion groups for qualitative data and responses.
Finally, we held a de-brieﬁng session for the practitioners to attend and questioned them
further on some of the issues raised during the observations and from information in their
journals. This also allowed them to discuss with the other participants any issues they
had regarding the system. In all these discussions, pre-trial and post-trial, an open-ended
questioning technique was used with participants.
These results were then collated and the recommendations in this report were based on the
analysis of this data conducted by the project team.
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Risks and issues
The two passwords provided by the IIS&R Project management team turned out to be an
advantage and provided a personal touch to the trial. We did have technical problems well
into the trials which caused the participants frustration and was the source of many questions and comments. This also distracted them from the process at hand.
We encountered a serious issue with accessing the Demonstrator through our network.
The portal that had been provided to allow a Single Sign On environment with the systems
inside the Demonstrator caused severe delays when accessed. This would cause pages
to take upwards of 15 minutes to load if at all, and would have been impossible for the
participants to use.
To work around this issue we attempted to access the Demonstrator from a variety of other
locations oﬀ-site and found the only reliable access we could get was either dial-up access
(via an Internet Service Provider) or from Murdoch University. These, however, both had
their own issues. Murdoch was physically located too far away for the majority of our
participants, and a dial-up connection was too slow given the potential size of some of the
objects.
Thankfully, at the eleventh hour, we were given access to another portal created by Novell
for the Substitutability Project. This portal did not display the same issues with speed, and
generally gave us a problem-free environment in which to use the Demonstrator.
Trying to pre-populate the database with objects seemed rather pointless. It was hard to
select objects that targeted a set user group, especially when only creating a relatively small
number for the trial. The repository really needed to be populated with hundreds if not
thousands of objects to give a full test of its capability and likely practitioner usage.
In general, the technical support from the Macquarie E-Learning Centre of Excellence was
good (i.e. if the system crashed problems were attended to quickly), but it would have been
ideal to have software bugs remedied faster, as diﬃculties with the system software meant
explaining things over and over again to each participant in the trial.
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Lessons learnt
The main challenges were technical and the variance in participants’ level of expertise.
Most participants seemed to think that the process was too time-consuming and that this
would preclude most from using it in the classroom. Existing resources and systems are
not fully utilised as it is. There would be a large commitment to and expense for training
users with an already full workload. Suggestions were that an external person would be
needed to do the cataloguing of objects and then lecturers could spend the time making
the learning sequence.
Most lecturers thought it would be useful in their teaching but did not have time to
incorporate it. Some would be happy to share their resources and all think the repository
is beneﬁcial (though they cautioned that some are not willing to share their resources).
However, there were some comments that this system does not necessarily add to the
existing content that is already available.
Some participants pointed out that search engines such as Google can ﬁnd resources that
have been listed in other repositories. They would need to be informed of the extra value in
the process to be convinced of its eﬃcacy.
Our special achievement in this project was ﬁnally being successful at logging on, i.e. overcoming issues with the Single Sign On access management (Libproxy). This meant being
able to hold the trials onsite at WestOne after resolving issues with technology, rather than
relying on access from a dial-up modem connection outside the institution.
Most participants would have liked the opportunity to trial their learning sequence with
their students, so this may be pursued in the future. With amendments to the system and
some in-house training, the system could be taken up by the participants involved in this
trial.

Outcomes
WestOne achieved all of its expected outcomes for the project. The project team also successfully produced the COLIS Demonstrator training document anticipated to be used by
future participants.
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Key ﬁndings – participants’ views
A CC E S S I B I L I T Y O F U P TA K E BY L E C T U R E R S /
USABILITY ISSUES/LEVEL OF EXPERTISE
Most participants liked the system but generally thought that the level of expertise needed
was higher than the average lecturer would have. Time to learn the system was also a factor.
Some believed that there were existing systems available that were not used to capacity
and that the Demonstrator just added to the list. Once technical glitches and structural
improvement were made, the consensus was that it would be used in colleges. Generally, it
was thought that there were too many steps to remember and that it was a bit clunky.
S E A R C H A N D R E T R I E VA L I S S U E S
Most participants thought the language was too technical for them and that the user had to
jump from place to place in the system which was not intuitive. There seemed to be double
handling when creating a resource and then adding to a folder in the table of contents.
Users wanted to be able to add more than one resource to a folder in table of contents.
SHARABILITY
Most agreed that this was a good, centralised repository for materials that would
be a valued tool for shared resources. It
was described as a ‘one-stop shop’ by most
people. The presentation on screen was
good and the integrated suite of packages
had the potential to be very useful to practitioners. The shared objects encourage a
shared understanding of metadata linked
to curriculum needs which would be of
beneﬁt to lecturers. There are still issues
of ownership and intra-college competition with regard to the sharing of resources
which is not easily overcome. However,
most in the group were amenable to the
sharing of their created resources.

Figures 2–10 display diﬀerent participants’ views.

Advanced search usage

Never 10%

Consistently 0%

Sometimes 90%
Figure 2: Advanced search usage
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Preferred type of search

Keyword 31%

Format 19%

Unit code 23%

Type 27%

Figure 3: Preferred type of search

Metadata provided was sufficient

Disagree 38%

Strongly disagree 0%
Agree 37%

Unsure 25%

Figure 4: Metadata provided was suﬃcient

I preferred to search for and use
existing subjects
Disagree 11%

Unsure 22%

Figure 5: I preferred to create my own objects
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I am happy to share my
own objects
Unsure 11%

Strongly disagree 0%
Disagree 0%

I had to add introductory/support
information to my sequence
Never 11%

Occasionally 67%

Agree 89%

Figure 7: I am happy to share my own objects

The ability to edit and make
changes to objects is important
Disagree 11%

Unsure 45%

Strongly
disagree
11%

Agree 33%

Figure 9: The ability to edit objects is important

Always 22%

Figure 8: I had to add introductory/support information to
my sequence

The objects I found most
useful were :
Plain text 0%
All 34%

Interactions 8%

Small graphics,
charts 25%
Case
studies
8%

Learning
sequences 25%

Figure 10: The objects I found most useful
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6 CONCLUSION
In general, this testing of the Demonstrator proved to be a successful trial based on user
adaptability in the face of some delays. It is a system that would be generally accepted with
amendments by the VET community.
The key areas of concern that should be addressed are:
 There needs to be a ‘critical-mass’ of objects in a repository before it becomes
truly useful to a wider community.
 Staﬀ would need training in any system
put in place for the system to be successful.

 More integration between the separate
vendor systems would be a huge beneﬁt,
as would consistent use of terminology
across the systems.
 Granularity of objects is not a major
issue for practitioners.
 The current culture of sharing inside
organisations may be a major barrier.

Many of the participants expressed their appreciation of the goals to be achieved with this
system and looked forward to incorporating some of the functionality in their teaching.
Participants expressed an interest in the timeframe for availability of the system and associated costs. There are still issues around the question of sharing resources that lecturers
have created. A total giving and sharing mentality is not endemic in the TAFE system, but
the Demonstrator system would certainly enhance the beneﬁts of creating content to share
across the system. This will require an ongoing education process to achieve acceptance by
lecturers.
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1 ABSTRACT
Murdoch University was one of several institutions and consortia funded to investigate the
educational use of the Collaborative Online Learning and Information Services (COLIS)
system developed in 2002 by a consortium based at Macquarie University. This project set
out to investigate the use and usability of learning objects across three aspects of the COLIS
system. The major focus of this research was on the experience of the teacher in using
learning objects within the COLIS framework.
Several activities took place. Librarians catalogued learning objects into the intraLibrary
Learning Object Repository. Academic teaching staﬀ searched for learning objects in
intraLibrary and inserted them into WebCT. We investigated how easy it was for these
stakeholders to use the suite of systems and identiﬁed ways in which both the systems and
the processes around the systems might be improved.

2 INTRODUCTION
Context
Murdoch University was one of several institutions and consortia funded to investigate the
educational use of the Collaborative Online Learning and Information Services (COLIS)
system developed in 2002 by a consortium based at Macquarie University. The COLIS
Project investigated whether the IMS1 specifications for interoperability of learning
systems could be applied in a practical context. The COLIS Project team was able to
* Teaching and Learning Centre, Murdoch University
† School of Information Technology, Murdoch University

+ Library, Murdoch University
1 
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implement a demonstrator project (Dalziel, 2002), providing interoperability between the
IPR Systems2 Learning Object Exchange (which also provides digital rights management),
the WebMCQ3 Learning Object Management System (LOMS) and the WebCT Learning
Management System. Single Sign On functionality was provided to all systems through
Libproxy, and search functionality was provided by the Fretwell Downing federated search
engine. The inter-relationships of the various systems are illustrated in Figure 1.
IPR Systems Learning
Object Exchange
(LOX) + Digital Rights
Management

WebMCQ Learning
Object Management
System (LOMS)

WebCT Learning
Management System

LibProxy Directory
and Authentication
Fretwell Downing
Library E-services
Federated search
engine

Figure 1: Inter-relations of the various systems in the original COLIS Demonstrator.

Aims and objectives
The intention of the research was to obtain information about the usefulness of learning
objects for academic teaching staﬀ, and obtain information about human and technical
issues surrounding the use of learning objects. The research was also meant to provide
evidence about the usability of the interfaces used in the COLIS framework, and suggest
improvements to these interfaces.
The major focus of this research was on the experience of librarians and teachers in using
learning objects within the COLIS framework, with two aspects: the issues involved in
specifying metadata and digital rights for each learning object; and the eﬀectiveness of the
process of discovery and inclusion of the learning objects into the LOMS (the Learning
Object Management System) and WebCT.
Initially, the project intended to investigate the use and usability of learning objects across
three aspects of the COLIS system. Existing learning objects were to be inserted into the
IPR Systems Learning Object Exchange (LOX), transferred into the Learning Object Man2 
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agement System (LOMS), and made available through the WebCT Learning Management
System.
Unfortunately, commercial pressures resulted in the withdrawal of the IPR Systems LOX
from the COLIS framework in 2003. Its replacement with the intraLibrary Learning Object
Repository (LOR) had several ramiﬁcations for the conduct of the research:
 The start of work was delayed as the
new system was substituted into the
COLIS framework and technical issues
were resolved.
 intraLibrary had limited digital rights
functionality, which was an important
part of our original research objectives. While the ability to deﬁne digital
rights at the time of creation was built
into the LOMS during the project, this
functionality was not directly relevant
to our original research design, and
was not available in time to amend that
research design.

 While the IPR Systems LOX and the
LOMS had logically distinct functionality, the intraLibrary functionality
overlapped that of both the LOMS and
the LOX. There was, therefore, no need
to use the LOMS system.
 Neither the LOX, nor the intraLibrary
system had the functionality to allow
the Federated Search Gateway to search
its repository. Instead, the intraLibrary
system’s own internal search facility
was used.

Accordingly, only two of the ﬁve systems of the original COLIS Demonstrator were relevant
to our research, as shown in Figure 2.

IntraLibrary
Learning Object
Repository

WebCT Learning
Management System

LibProxy Directory
and Authentication
Figure 2: The systems actually used in the Murdoch research

The initial objectives of the research were modiﬁed to investigate:
 The issues involved in specifying metadata for each learning object; and

 The eﬀectiveness of the process of discovery of the learning objects and their
inclusion into WebCT
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Relationship to the COLIS Global Use Case
The learning objects used in this research were not particularly sophisticated. They were
simply documents which were used as resources in two units in the School of Information
Technology: Introduction to Multimedia and the Internet, and Organisational Informatics.
Documents of various formats and ﬁle types (PDF, HTML, GIF and other graphics formats, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and their Open Oﬃce equivalents) were provided by the
academics to library staﬀ. Librarians catalogued learning objects into intraLibrary, together
with their associated metadata.
Subsequently, academic teaching staﬀ and research students searched for learning objects
in intraLibrary and inserted them into WebCT.
The initial COLIS Project (Dalziel, 2002) deﬁned a ‘Global Use Case’, which attempted to
formalise the roles carried out in the learning object lifecycle, from creation to use. Five
roles were initially deﬁned (Dalziel, 2002): Authority, Creator, Arranger, Infoseeker and
Learner. Two further roles were added late in 20024 : Facilitator and Moderator.
In this context, the academics and librarians were to jointly play the role of the Creator, and
the academics and research students were to play the roles of the Arranger and Infoseeker.
Subsequent results indicated that the Creator role should be supplemented by a Cataloguer
role (see Figure 3).

3 LITERATURE REVIEW
Perhaps the earliest reference to what may be considered as the concept of learning objects
was in the Theseus model developed by Stringer (1992a; 1992b) in the early 1990s. The
Theseus model used the notion of nodes (single screens) of information which could be
linked together into paths. Each path passing through a node was recorded on that node,
so that other visitors to the node could choose to follow a path taken by another. Stringer’s
work was too ambitious for the technology of the day, and was not widely adopted.

4 Sourced from PowerPoint slides used at the 2003 COLIS Roadshows.
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A 1999 report for the Australian Department of Education, Training and Youth Aﬀairs
(McNaught, Phillips, Rossiter, & Winn, 2000) investigated factors aﬀecting the widespread
adoption of educational technology in Australian universities, and identiﬁed digital repositories as an important factor. The report analysed issues surrounding the development of
a learning object economy5, although before the term learning object was widely-used, as
well as theoretically discussing background issues which underpinned the development of
current interoperability speciﬁcations and the COLIS Project.
It appears that the term ‘learning object’ may have been ‘ﬁrst popularised in 1994 by Wayne
Hodgins’ when he used the term in the name of a working group (cited in Friesen (2003);
Polsani (2003)). As Friesen (2003) points out, there is confusion about what the term
means. The word ‘object’ is a technical term used in Computer Science. It has a very precise
meaning and is well understood. On the other hand, the word ‘learning’ is non-technical and imprecise and as Friesen puts it ‘extreme in its vagueness’, so much so that even
educational experts cannot agree on its meaning. Putting the two words together is bound
to cause confusion and has led to a plethora of deﬁnitions of ‘learning objects’ (Boyle,
2003; El Saddik et al 2001; Dalziel, 2002; Hawryszkiewycz, 2002; IEEE, 2002; Merrill, 1998;
Mortimer, 2002; Polsani, 2003; Santacruz-Valencia et al, 2003; Ward, 2003; Wiley, 2000).
The broad deﬁnition we will use in this work is:
A learning object is a collection of digital assets organised in such a way that they can be
used for an educational purpose, and which is described by metadata. Learning objects
may be embedded in other learning objects, and learning objects may be organised into
learning activities.
Learning objects have an attraction that is diﬃcult to ignore. For example, a Learning
Objects symposium (Duval et al, 2003) held on 24 June 2003 in Honolulu concluded:
The promise and purpose of learning objects is to increase the eﬀectiveness of learning
as much or more so than their ‘eﬃciency’ in terms of cost, speed, etc. The learning object
model does so by addressing the need for signiﬁcantly greater adaptability of learning
content to ﬁt the unique needs of individuals or groups, and by enabling greater ﬂexibility
for mass customisation and ultimately learning.

5 The term Learning Object Economy is used broadly here, to indicate the transactions of learning objects between producers and
consumers, but not necessarily with any ﬁnancial component.
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‘What makes objects discoverable, accessible or searchable is the metadata used to describe
and categorise them’ (Friesen, 2001). Metadata is data about data, an abstract description
of data. A common example is a library catalogue record, which provides a range of
descriptive information about a document and its contents. In the case of learning objects,
metadata provide a concise description of the objects. This could include the name of the
creator of the object, purpose of the object, ﬁle format of the object, etc. There has been
much debate over several years about the ‘competing’ IMS (
) and Dublin Core () metadata speciﬁcations, but many of the issues seem to have been resolved through the adoption of the IEEE
LOM metadata standard ().
Friesen (2001), however, indicates that there is some disagreement about whether metadata
should be an integral part of the learning object or whether it should be external. In one
view, ‘the integration of metadata with the learning object is intrinsic to object-orientation
itself ’ (Dovey, 1999, cited in Friesen (2001). The alternative view is that metadata may be
associated with content but need not necessarily form part of the learning object. This is
analogous to the bibliographic record for a physical item.
We do not believe that either form of the abovementioned extreme views about ‘binding’
metadata to related content in a learning object is workable. If a learning object stores all of
its metadata inside itself, this limits the reuse of that object in other contexts. For example
if an object has a metadata ﬁeld called ‘purpose’ and this ﬁeld is given one value, it removes
the possibility for searching for it when someone else believes that the object can have a
diﬀerent purpose. A learning object can have utility beyond what the creator (or metadata
cataloguer) envisaged.
We also do not agree with the view that metadata and its associated content should be
bound in one object just because in the object-oriented paradigm, code and data are
bound together. There is no parallel between metadata/content and code/data. In fact, both
metadata and content are data in a computing science sense.
Although close binding of metadata within an object reduces the reusability of the object,
such binding increases interoperability when commonly-agreed metadata schemas (e.g.
LOM) are used. This is because an object will have only one set of values for the metadata
ﬁelds. If the metadata were separate from the object, as in the opposing view, diﬀerent
people can give diﬀerent values for the metadata. In fact, it is possible for diﬀerent metadata
repositories linking to a single learning object to each have the same metadata ﬁelds, but
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with diﬀerent values for the ﬁelds, or even diﬀerent metadata ﬁelds for the same object. In
this scenario, reuse is potentially high, as anyone can customise the metadata for their own
context, but interoperability is potentially low. For example, one metadata scheme may
have a ﬁeld called ‘cost’, while another scheme may have a ﬁeld called ‘price’ to mean exactly
the same thing. The objects cannot easily interact with each other in some predeﬁned way
because the objects appear to be unrelated in a given context.
Even if objects have a commonly-agreed-to metadata schema, there is no guarantee that values entered for the metadata ﬁelds by diﬀerent cataloguers or annotators would be the same
(Kabel et al, 2003). As will be described later, our ﬁndings show this to be the case. Kabel et
al indicate that diﬀerent people give consistent values to metadata ﬁelds (consistent tagging)
if these ﬁelds are ‘tangible’. Tagging of ‘abstract’ data ﬁelds is not consistent. They also report
that structured metadata lists get tagged more consistently compared to ﬂat metadata lists.
Another interesting ﬁnding by Kabel et al is that text is tagged more consistently compared
to images. The explanation given is that wherever there is scope for interpretation, as in
abstract metadata ﬁelds or in images, tagging by diﬀerent people is not consistent.

4 METHODOLOGY
The research methodology was derived from the Learning-Centred Evaluation framework used in the ASCILITE CUTSD evaluation project (Phillips, 2002a, 2002b). This
approach, originating in earlier work by Alexander and Hedberg (1994) and Bain (1999)
distinguishes between formative and summative evaluation. This research was essentially
formative (Flagg, 1990; Kennedy, 1999), seeking to identify ways to improve the usability
of the components of COLIS, and their integration.
Data collection was primarily qualitative, seeking evidence about the use and usability of
the COLIS system in our context through journals, observations and interviews (Harvey,
1998). Both the two librarians who catalogued learning objects, and the two academics
and two research students who discovered learning objects, used journaling techniques to
record their use of the system. While the librarians took notes about their work and wrote
a procedures manual, the academics and research students kept a journal of their experiences with using the system, noting:
 What was tried and worked
 What was tried and didn’t work
 Time taken

 Ease of use, interface, searchability
 Other issues identiﬁed
 Suggestions for improvement
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Both librarians and academics were interviewed by one of the project leaders, after the
event, about their experiences. The interview questions are listed in Table 1, and interviews
were tape recorded and transcribed for later analysis.
Both journals and interview transcripts were analysed and emergent themes were identiﬁed. The themes were reﬁned to form the body of section 5 of this report, and reviewed by
stakeholders as part of the report-writing process6.
Librarians

Academics

How diﬃcult was the cataloguing process?

How diﬃcult was it to locate learning
objects?

What could be done to improve it?

What could be done to improve the
process?

How does the cataloguing process compare to
cataloguing books?

Do you think that learning objects will
become widely used?

If learning objects become widely used, who should
catalogue them, librarians or academics?

What factors will deter academics from
using learning objects?

How diﬃcult would it be for academics to catalogue
their own learning objects?
Do you think academics would catalogue their own
learning objects?
Table 1: Interview questions for both librarians and academics

5 RESULTS
Project activities proceeded largely according to plan, except that the withdrawal of the
IPR Systems Learning Object Exchange restricted the scope of the investigation. Major
activities are summarised in subsequent subsections.
Research/learning on metadata
Several metadata schema were examined by Library staﬀ, to familiarise themselves with
concepts and terminology. These included Dublin Core, IMS and the IEEE LOM (Learning
Object Metadata) Standard. The EdNA site () was
noted as suitable for future Library staﬀ training.
6 This research was unusual in that the participants in the research (respondents) were both stakeholders and part of the research
team.
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Interface issues
Library staﬀ familiarised themselves with the intraLibrary interface, ﬁnding it easy to use
for data entry and basic retrieval. However, ongoing access problems were experienced
early in the project and intraLibrary only worked with Internet Explorer at Murdoch University. Some time later, Mozilla 1.4 could also be used. The COLIS Walkthrough document
served as a useful introduction to the interface.
The intraLibrary product was not fully-functional for a period, but this was mainly resolved. A range of interface and functionality problems with using the intraLibrary system
within the COLIS framework were identiﬁed and passed back to the COLIS team, to be
subsequently forwarded to intraLibrary’s developers. For example, Windows users were
able to access the system with most browsers, but Macintosh users continued to have
problems. This was at odds with the underlying interoperability goals of COLIS.
A particular issue was that the intraLibrary system would not permit searching on terms
with three or fewer letters, with the result that common acronyms, such as IMS, XML and
PDF, could not be searched for. Contributor’s names which are three characters or less
could not be used in searches either.
The display of search results was also lacking in functionality. The ordering of the display of
search results was unclear. There should be a range of display options, including a sorting
by the title of the learning objects, and this should include the ‘skip ﬁling codes’, so that
preceding articles on titles are ignored in the sort order.
The librarians reﬁned their journal into a set of instructions about the processes involved
in cataloguing learning objects.
Cataloguing learning objects
Learning objects, of various formats and ﬁle types, and their associated metadata were
entered into intraLibrary. Initially it was planned to catalogue 200 learning objects, but
delays and technical problems resulted in 66 learning objects being catalogued. However,
this was a suﬃcient number to carry out the planned research.
A further factor was that the cataloguing process was more time-consuming than ﬁrst
thought. Initial estimates, based on cataloguing print records, was that it would take ap-
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proximately 10 minutes to catalogue each learning object, whereas actual times, once the
process had been learned, averaged between 15 and 20 minutes. However, the estimate of
10 minutes for a print record presupposed cataloguing an item which had already been
catalogued by other libraries (e.g. a book). Cataloguing unique non-digital information
objects was found to be more time-consuming.
Library cataloguing staﬀ initially found it diﬃcult to catalogue learning objects. Once
they had learnt the metadata standard, they needed to decide which values to enter for
each of the metadata terms. While some of these were pre-determined by the intraLibrary
menu structure, others were not. The librarians made Murdoch-speciﬁc choices about the
vocabulary for the metadata terms to be entered. This concerned the librarians, because,
while the Murdoch entries might be consistent, other members of the larger research
project would use diﬀerent vocabularies. The lack of consistency of metadata highlighted
concerns about the maintainability of the metadata. There was a strong concern that eﬀort
put into cataloguing learning objects may be wasted as standards evolved and terms used
in metadata become obsolete. Ongoing quality control was also an issue.
A useful example of the need for consistency from record to record is the method used for
entering author details. If some authors are entered as ﬁrst name, second name and others
as second name, initial, then searches on authors’ names may yield varying results. An
agreed standard needs to be developed so that cataloguing details can be entered consistently.
While acknowledging that the COLIS system was a pilot project, the librarians felt that
national standards needed to be agreed on:
If it is going to be a National Database then we really need to address these sorts of issues
very much upfront and ‘somebody’ needs to control them on an ongoing basis.
The librarians acknowledged the similarities between cataloguing books and learning
objects: ‘I mean the essence of analysing intellectual content is the same’. In cataloguing a
book, there are well-established standards for descriptive data, classiﬁcation data, subject
headings, name authorities, international standards, national standards and, in some
cases, local variations on the standards. While the framework for cataloguing information
resources in various formats is well established, the learning object cataloguing framework
is still being explored.
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An important issue in developing a national approach is agreement about what Thesaurus
or range of Thesauri should be used, or, alternatively, whether it is preferable to use
keywords.
A further problem experienced by the librarians in cataloguing learning objects was the
lack of contextual information available at the time of cataloguing. Initially, the librarians
were simply given access to the electronic documents and left to make their own decisions
about the contextual metadata, such as the title, description and key words. The librarians
had to make their own judgements about the contextual data, and, as discovered when
academics searched the database, sometimes made inappropriate choices. The librarians’
choices of descriptions were complicated by the fact that many of the learning objects had
similar names:
For a particular topic within a course, there might be several objects which have very
much the same title, they might be to do with a particular topic but one might be the
lecture in a particular ﬁle format and the other might be a diﬀerent ﬁle format for the
outline … or it may be notes by the author to help create these things, and if you give them
exactly the same title or the same description it is not going to be apparent that they are
actually diﬀerent things, but if you want to make them look diﬀerent you need to have a
standard way in the title or somewhere where you make apparent that this is that type of
an object, as opposed to the outline as opposed to the lecture.
As the project proceeded, academics provided more contextual information to the librarians, and this simpliﬁed the cataloguing process. However, initially, the academic staﬀ did
not know what information was needed by the librarians.
Version control was another issue which vexed the librarians. In a library environment,
published works are usually tightly controlled. While there may be multiple copies of a
work, each copy is identical and the titles are always the same. The standards for bibliographic description are based on that similarity whereas, in a learning object environment
An author can dash oﬀ a version of a ﬁle and then modify it the next day and send that for
cataloguing as another object, perhaps even not realising that the previous one has been
sent in a previous email, or in a diﬀerent ﬁle format, but intending it to be the same object,
slightly edited with a diﬀerent title.
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As one example, some of the learning objects were sourced from thirteen lectures, with
ﬁles in PDF format,
…and each of them was obviously the presentation for a lecture, but the footers on the
pages of some of them were giving semester one 2001, semester one 2002 and some were
diﬀerent course codes, when they were supposed all to be the lectures for the current 2003
semester course.
The advent of a learning object economy will require increased discipline by the document creator in imposing version control on learning objects. The cataloguer cannot be
responsible for this. The analogous situation with books is that the publisher takes care of
version control. However, systems need to be developed whereby academics can control
the versions of their learning objects. Learning Content Management Systems, such as
HarvestRoad’s7 HIVE have embedded version control functionality, and this may reduce
the possibility of confusion.
Discovering learning objects and creating lessons
In order to investigate the discovery of learning objects in the COLIS framework, two
academics and two postgraduate students, acting as academics, simulated the process of
creating a lesson on an Information Technology topic using learning objects stored in
intraLibrary. This simulation was structured so that each academic attempted to create
lessons from the other academic’s learning objects. The lessons consisted of web pages
supporting four lectures on relevant topics.
One academic, A1, was teaching a third year unit on Informatics, but had previously taught
a ﬁrst year unit on Multimedia. The other academic, A2, had never taught the Informatics
unit. One of the two research students, S1, had been a tutor in the Multimedia unit, and
therefore was familiar with the content of this unit. The other student, S2, was unfamiliar
with the content of the Informatics unit.
While A1 and A2 had some knowledge of the COLIS system, both S1 and S2 were completely new to it. Both students were competent web users but only S1 was aware of
knowledge objects, the IMS speciﬁcations and metadata.

7 
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The simulation could, therefore, be structured across two dimensions, so that one person
either had knowledge or no knowledge of the COLIS system and the content of the lesson,
as shown in Table 2.
Knowledge of content
(Multimedia)

No knowledge of content
(Informatics)

Knowledge of system

A1

A2

No knowledge of system

S1

S2

Table 2. Structure of the discovery experiment

The tasks to be undertaken were:
 For Multimedia: Create a multimedia module of four lectures incorporating topics on
graphics, text, audio, video/animation.
 For Informatics: Create an organisational informatics module of four lectures incorporating topics on computer-mediated communication, group processes, computermediated collaborative work and virtual organisations.
The results of the simulation for each of the four participants are described in the following
sections.
Student 1
S1, the user with knowledge of the content, but not of the system, had little diﬃculty in
building a lesson by browsing. Browsing may be an appropriate strategy for users new
to a system, but would not be eﬀective for a real Learning Object Repository, because of
the volume of records. He then used both the ‘search’ and ‘advanced search’ options, and
located the same learning objects. However, while searching for learning objects relevant to
the topic ‘text’ in the lesson task, he did not locate relevant learning objects.
He found that the system’s advanced search option ‘search by metadata ﬁeld’ was very
useful, but not as accurate as the ‘search’ option. This implies some problems with the
speciﬁcation of the metadata.
S1 took 80 minutes to ﬁnd relevant learning objects, and found intraLibrary very easy to
use. He also found it very easy to upload the ﬁle into WebCT and could make hyperlinks to
objects stored in COLIS without any instructions from anyone.
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Student 2
S2, the user with knowledge of neither the content nor the system, had no diﬃculty in
learning to use intraLibrary. S2 was able to complete the task in 38 minutes. He found the
interface simple and easy to understand, with appropriate colours and layout. He felt that
most users could use intraLibrary for searching without a manual. He also found that the
tree structure was somewhat confusing, especially when many branches were expanded,
favouring a Windows Explorer-like folder structure.
While searching for lesson content, he found speciﬁc lesson topics relatively easily by
browsing, and built a web page from these. However, with a more populated repository,
browsing is not a sustainable discovery strategy. S2 then tried searching, and located the
same learning objects relatively easily.
Academic 1
A1, an academic who was familiar with both COLIS and the content of the task, started immediately with the Search function. A search on ‘graphics’ returned six objects, but of these
six, four could not be viewed in intraLibrary. One PowerPoint object displayed the default
image for a graphic, while the other three objects which could not be viewed displayed an
error message: ‘Sorry you have been logged out’, even though A1 was still logged in.
Searches on ‘audio’, ‘video’ and ‘animation’ proceeded successfully. However, as S1 found,
searches for ‘text’ were unsuccessful. As A1’s journal reports:
The ﬁrst search for ‘text’ resulted in 50 objects, which were irrelevant, in E-Reserve8, or
could not be viewed. As I am familiar with the content of the unit, I then searched for
‘HTML’, which is what this particular topic is about. This search resulted in 12 objects
including readings in E-Reserve and the same objects resulting from the ‘graphics’ [search].
I then tried ‘Introduction to HTML’ which resulted in a list of 20 objects. Most of the
objects were irrelevant. There was only one relevant object which was a reading on HTML,
CSS and XML in E-Reserve.
I tried the Advanced Search. Using the Metadata option and the keyword ‘text’ resulted
in the same results as for the basic search. Using the Vocabulary option resulted in no
results.

8 Part of the Library’s electronic Reserve Collection.
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Like S1, A1 had diﬃculty searching for learning objects relevant to the topic ‘text’ in the
lesson task, because they had not been catalogued appropriately. However, it is unusual to
need to search for text documents which are designed to support a ‘text’ topic.
A1 reported that the time taken for this task, including the HTML page and this document,
was approximately 1 hour. She found the intraLibrary interface easy to navigate, intuitive
and pleasant to work with.
A1 was surprised that other objects in ﬁle formats such as JPG, GIF, AVI and WAV were
not found with her searches. She surmises that the metadata information needs some
reﬁnement (with more assistance from the contributors/authors).
Academic 2
A2, an academic who was familiar with COLIS, but not with the content, took a very systematic approach to his task. He identiﬁed a set of key phrases (organisational informatics,
computer-mediated communication, group processes, computer-mediated collaborative
work and virtual organisations), and surmised that keywords would be words in these
phrases. His search procedure was to ﬁrst search on the whole phrases, then on words in
phrases.
A2 searched on ‘organisational informatics’, which resulted in 16 matches including duplicates. Since some of these were labelled lectures and the task was to create four lectures, he
searched on organisational informatics lecture. This resulted in 24 hits including relevant
results. He also performed several advanced searches on the metadata with ‘organisational
informatics lecture’. Searches on ‘all’ ﬁelds returned 24 hits; searches on the ‘title’ metadata
yielded 22 hits, and searches on the ‘keywords’ metadata returned 14 hits. This was the
smallest number of hits which included relevant items, and A2 used this to generate his
lesson.
However, a metadata search of ‘organisational informatics lecture’ in the ‘description’
metadata yielded only ﬁve hits, none of which were relevant, indicating a metatagging
problem.
From an interface point of view, A2 found intraLibrary easy to use, but suggested that the
icons were not intuitive, needing title attributes. HTML ALT tags were not suﬃcient as they
do not show up in Mozilla if images are visible. A2 reported spending under one hour on
the task, but felt that he could have completed it in 15 minutes, ‘if I hadn’t been playing’.
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6 DISCUSSION
Quality of metadata
The quality of the metadata entered by the librarians became an issue when the discovery
process was simulated. Three of the four participants reported inconsistent search results
when using the metadata ﬁelds. Kabel et al (2003) report that they experienced similar
problems whenever some interpretation was needed during cataloguing. This experience
brought home to the academics the importance of correctly specifying the metadata, and
they acknowledged that the inconsistency of the metadata was due to the lack of contextual
information provided to librarians. This, together with the concerns of librarians about
their inability to accurately catalogue learning objects, led us to consider a two-stage
cataloguing process.
Cataloguing learning objects
A major recommendation arising from this research is to suggest an extension to the
COLIS Global Use Case. The Creator category was found to be problematic in practice.
Both librarians and academics agreed that ‘if it is going to take an academic half an hour,
or even quarter of an hour, to input these things [metadata], they are not going to want to
do it’.
Similar time problems were reported by Koppi and Lavitt (2003). The learning object cataloguing process, therefore, has to be as simple as possible, but also accurate and consistent.
There is clearly a role for librarians in creating metadata for learning objects, because:
 Academics have neither the time nor
interest to do this;
 Academics do not have the requisite
skills in cataloguing, but librarians do;

 Librarians are aware of the
vocabularies, thesauri and standards
needed to consistently catalogue;
 Learning object metadata is likely
to be more consistent if created by
librarians.

However, librarians should not be expected to input the complete set of metadata, because
academics need to provide contextual information about the learning object, since they are
in the best position to know that.
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We therefore propose adding a new role of Cataloguer to the Global Use Case – after the
Creator role. Figure 3 illustrates the COLIS Global Use Case (Dalziel, 2002), with the addition of the Cataloguer role. This approach has been taken by the Learning Federation in
their work creating learning objects for the schools sector (The Learning Federation, 2002),
where some mandatory metadata is automatically created; content developers create an initial small set of metadata; and quality assurance personnel subsequently create and maintain
metadata. A proposed set of metadata to be provided by Creators is shown in Table 3.
Authority

Creator

Arranger

Infoseeker

Prescribe

Learner

Facilitator

Monitor

Cataloguer Role
Author

Submit to LOX
Design Learning
Activity

Outcomes /
Competencies

Quality
Assurance

Package New/
Modified LOs

Search LOX

Seach via
Gateway

Review
Licence

Review
Meta-data

Download
LOs

Obtain
Links

Structure LOs &
Activities
Structure
Assessment
Organise Student
Roles/Groups
Student Login
Student
Searches

Do
Learning

Facilitate
Learning

Monitor
Learning

Do
Assessment

Facilitate
Assessment

Monitor
Assessment

Record

Figure 3. Extension of the COLIS Global Use Case

The ALCTS Metadata Enrichment Task Force (Bates, 2003, cited in Ahronheim, 2003)
recently explored ways to enrich metadata records by focusing on providing additional
subject access mechanisms (e.g. front-end user thesauri) and increasing granularity of
access and display (e.g. by enabling progression through hierarchy and versions and by
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additional descriptive information including summaries). Its recommendations may
provide a mechanism through which accurate learning object metadata might be eﬃciently
generated.
Wider use of learning objects
The academics taking part in the study were very positive about the potential of learning
object repositories. Both academics commonly used the Internet to search for materials to
use in their teaching, typically using Google, and a Learning Object Repository or repositories would potentially make the discovery process more eﬃcient. As A1 reported: ‘I spend
about half a day before each lecture looking on Google, so being able to have something that
might ﬁnd something more speciﬁc [would be good]’. If a new course needed to be developed,
one of the ﬁrst activities undertaken would be to search learning object repositories for
appropriate resources.
Metadata ﬁeld

Information to be entered

Title

Provide title if this is not the same as found on the ﬁle’s opening display
screen, or if it is not displayed and is part of a series, such as: lecture series.
If so, give details, e.g. course and lecturer/topic number.
Example: Markup languages; societal issues (Multimedia lecture

Description

Provide a brief description on the subject material covered by the ﬁle if it
is not readily available from the opening screen display (especially if not
textual material, e.g. GIFs, MPEGs, etc.).
Example: Covers the nature of markup languages with particular reference
to those based on XML lifecycle

Version

The Cataloguer cannot be responsible for the version. Creators need to
decide if a version of their documents needs to be recorded, perhaps as
part of an institution-wide system.

Role of contributor

Provide contributors’ names and roles if appropriate. Otherwise, it is
assumed that the provider of the ﬁle is the ‘author’ or ‘content provider’.

Special requirements for use

Provide if not commonly available to basic PC users.
Example: Requires OpenOﬃce reader.

Type of resource

Provide. If the resource is textual material, ‘narrative text’ is assumed.

Intended for use by

Provide. e.g. Learner, Author, Teacher.

Intended for use in

Select from the existing intraLibrary menu.

Educational language of target user

Provide if not for English speaking users.

Charge to use this resource

Indicate ‘Yes’, otherwise ‘No’ is assumed.

Subject to copyright

Indicate ‘No’, otherwise ‘Yes’ is assumed.

Keywords

Provide a keyword string if details from the description need elaboration.

Table 3: Proposed set of metadata to be provided by Creators
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Both academics were also prepared to contribute their learning objects to a repository for
subsequent use by others, and neither wanted to restrict the availability of their materials
in any way. A1’s rationale was ‘If I take someone else’s work, then I am more or less obliged
to share my own’.
However, when questioned about whether other academics would embrace a learning
object economy, both librarians and academics expressed doubt that all would take part.
The librarians felt that academics would need evidence of the sustainability of such a
model, and would need to be convinced that there were beneﬁts to themselves, such as
saving time.
The academics felt that some of their colleagues were ‘very touchy’ about sharing resources,
and wanted to protect their intellectual property. There were signiﬁcant numbers of academics who would only share their learning resources if their intellectual property rights
were protected. A complex range of issues surrounding management of digital rights needs
to be investigated, but this was not possible in this research.
Koppi and Lavitt (2003) allude to the lack of reward system (similar to that in publishing
research) for academics not wanting to spend too much time on cataloguing their learning
materials or sharing it with others. They conclude:
It is ironic how the issue of Intellectual Property (IP) is often used as a reason for not
making teaching materials public when the same academics can’t give their IP away fast
enough when it comes to publicising their research by way of publications and conferences.
Further factors impeding the broader adoption of learning object exchanges identiﬁed by
participants in this research were the ICT skills of academics and their willingness to adopt
new teaching approaches.

7 CONCLUSION
As part of this project, 66 learning objects were catalogued and inserted into the intraLibrary Learning Object Repository. Several technical diﬃculties were encountered and bugs
identiﬁed and reported, but, overall, intraLibrary was relatively easy to use.
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In our opinion, the range of technologies in the COLIS Demonstrator, and the built-in
interoperability, are not yet of ‘industrial strength’, but are approaching this.
The IEEE LOM metadata standard seems to be an appropriate mechanism to use for
standardising metadata. However, even with this standard, and with maturing technology,
a range of technical and procedural issues need to be resolved before learning objects can
be eﬀectively used on a wide scale.
One issue is the need for an agreed vocabulary and mechanisms for consistently creating
metadata on a national or international scale.
A second issue is the development of a new role of Cataloguer, which complements the
Creator role in the COLIS Global Use Case. By simplifying the metadata creation process
for academics, and enabling the technical metadata elements to be input by information
professionals, it is likely that more accurate and consistent descriptions of learning objects
can be created.
However, even with agreed mechanisms for creating searchable learning objects and
interoperable repositories, digital rights management becomes an issue. There are broadly
two opinions held by academics about intellectual property in general, and digital rights,
in particular. Many academics are willing to freely share their intellectual property with
others, in a spirit of scholarly sharing of information. Many others, on the other hand, want
to protect the eﬀort they have put into developing their teaching materials, and fear that
it will be ‘stolen’, and that their value to their institution will be diminished if other people
have access to their intellectual property.
While many academics sharing learning objects would like to be acknowledged, and
perhaps recompensed, for their eﬀorts, they are not comfortable with other people modifying their learning resources. It is ironic, however, that many of the same academics cite as
reasons for not adopting learning objects created by others the cost, and the inability to
modify them to an individual context.
Much work needs to be done before a viable learning object economy can be developed,
and the human issues may well be the most crucial.
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Chapter 9
Real World Metadata Management
for Resource Discovery: Proof of
concept across education and
library sectors in Tasmania
Derek Rowlands and Christine Goodacre
University of Tasmania Consortium

1 BACKGROUND
This paper summarises the report of a research project (University of Tasmania,
2004) undertaken by four Tasmanian educational and cultural organisations under
the auspices of the Macquarie E-Learning Centre of Excellence with funding from the
Interaction of IT Systems and Repositories Project 2003-2004. The four Tasmanian
bodies were the University of Tasmania, the State Library of Tasmania, the Tasmanian
Department of Education and TAFE Tasmania.
The project was an investigation into the use of metadata for enabling the discovery of
digital resources—learning objects—in the educational and cultural sectors. The emphasis
was on ways of solving real-world problems concerned with interoperability and resource
sharing. The project built on the work done at the metadata standards level (Dublin Core
and IEEE) but because many of these standards and resulting schemas are elaborate and
unaﬀordable, the project investigated ways to implement them (in the form of an application proﬁle) that would work across sectors in a real-world and aﬀordable manner.
The project also looked at interoperability issues related to the non-technical factors that
need to be addressed in a multi-sector resource sharing environment. These non-technical
factors included the quality of the content of metadata ﬁelds in the retrieval of resources,
the impact of data entry conventions and rule sets, and the degree to which word order,
vocabularies etc are relevant factors in retrieval of resources from diﬀerent systems. Some
analysis of the ﬁnancial cost of tagging records was also included in the study.
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The project was also an investigation into resource discovery issues and included testing
retrieval against the aggregated metadata generated by the institutions, identifying what
improvements needed to be made to the application proﬁle and content guidelines, and to
the COLIS Demonstrator, in order to provide successful and appropriate search results for
users within each community.
An essential element in the development of interoperable content repositories for sharing
digital objects (learning resources, content to be published to websites etc) is the ability to
describe the content of these resources brieﬂy and consistently so that they can be discovered and reused. Just as libraries have developed indexing and cataloguing systems over
the years to describe the content of books and periodical literature, it is now necessary to
develop aﬀordable approaches for describing content in learning resources used in Learning Management Systems such as WebCT, Blackboard and non-proprietary systems.
Project team
The project team included Derek Rowlands as the Project Manager, Art Dabrowski (University of Tasmania), Graeme Rayner (University of Tasmania), Carmel Denholm (State
Library of Tasmania), Susan Witek (Department of Education), Greg Curtis (Department
of Education), Peter Higgs (TAFE Tasmania), Stephen Brain (TAFE Tasmania), and Greg
Robinson (TAFE Tasmania). The steering committee for the Tasmanian consortium
included: Christine Goodacre (University of Tasmania) as Chair, Linda Luther (University
of Tasmania), Belinda Flowers (Department of Education, K-12 Tasmania), Lloyd Sokvitne
(State Library of Tasmania), Peter Higgs (TAFE Tasmania), Derek Whitehead (Swinburne
University) and Lucy Arundel (OTEN, the Open Training and Education Network).
Learning objects
A learning object can be any entity, digital or non-digital, that can be used or referenced
in technology-supported learning. A learning object can be physical, for example a text,
workbook or CD-ROM, or online, such as an electronic text, a .gif graphic image, a
QuickTime movie or a Java applet. They can be applied to a range of purposes, in a range of
settings by teachers, lecturers, designers, managers, trainers, content writers and learners.
In digital form and with appropriate metadata descriptions, they become modular units
that can be assembled together to form lessons and courses (Higgs et al, 2003). Some
commentators and theorists in the ﬁeld talk about learning (or instructional) components,
learning assets, learning objects, and learning activities in hierarchical terms, although
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simple and consistent descriptions of what distinguishes one from another are only just
becoming current. Dalziel has put forward a concise deﬁnition of a learning object, ‘A
Learning Object is an aggregation of one or more digital assets, incorporating meta-data,
which represent an educationally meaningful stand-alone unit’ (Dalziel, 2002) that is gaining
currency and of which the project team was mindful during the study. The axiom for this
project was that learning objects were digital.
Metadata
Metadata is structured data, which describes the characteristics of a resource—essentially
it is information about information. It can assist in locating the speciﬁc information users
are looking for. Cataloguing systems used in libraries, museums and archives are classic examples of how metadata is used for non-digital information. In the digital world, searches
are most commonly conducted through search engines such as Google or Yahoo. However,
these search engines often return unexpected results because, in the digital world, metadata
systems are still developing and most searches are based on key words only. Search engines
will return you all the instances of the word you searched for no matter what the context.
The real measure of good metadata is the level of discovery; that is, the ability to deliver
a contained set of results with a high proportion of relevance to the subject matter. Even
though complying with existing standards is seen as imperative to obtain interoperability,
fortunately, implementers of standards need not use every element within a standard. They
can also use elements from more than one standard and add elements speciﬁc to their
needs. The resulting list of elements is known as an application proﬁle. Because there is a
variety of standards, the standard implementers and developers adopt will depend on the
requirements of their speciﬁc implementations (McGreal, 2001).
Discoverability
For the purposes of this research the deﬁnition of discoverability was the extent to which
metadata assists in the eﬀective and eﬃcient retrieval of digital objects.

2 METHODOLOGY
Because the study was done in a number of stages with diﬀerent emphases, a number
of research methods were used. The ﬁrst three stages included the Development of the
Metadata Application Proﬁle (MAP), metadata creation and harvesting and some pilot
discoverability testing. These stages were conducted using focus groups with expertise
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in cataloguing, metatagging and information systems. The fourth stage—the Formal
Discoverability Testing, had a more complex methodology.
The goals of the testing were:
 To determine how metadata aﬀects
search results when searching for
learning objects contributed from
across sectors and organisations.

 To characterise the search strategies
used for searching learning objects in
relation to the metadata.

The testing procedure revolved around questions or tasks related to the possible needs
of teachers/lecturers/instructional designers. The tasks were to be completed through
discovery of appropriate learning objects from the test bed, set up using the metadata
developed in Stage 2. The participants consisted of a total of 12 clients/users from across
each of the organisations. The aim was to determine the level of diﬃculty in ﬁnding them
and the usefulness of the metadata.
The procedure included:
Pre-test Orientation
Pre-test Questionnaire
Retrieval of the speciﬁc learning objects determined to be objectively relevant.
Documentation of the search strategy or strategies used to search by an observer and
monitor where the following was recorded:
• Searches Terms/Strategy
• Number of objectively relevant items retrieved.
• Total number of items retrieved.
• Time taken for each search
• Number in the list of results of the relevant item
 Post-test Questionnaire. This included a question about the number of pertinent items
retrieved





The data was collected manually. Participants were asked to complete a standard set of ten
questions/tasks. Participants were also required to ﬁll in two questionnaires, one pre-test
and one post-test. The pre-test questionnaire gave information about the organisation they
were from, their position title, their searching experience and background. The second
questionnaire was completed post-test and was designed to elicit information regarding
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their experience and the results they achieved, and if they thought anything could be
improved or was missing.
Each participant was tested singly. The participant worked through the questions from
the question sheet. An observer wrote down their search strategy and a monitor timed the
search. The observer had a page of the expected results for each search question. Once the
participants had completed the ten questions they were given the post-test questionnaire
and encouraged to discuss any aspect of the test or oﬀer comments or recommendations.

3 RESULTS
Development of the Tasmanian Metadata Application Proﬁle
The focus group for Stage 1 decided not to try and deﬁne Learning Object. However, it was
noted that the deﬁnition of a learning object does impact upon the creation of metadata
guidelines, especially in relation to the granularity of the resources described and where a
learning resource consists of multiple parts. The group decided to make no diﬀerentiation
between components, assets and objects. If an object was worth submitting and tagging, it
would have the same status as any other object.
The group also made the assumption that the individuals tagging the objects would be variable and diverse. Some organisations might have teaching staﬀ undertaking the tagging,
some librarians, some a mixture of staﬀ, and some both staﬀ at various stages. Therefore
any MAP the group developed would need to take account of professional and non-professional levels of cataloguing skill among the contributors. A preference was expressed for
professionals to add the subject element data.
It was assumed that on occasions objects might be duplicated. The proﬁle and guidelines
would need to account for this possibility. There did not appear to be any signiﬁcant advantage to trying to prevent duplication considering the administrative overhead involved.
The group also agreed that any systems adopted by organisations whereby metadata was
shared would include a method of tagging that showed the originating institution of the
data either as a metatag or some other method. It was accepted that this was not necessary
for discovery – although it may impact on the selection of a resource—but was the one
concession made to the inclusion of administrative metadata, and as such would not necessarily be included in the metadata application.
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It was decided that relational aspects of objects would not be addressed by a separate element or elements. The object as a whole would be described which may or may not include
mention of its constituent parts. If the constituent parts are considered worthy as a learning
object in their own right another separate record could be created. If a relationship was
known and signiﬁcant, it could be expressed in the description.
The content guidelines were drawn signiﬁcantly from:
 National Library of Australia and the
State Library of Tasmania Guidelines
for the Creation of Content for Resource
Discovery Metadata
 TAFE Online Project 8 Metadata
Tagging Guidelines (Version 1.0)

 Tasmanian Teachers’ e-Centre
Metadata Application Proﬁle (Draft)
 State Library of Tasmania Metadata
Standards (Draft)

Elements agreed for the Tasmanian Metadata Application Proﬁle
TITLE
There was little debate about this most basic element. Everyone thought it essential. Title
was deﬁned as ‘a name given to the resource’. However, there were some questions about
how it would be used. One issue was – what should be the maximum occurrence. It was
decided that there was no need for ‘title’ to be unique, so title should be repeatable. It was
noted that this could be an issue for the end presentation developers as IEEE LOM General
Title only allows one title.
IDENTIFIER
There was protracted discussion about identiﬁer. Everyone acknowledged that each record
should have an identifier but should it be unique, from where should it be sourced?
Initially thoughts were that perhaps identiﬁer should be the unique ‘key’ for the record.
Then discussions moved to should it be some sort of record number from the originating
system, or a record number produced by the LOMS. The matter remained unresolved until
discussion turned to Location/URL of the item and it was decided to combine these two
functions into the one element. But because identiﬁer and Location/URL are combined,
the group could not make it non-repeatable/unique as there was a consensus that more
than one organisation might tag the same URL.
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DESCRIPTION
A description element was agreed to be essential. ‘Description’ in this sense was deﬁned as
‘an account of the content of the resource’. The purpose of the element provides a free-text
summary that describes the resource. While using keywords to search the description is
the least precise method of searching, it can be useful for picking up terms not included in
the subject element. The description is also often used in the display of a search results list,
helping the user to identify whether or not the resource appears relevant, and this is how
the group assumed it would be used.
SUBJECT
Subject was a problematic element. Discussions generally favoured the inclusion of subject,
but there was some uncertainty about how it should be implemented. Subject was deﬁned
as ‘the topic of the content of the resource’. The question as to whether a thesaurus should
be used was debated at length. The selection of a recommended thesaurus was problematic
as the options would be determined by a number of factors, including; who enters the
metadata – librarians or teaching staﬀ, the needs of the various sectors, e.g. VET resources
may require a speciﬁc thesaurus. The use of multiple thesauri may increase costs and reduce
sustainability and also aﬀect the retrieval of related material. There was also the question of
whether a browsable subject hierarchy was required. IntraLibrary has a mandatory thesaurus set up as a browsable hierarchy. Should it be assumed all Learning Object Management
Systems (LOMS) would have such a feature? In the end it was thought that while one may
assist in discovery, it was not essential. There would also be issues of which hierarchy, and
the additional costs required to maintain and use it. However, a strong preference was
given to using a thesaurus for choosing subjects as this would provide consistency in the
use of terms and assist with focused searching. The group ended up making the use of
LCSH (Library of Congress Subject Headings) a recommendation but not mandatory. The
group set down some additional guidelines regarding the entry of unstructured keywords if
a suitable term is not available in LCSH, or if the contributor does not have LCSH expertise.
The group recognised that this partly diluted the advantages of using a thesaurus, but were
mindful that the aim was for a practical, aﬀordable, real-world solution.
The group also produced the content guidelines for entering data for the elements specified. These guidelines are included in the full report (University of Tasmania, 2004,
Appendix A).
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Elements considered but rejected
A number of Dublin Core elements (date, coverage, rights, creator, type, format, language)
were considered for inclusion but ultimately rejected during the ﬁrst round of discussions
as they were not considered essential. Some were classiﬁed as being additional possible
elements for future consideration.
It was decided also that the educational metadata elements were possibilities—elements such
as audience, educational sector, document type and curriculum. Even though they might be
potentially useful for discovery and for selecting from search results, they were considered
too problematic to apply as they required multiple vocabularies available for each element,
were especially diﬃcult across sectors, some had complicated vocabularies making inconsistent application a possibility and the increased cataloguing overheads would not pay oﬀ.
Additional possible elements for the minimum MAP
The following elements (from Dublin Core) were considered non-essential minimum
elements but may add additional value to the description and the discovery of a resource,
and could be considered in the future.
C R E ATO R
Users may expect the ability to search on author, but it is problematic to apply. Use of
this element would have to be optional as there can be diﬃculties identifying the creator,
determining which name should be used, the form of the name, and sorting intellectual
property issues. The ongoing problems associated with choosing whether to use individual
authors’ names or their organisations’ name illustrates this problem.
T Y P E O R F O R M AT
It was thought it might be useful to provide users with a warning of what ﬁle type they
are opening (although most browsers now cope with the most common ﬁle types). It too
would be problematic to apply as there would be a mixture of types in aggregated resources,
and the vocabularies are limited and outdated. Alternative vocabularies exist but with
similar problems (although CETIS is developing a new vocabulary). Displaying the URL
may indicate a ﬁle type, depending on the structure of the URL. Title and description may
provide a guide. It is not essential for discovery.
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The group noted that File type of the indexed resource was recommended in Dublin Core,
optional in AGLS (Australian Government Metadata Standard maintained by the National
Archives of Australia), desirable in EdNA, non-mandatory in OTEN, and mandatory in
The Le@rning Federation (system maintained – also TLF catalogues at the granular level).
They looked at possible vocabularies for use if it was adopted and decided that the Dublin
Core IMT vocabulary was dated and diﬃcult to apply. The group decided that the Format
tag should only be considered if content could be system generated. The technical team was
consulted and it was apparent that this was not possible in the COLIS Demonstrator. Also
the group found that a number of resources in the COLIS Project would be zipped IMS
packages. These will automatically unzip as users open them. The manifest attached to the
IMS compliant package does not contain details about the formats contained in the IMS
zip ﬁle (html, images, Shockwave/Flash ﬁles). These IMS packages do not appear to allow
the COLIS delivery system to automatically generate/display ﬁle types. They recommended
that as system generation was not yet possible and Format is not required for resource
discovery, Format was not recommended. The group noted that the description element
might be used to highlight signiﬁcant aspects of the format. This was already noted on
page11 of the draft guidelines: For example:
A slide presentation and lesson plan which explore global warming from
an Antarctic perspective
The group left open the possibility of Format being included in the future and provided
some draft guidelines for its possible use.
The group thought that Type was not essential for minimum discovery, although may
be used to reﬁne or select from a set of search results. They thought that there would be
little use in the tag unless it was chosen only from a controlled vocabulary. However they
thought there were limitations of existing vocabularies. Some are:
 Limited and out of date (e.g. MIME last updated last updated 2001 October 16)
 Database speciﬁc – EdNA, IEEE, The Le@rning Federation use diﬀerent vocabularies
 Problematic to apply, e.g. mixture of types in aggregated resources.
Therefore the group did not recommend Type for inclusion in the Tasmanian Metadata
Application Proﬁle.
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L A N G UA G E
The group thought this element might be a useful ﬁlter for discovery. How often it might be
used was debatable. It certainly would not be essential for discovery, as this type of information could be in the description or subject, or keyword searches using foreign language
words (in some cases) would be an alternative.
D AT E
The group defined date as ‘a date associated with the creation or modification of the
resource’. They thought that the preferred option was for date to be system generated from
the date embedded in the resource or from the ﬁle information rather than embedded
in the metadata. They also thought there was little point being too prescriptive about the
element and believed there was merit in the notion that ‘any date is better than no date’ and
if applied could refer to the creation or modiﬁcation of a resource. In the second round of
discussion it was decided to include date in the MAP if it could be system generated. It was
noted that date qualiﬁers can be diﬃcult to apply and the metadata content can become
inaccurate (e.g. If a web site is modiﬁed the day after a metadata record is created). It was
therefore recommended that qualiﬁers not be used.
OTEN

Le@rnIng
Federation

UK LOM

M

M

M

M

M for
online
resources

M

M

M

M

R

O

M

M

M

M

M

R

M–if no
function

M

M

M

DC.
Date

M

R

M

M

M

M

LOM.
Meta–Metadata.
Contribute. Entity

M

—

—

Tas

DC

AGLS

EDNA

DC.
Title

M

R

M

DC.
Identiﬁer

M

R

DC.
Description

M

DC.
Subject

Table 1: Agreed proﬁle
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Metadata creation and harvesting
The focus group for Stage 2 decided to choose a few subject areas common across the
institutions and either harvest or import metadata for learning objects or ﬁnd and tag new
objects with relevance to those subject areas. The learning areas chosen were computing/
information systems, business and the Antarctic. The Department of Education and the
State Library already had objects tagged with the elements (and more) in the Tasmanian
MAP, so these were extracted from the local systems and entered into the test bed. The
University and TAFE had not started metadata tagging of resources in an organised way.
It was therefore an opportunity to investigate the time and workﬂows involved in tagging
under the minimalist MAP.
G E N E R AT I O N O F N E W M E TA D ATA
Learning objects were tagged in diﬀerent combinations of metadata from the MAP using
the guidelines. The group noticed a diﬀerence in the time taken depending on the type of
learning object – whether it was mainly textual or mainly graphical. The average times for
tagging appear in Table 2.
Metadata Field

Mainly Textual LO

Mainly Graphical LO

Title only

1 minute

1 minute

Title & Description

3.5 minutes

4 minutes

Title, Description & Subject

5.5 minutes

6 minutes

Title and Subject

3 minutes

3 minutes

Table 2: Average time for tagging learning objects

To enter records directly into intraLibrary it was necessary to also enter the URL (identifier), date, and contributing organisation as well as the title, description and subject
metadata, so each record took closer to 8 minutes. This emphasised the desirability of some
elements being created automatically, as signiﬁcant time savings could result. It was noted
that if this was the sort of time it took for this minimalist MAP, the resources required to
implement a more comprehensive one appear to be daunting.
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At the current pay rates of Tasmanian library technicians it would mean the cost of wages
alone for the creation of one record would be around $2.80 – this would mean the tagging
labour cost of the 280 records in the test bed to the Tasmanian MAP speciﬁcations would
be around $800. (It should be noted that this is a conservative estimate and does not include all
overheads.)
POSSIBLE WORKFLOWS
The focus group speculated about a number of workﬂow scenarios taking into account the current
and potential practices in two of the organisations and traditional cataloguing workﬂows in the other
organisations. The group decided that while there was no obviously perfect workﬂow arrangement
they did come up with the framework represented in Figure 1.
An alternative model for the State Library of Tasmania and the Department of Education might
include the tagging of records or of a whole data set e.g. State Library of Tasmania Images 
 for export or OAI harvesting.
METADATA TAGGING AND CONTENT GUIDELINES
During Stages 1 and 2 of the research, the metadata sub-group developed content guidelines for
each of the elements chosen as well as some general guidelines. The guidelines were framed using
the experience gained by staﬀ at the State Library and Department of Education in metadata, the
experiences and discussions of the focus group in Stage 1 and documentation from other organisations such as OTEN. The university sub-group used the guidelines when creating the metadata for
use in the intraLibrary test bed, and the implications for using the guidelines in the real-world were
discussed during the informal pilot testing.
Formal discoverability testing with the Tasmanian
Metadata Application Proﬁle
The formal discoverability testing began after the recruitment of a number of academic,
teaching and library staﬀ from each institution. Testing involved a combination of discoverability testing procedures set down by Liddy (2002b) and traditional information
retrieval testing procedures.
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Academics

Librarians

Teachers

Generation of LO and metadata

1

Learning object created locally

2

Some metadata entered manually (e.g. title, description)

3

Library staff alerted to LO & tag subject content

4

System generated tags for date entered and origin

5

Extracted from local sytem

Searching for LO

URL to LO

Federated Search

Central Repository

LO manually unloaded

LO automatically harvested by
robot/web service to LOR

Figure 1: Possible workﬂow for metadata creation and harvesting

P R E - T E S T Q U E S T I O N N A I R E S U R V E Y R E S U LT S
Participants general background
The participants were all employees of one of the participating organisations. The mix was
fairly even across the four organisations. The positions the participants held were teachers,
lecturers, educational designers, library technicians and librarians. For analysing the results
of the testing the group decided to divide the participants into two groups: information
professionals (those working as librarians or with a library background) and non-information professionals (those with mostly a teaching or instructional design background).
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Participants searching background
All the participants regularly used the Internet to some extent. The participants were categorised into those who were ‘power users’ and those who were ‘casual users’. Power users
typically used the internet every day and not only used Google and Yahoo, but indexes and
specialised search engines, and speciﬁed that in their search strategies they used boolean
and exact phrases as well as keyword searches. There was a high degree of overlap in the
‘power user’ group and ‘information professional’ group. However, the power user group
was larger as several of the educational background participants also plainly had advanced
searching skills.
S E A R C H S T R AT E G I E S , T E R M S A N D K E Y W O R D S
The participants were required to enter search terms/keywords into intraLibrary to get results
to complete the tasks. None of the participants seemed to have any diﬃculty in devising
strategies. Not surprisingly the power users tended to use the more complex strategies,
whereas the other group tended to use single or couples of keywords. Advanced searches
were not oﬀered to the participants. All searches were keyword. The power users were slightly
more successful in their searches. There was no discernable diﬀerence between the strategies
adopted by information professionals and non-information professionals except that the
information professionals contributed the greater number to the power user group.
RECALL AND PRECISION
The recall of items using the minimal metadata was good. In most cases at least one of the
terms entered by the participants matched those in either the description or the subject and
more often than not there was more than one match. On a few occasions viewing the learning object still did not convince the participant that the item was relevant, showing perhaps
a disjuncture between the metataggers perception of the object and the users, and the
content of the metadata rather than the amount. This also seems to inﬂuence search times.
The major inﬂuence on the precision was the test bed. Intralibrary used an implicit boolean
‘or’ operator in its searches. If users had a clear option of using an ‘and’ operator the precision would have been higher. The low ﬁgures re average precision indicated the retrieval
system was not conducive to high precision values – because of the ‘or’ operator. An additional limitation of intraLibrary was that there were no options for limiting or sorting
results. However, the ‘average in list’ ﬁgures show that the objectively relevant items usually
ranked highly in the list of results.
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Question
Number

Average Recall
(objective)

Average
Precision

Average
in List

Average Search
Time (mins)

1

92%

11%

3

<1.0

2

66%

25%

7

4.5

3

95%

8%

2

2.5

4

97%

6%

1

1.0

5

100%

5%

3

<1.0

6

100%

6%

1

<1.0

7

87%

4%

5

4.0

8

95%

5%

2

1.5

9

100%

3%

2

<1.0

10

89%

9%

2

2.0

Total

92%

8%

2.8

1.5 approx

Table 3: Averages of measures in the formal discoverability testing

AVERAGE IN LIST
The minimal metadata appeared to allow intraLibrary to determine the relevance through
weighting surprisingly well. The objectively relevant records were almost always in the ﬁrst
half on the ﬁrst page of results. To see if this was a fortunate peculiarity of the intraLibrary
search algorithm the same searches were performed in Masterﬁle (another searchable
repository) with the same test records but diﬀerent noise (irrelevant records), and the
results were similar – within the 20% range plus or minus. It would appear that weighting
can be done satisfactorily with this small amount of metadata.
AV E R A G E S E A R C H T I M E
The average search times (see Table 3) would have to be thought of as rather high. This is
especially the case when one takes into consideration that when participants were taking
more than ﬁve minutes they were moved on to the next question. Also, as the corpus of
records was small and only one record was chosen as objectively relevant for each task,
the searches should have been quicker. However, as intraLibrary used a web interface and
the server running the application was in Sydney, searches were subject to the vagaries of
Internet traﬃc and network delays. While the timings compensated for such delays, it was
felt that the server being so far away had an impact. In a production system with a server
located in Tasmania the results could be better.
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P O S T - T E S T Q U E S T I O N N A I R E R E S U LT S
 What percentage of times did you ﬁnd answers to the questions?
Answer

Number

Answer

Number

0%

—

60%

10%

—

70%

1

20%

—

80%

3

30%

—

90%

4

40%

—

100%

4

50%

—

Table 4: Frequency of answer results

The answers to this question showed that the participants tended to underestimate the relevance of the search results. Interestingly though, half of those who thought they achieved
100% of the relevant answers in fact did not (they got 9/10 and 8/10): a reminder that
relevance can never be entirely objective (Table 4). However, the overall results did show
that the metadata produced essentially the expected relevant results and in most cases were
judged as such by the users.
 How relevant were the items retrieved on average?
While most participants believed the majority of searches produced relevant items there
was the minor inconsistency compared to the objective relevance of the results as mentioned above. Those deﬁned as casual users chose either 3 or 4 on the Likert scale, reﬂecting
perhaps their slightly less successful searching (see Table 5).

Relevance of items
1

(Never relevant)

—

2

—

3

2

4

3

5

(Always relevant)

Table 5: Relevance of items retrieved

Note: not all participants answered all questions.
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 How easy was it to determine if a retrieved item was relevant/a good result?
Most participants said they found it very easy/easy to determine the relevance of objects.
Two said they found it diﬃcult, and both were information professionals. The general
positive agreement for this question is reﬂected in the comments given in answer to the
next question as well (see Table 6).

Ease of determining relevance
1

Number of participants

(Very easy)

5

2

4

3

1

4
5

2
(Very diﬃcult)

—

Table 6: Determination of relevance

 What did you like the best about searching this system?
The majority of participants commented on the usefulness of the description metadata.
It seems that these were used almost exclusively for making relevance judgments. Some
examples of the type of comments are: ‘You get info before clicking before bringing up
resource’; ‘intuitive’; ‘I was able to determine the relevance of each search result by reading the
descriptions on the search results page—they contained all the information I needed’; ‘Clear
appearance of results in search results boxes’; ‘At times there was enough information in the
description to answer query’; ‘Keyword searches seemed to work most of the time, summaries
of what is included is useful’; and ‘The separated boxes for descriptions helpful in scanning
text for keywords’.
 What did you like the least about searching this system?
Several people just put a line through this question. The most common complaints were
about the intraLibrary interface, such as the way learning objects were displayed in a
separate screen. No one commented directly about the metadata, but one person said they
thought the descriptions were too academic.
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 If you could change any aspect(s) of this system, what would it be?
Several participants left this question blank also. Two commented that a percentage
relevance score, as with Google searches, would have been good. A number implied that
intraLibrary could improve the way a resource was presented for viewing, and suggestions
for improvement included a frame where the resource could be viewed or a thumbnail
image of the resource.
 Do you have any suggestions about improving ways of ﬁnding learning objects?
One person suggested shorter descriptions of the objects, several mentioned either categories or a drop down/pop-up thesaurus, one suggested teachers rather than librarians
should tag the objects, whereas another said librarians should tag because teachers did not
have time.
 Please add any comments that would help us evaluate the process.
Only four people made comments, one jocular, two said they would like to do more searching to make a considered assessment of the system, and one suggested more teachers be
used for the evaluation. Discussion
The minimalist Tasmanian Metadata Application Proﬁle provided enough metadata for
discovery in most circumstances. The discovery was within the bounds of usability and
reasonable eﬃciency. The minimalist Tasmanian Metadata Application Proﬁle certainly
provides a ﬁrm base on which to build further.
The search strategies did not diﬀer markedly between the groups, nor did the results,
although the casual user group did produce by far the least successful searches. If there
was any signiﬁcant correlation it was that the library staﬀ tended to use more terms when
searching and often, therefore, produced a larger result set. Teaching staﬀ, however, used
simpler, more speciﬁc strategies, and were more analytical and particular regarding the
result set and making a decision about what material satisﬁed the task. Neither group
appeared to have diﬃculties ﬁnding appropriate search terms. Whether the description
was tagged by the content providers (teaching staﬀ) or professional cataloguers had implications and aﬀected discoverability, but not in a uniformly positive or negative way. The
records tagged by teaching staﬀ were found just as often, but the questions eliciting these
records as results needed to be framed very speciﬁcally, as the teachers used very speciﬁc
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words or jargon in their descriptions. Because of the small number of searchers/testers this
requires further investigation in future studies.
The testing did indicate that when using a minimalist schema such as ours the quality of
the metadata, always crucial, becomes even more so, and the options are few for correcting
poor result sets through limiting or sorting. The less metadata used the more likely poor
data will impact on searches as one defect becomes a higher proportion of the whole
record. Also with learning objects the quality of metadata takes on greater importance because in-context keywords cannot be relied upon to assist in searching as the format often
does not allow for in-context keywords to be discerned, e.g. pictures, multiple ﬁles, zip ﬁles
etc. The testing also showed that good recall relies heavily on the content and breadth of
the description tag, whereas precision relies heavily on the content of the subject tag. The
group also found that it is diﬃcult to separate out metadata for discoverability alone in a
repository where the full resource found might not be available for viewing – that is, the
metadata alone is relied on for making a judgement about a resource. This would require
discrimination when trying to implement a minimalist, aﬀordable schema.
The group found that an appropriate and aﬀordable metadata schema in a cross-sectoral
environment is possible. Each sector had subtly diﬀerent needs and aims and while the
matter of identifying a controlled vocabulary suitable to all was diﬃcult, the development
of a schema was not diﬃcult.

4 CONCLUSION
Most signiﬁcantly the researchers found that educators are most interested in subject relevance when searching for materials. Participants did not miss metadata elements such as
level, creator, sector, type and format, nor was it requested as an improvement by teaching
staﬀ in post-test questionnaires. (Although the post-test questionnaire did not speciﬁcally
ask this question and participants may not have thought to volunteer the suggestion). These
elements were probably interesting and sometimes useful but not essential for discovery.
Participants searched by subject and judgements regarding relevance of learning objects
were determined by title and description in the displayed records. Sometimes participants
opened the resource to clarify their choice.
In summary, then, subject, title and description metadata elements were seen as essential
for resource discovery. Further, the project found that high quality discovery metadata
can be achieved by ensuring that metadata tagging guidelines, and metadata content
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quality assurance processes are in place to support and encourage the best title/description
information and assignment of subject terms.
This research produced some evidence to support the minimalists in the metadata community. The researchers found that tagging items to begin a repository from scratch would
require a prohibitive commitment of time and funds if an extensive amount of metadata
for each item was required. They also found that the principal concerns regarding discoverability with minimal metadata were unfounded, acknowledging that the number of
resource discovery searchers/testers was small. Indicative ﬁndings are that educators were
happy to make their own assessments about learning objects, which largely precluded the
need to include metadata regarding someone else’s evaluation and that metadata relating
only to the object at the time it was created or contributed would often become irrelevant
in its new re-used context.
The four organisations involved in this research, despite being closely aligned, found that
simply endeavoring to cooperate on a project such as this brought up issues relating to
interoperability including the following:
 The political and cultural barriers to
achieving interoperability can be easily
underestimated;
 The need for some analysis of the
relationship between the vertical and
horizontal levels of interoperability
and technical diﬃculty/costs of
development;

 Those responsible for developing
metadata infrastructure in their
respective communities need to
study closely the relevant existing
interoperability frameworks before
embarking on framing future strategic
developments; and
 When entering into agreements
regarding interoperability it is
necessary to acknowledge that
interoperability is ultimately a matter
of agreeing on ‘trade-oﬀs’ between
levels of desired functionality and the
cost of implementation.

Projects such as the development of the COLIS Demonstrator provide an invaluable opportunity to work collaboratively on issues of interoperability in a real-world environment
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5 RECOMMENDATIONS
The research team believed that the outcome of the research gave cause to make some
recommendations, namely:
 Further research, preferably conducted
as a comparative study, is needed. An
increased sample size of both records
and participants and a richer and
more rigorous research methodology
are required to verify the indicative
ﬁndings of this study.
 That the four organisations involved in
this study continue to liaise regarding
the development and implementation
of metadata applications proﬁles or
schemas and should endeavour to
secure funding to establish a shared
Learning Object Repository for testing
and development.
 If Tasmanian cultural and educational
organisations decide to take a
federated approach to sharing learning
objects, that the Tasmanian Metadata
Application Proﬁle be developed by
gradually extending this base minimal
metadata application proﬁle in an
experimental situation.

 Tasmanian cultural and educational
organisations should consider entering
into negotiations for sharing learning
objects in the very near future.
 Any organisation intending to develop
or implement a metadata application
proﬁle should seriously consider their
needs and conduct some real world
testing of proposals before expending
signiﬁcant amounts of money or time
and eﬀort. There are considerable cost
beneﬁts in winnowing out the ‘nice’
from the necessary.
 Research into methods of mapping
between thesauri is required. There
are inadequacies with the available
thesauri. Trying to ﬁnd a good, general
thesaurus for Australian objects was
diﬃcult
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Chapter 10
Implementing Learning Resource
Management Systems
Sally Joy, Owen O’Neill and Jane Howie
Monash University
1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter contains the ﬁndings of the Monash University and Collaborative Online
Learning and Information Services (COLIS) Project, 2003. The aims of this project were
to identify barriers relating to academic attitudes or behaviour to the implementation
of Learning Resource Management (LRM) systems, and develop recommendations
for overcoming such barriers. The resulting guidelines have been developed to assist
educational organisations to overcome these barriers.
Project team
The Project Sponsor was Professor Sally Joy, Associate Dean, Graduate Studies and Flexible Delivery Developments for the Faculty of Business and Economics. The Principal
Researcher was Owen O’Neill, from the Web Development Unit in the Technology Services
Group for the Faculty of Business and Economics. Ian Walker, Lecturer for the Department
of Marketing, was the Subject Matter Expert, and the Project Manager was Jane Howie. Ms
Howie was the Manager of Web Development in the Technology Services Group for the
Faculty of Business and Economics, managing the Learning Management System (LMS)
service, WebCT, to the Faculty.

2

BACKGROUND

Learning Resource Management (LRM) is the capture, storage, dissemination and reuse
of learning objects and knowledge used in teaching and learning. As web-based Learning
Management Systems such as WebCT, Blackboard and open source products gain signiﬁcant world wide market shares, the development of LRM systems is becoming the next
logical step for educators (LRM systems are also known as Learning Object Repositories,
or LORs). The Faculty of Business and Economics is positioning itself to better manage the
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intellectual capital of staﬀ and students outside proprietary Learning Management Systems
to provide for long term, sustainable competitive advantage. There have been few actual
implementations of LRM systems to date, thus the Faculty is keen to explore the issues
associated with implementing such a system in the current internal environment, aiming
to highlight barriers which will exist across educational institutions.
Although the range, source and type of implementation barriers will vary between organisations, many barriers will be common across organisations. The project team documented
processes and workﬂows used while piloting the use of the COLIS Demonstrator environment. This information aims to assist organisations in understanding the requirements for
implementing LRM systems to meet organizational requirements.
The COLIS environment, described in detail earlier in this monograph, demonstrates
technologies and systems used to manage learning resources. The Monash project aimed to
complement the COLIS dissemination strategy outlined in the COLIS IIS&R project proposal. The Monash project documentation primarily focused on the ‘creator’ and ‘arranger’
roles speciﬁed in the COLIS Global Use Case (Dalziel, 2002). Relevant activities identiﬁed
in the Global Use Case included:
 Adding learning resources to the
system (submit to Learning Object
Repository (LOR)
 Designing learning activities






Searching the LOR
Downloading learning objects
Structuring learning objects & activities
Reviewing metadata

This project aimed to meet IIS&R project objectives (COLIS Phase 2) by researching the
implementation issues of a system using the COLIS framework through the involvement of
Library staﬀ, teaching and learning support staﬀ, copyright experts and academic staﬀ..

3 LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
The literature review focused on identifying strategies for implementing Learning Resource
Management (LRM) systems which are deﬁned as systems used to facilitate the capture,
storage, dissemination and reuse of learning objects and knowledge used in teaching and
learning. The strategy identiﬁcation process also included the identiﬁcation of issues and
barriers to implementation.
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Learning Resource Management systems are seen as key enablers for organisations wanting
to maximise the value of existing learning resources by facilitating their reuse, re-purposing and eﬀective management of resources (Porter et al., 2002; Koppi & Lavitt 2003). A
review of the current literature reveals that research in this area has primarily focused
on technological implementation, metadata standards, content granularity issues and
interoperability between systems (Wiley, 2000; Bannan-Ritland et al. 2000; Sampson et al.
2002; South & Monsoon 2000; IP et al., 2002).
This chapter identifies the correlation between the implementation of LRM systems,
Digital Repositories and Knowledge Management (KM) systems. This chapter investigates
these issues and uses research from the ﬁeld of KM systems implementation (Bollinger &
Smith, 2001; De Long & Fahey, 2000; Ardichvili et al., 2003) and Digital Repositories (McCord 2003; Crow 2002; Rodgers 2003; Barton & Walker, 2003) to identify potential barriers
and implementation strategies for LRM systems.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INSTITUTIONAL
R E P O S I TO R I E S A N D L R M S Y S T E M S
Through comparing the deﬁnition and purpose of LRM and KM systems, and Digital
Repositories it can be demonstrated that there are clear parallels between the systems.
Knowledge Management (KM) refers to the capture, storage, dissemination and use of an
organisation’s ‘know-how’ and ‘know-what’ (Bollinger & Smith, 2001). Wiig (1997) identiﬁes that the objectives of knowledge management are to make an organisation act as intelligently as possible, and to realise the value of its knowledge assets. An LRM system is used
for the capture, storage and dissemination of learning resources and may be considered a
type of Digital Repository (also known as a Learning Object Repository).

Knowledge management systems implementation
There has been a signiﬁcant amount of research into barriers to implementing KM systems.
Bollinger and Smith (2001) start with the premise that ‘most of the barriers to eﬀective
knowledge management involve people’. They have classiﬁed existing barriers into three
areas: Organisational Perspective, Group/Team Perspective, and Individual Perspective.
Although Bollinger and Smith (2001) identify and discuss the barriers that exist in KM
implementation, they do not identify actual implementation strategies.
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De Long and Fahey (2000) also surmise that; ‘knowledge and culture are inextricably linked
in organisations’. Culture is deﬁned as the values, norms and behaviours exhibited by an
organisation’s employees. De Long and Fahey (2000) suggest that after identifying areas
where the culture of an organisation does not ﬁt with desired values, norms, and behaviours,
strategies can be devised to either ‘adapt or try to reshape’ the organisation’s culture.
Ardichvili, Page and Wentling (2003) researched the strategic use of communities of
practice in the implementation of KM systems. Deﬁned by Lave and Wenger, and cited by
Ardichvili, Page and Wentling (2003), a community of practice deﬁnes individuals that are
united together in action and share a problem area or common interest and already exhibit
a culture of knowledge sharing. The research illustrates that employees involved in communities of practice are willing to share knowledge, but the biggest barrier was fear.
Institutional repository implementation
Recent research into the implementation of digital repositories identiﬁes a number of barriers for implementing institutional repositories. These barriers include: digital rights and
intellectual property (McCord, 2003; Koppi & Lavitt, 2003; Oppenheim et al. 2003; Crow,
2000), developing processes and policies for activities such as metadata creation (McCord,
2003, Koppi & Lavitt, 2003; Crow, 2000), IT infrastructure and technical requirements
(Crow, 2000; McCord, 2003) and issues with reward and ownership for contributors
(Koppi & Lavitt, 2003; Beetham, 2002).
A number of strategies to overcome these barriers are proposed including: the use of
pilot projects (McCord, 2000; Rogers, 2003), addressing IT infrastructure issues (McCord,
2000), developing eﬀective dissemination strategies (Beetham, 2002) developing standards
for the management of digital collections, and developing processes for content migration.
Active library involvement is also ﬂagged as important (Barton & Walker, 2003). Although
these authors identify a number of implementation barriers and strategies for overcoming
these barriers, there is a lack of focus on strategy formation, such as the development of a
framework.
The research by Barton and Walker (2003) clearly demonstrates the beneﬁts of
 Aligning system implementation with organisational strategy;
 Identifying the strategies required during implementation;
 The development of implementation plans designed to overcome identiﬁed barriers.
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Rogers (2003) reviews the implementation of a digital repository at Ohio State University.
Rogers’ (2003) implementation review clearly demonstrates the need for understanding
barriers to systems implementation.

Gap analysis for LRM systems
From the literature on learning resource development, management and use, there are
a number of issues speciﬁc to LRM systems which require further consideration. These
issues concern the organisational culture within a learning institution, concerns about intellectual property rights, staﬀ skill levels and metadata creation and management issues.
S P E C I F I C C U LT U R A L I S S U E S
Koppi and Lavitt (2003) identify the lack of reward for contributing resources to a
Learning Object Repository as a major barrier, and identiﬁed two speciﬁc disincentives
for using the system: increased eﬀort required and a lack of ownership. Adding resources
to a repository needs to be tied to rewards for providing eﬀort and intellectual property
contribution (Koppi et al. 2003; Beetham, 2003). Beetham (2002) also questions the lack
of systematic dissemination strategies to encourage staﬀ to use new learning technology
initiatives. The development of a clear and consistent communication strategy is also
vital (Broadbent, 2003). Oppenheim et al. (2003) also identify legal and cultural barriers
as the greatest impediment to the implementation of Learning Resource Management
systems.
I N T E L L E C T UA L CO P Y R I G H T A N D D I G I TA L R I G H T S
Digital rights are one of the most complex barriers for LRM implementations (Koppi et al.,
2003). During a survey of authors conducted in the United Kingdom (Oppenheim et al.,
2003), most responded that they would want some restrictions placed on the use of their
works; however the level of restrictions required is likely to vary from author to author. In
considering the success of existing electronic publishing initiatives, van Bentum (2001)
identiﬁes three types of strategy for encouraging acceptance for electronic publishing:
oﬀering enabling facilities, improving opportunities for publication and discussion of electronic publishing and by identifying value-added opportunities for authors. Oppenheim
et al. (2003) identiﬁes practical implementation strategies using the Creative Commons
licensing method ().
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LEARNING OBJECTS
In the literature on learning objects, there is a debate over the deﬁnition of what a learning
object actually is (Wiley, 2000; Shepherd, 2000; LOM, 2000; Muzio et al., 2001). The IEEE
deﬁnition given in 2000 (LOM) was ‘any entity, which can be used, re-used or referenced
during technology supported learning’. Wiley argues that this deﬁnition is too broad to be
useful (Wiley, 2000). The debate over a satisfactory deﬁnition has not since been resolved.
Ip et al. (2002) argue that a learning object should contain interfaces that can be used in
its management and use, while in the COLIS 2002 project Dalziel (2002) discusses a three
layer learning object model covering Digital Assets (individual ﬁles), Learning Objects
(aggregated Digital Assets plus metadata) and Learning Activities (tasks, which may or
may not include learning objects).
GRANULARITY
Granularity generally refers to the size of a learning object (South et al., 2000; Muzio et al.,
2001). Wiley argues there is a need for a more ‘robust’ view of granularity which considers
the manner and extent to which a number of factors which together make up the instructional design process are combined (Earle, 2001; Wiley et al., 2000). Granularity issues are
seen by South et al. (2000) as being intrinsically linked with reusability and interoperability
of learning objects. However, it does not seem that the optimal size of a learning object
from a reusability perspective (South et al., 2000) is necessarily the optimal size from an
educational perspective (Wiley, 2000).
M E TA D ATA C R E AT I O N S T R AT E G I E S
There is also a debate on how metadata should be created and by whom (Currier & Barton,
2003). Searle (2002) argues that authors are well positioned to create high quality metadata,
however this view is not universal (Milstead & Feldman, 1999). Ward (2003) recommends
the use of controlled vocabularies to constrain the selection of terms used by metadata
record creators. Others still propose techniques such as Natural Language Processing to
allow the automatic generation of metadata (Paik, 2001).
Literature summary
From the knowledge management research a number of possible implementation barriers
to LRM systems have been identiﬁed (Bollinger & Smith 2001; De Long & Fahey, 2000;
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Ardichvili, Page & Wentling, 2003). De Long and Fahey (2000) have also identiﬁed a
strategic approach to identify the values, norms and behaviours that either contribute to
or hinder the implementation of LRM systems. Research into the use of communities of
practice (Ardichvili, Page & Wentling, 2003) as an implementation strategy could also be
used in the implementation of LRM systems.
From the institutional repositories research a number of implementation barriers applicable to LRM systems have been identiﬁed (McCord, 2003; Crow, 2000; Barton & Walker,
2003; Rodgers, 2003). Barton and Walker (2003) have described a method to develop and
implement strategies to overcome barriers to implementation. Rogers (2003) also discusses
a method to identify implementation barriers and strategies to overcome them. In addition,
a number of speciﬁc issues relating to LRM systems have also been identiﬁed including
learning object granularity, IP, digital rights, metadata creation and speciﬁc cultural issues
(South & Monson, 2000; Beetham, 2002; Rogers, 2003; Koppi et al., 2003).
The next step in this research was to trial the use of such approaches in a pilot implementation of an LRM system. It was expected that further research into knowledge management
and digital repositories might yield additional methods and approaches that could be
incorporated into the pilot.

4 METHODOLOGY
Project lifespan
The project lifespan was conducted within two major iterative cycles. The ﬁrst cycle was
conducted prior to the mid-project report. After the report was submitted, then the second
cycle was commenced. These cycles approximately corresponded with the following four
knowledge management phases recommended by Wiig et al. (1997), i.e. conceptualisation,
reﬂection, action and review.
CO N C E P T UA L I S AT I O N
A literature review was conducted to gain a greater understanding of the implementation
issues concerned with LRM systems implementations. Internet research, journal articles
and mailing lists proved to be valuable resources due to the new and rapidly evolving
nature of this ﬁeld of knowledge.
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REFLECTION
Recommended guidelines, processes and workﬂows were developed and reﬁned from the
literature review and the initial experiences of the project team using the COLIS Demonstrator (Appendix E). Identiﬁed workﬂows included:
 Adding a learning object
to the repository
 Editing a learning object
in the repository

 Adding information about
copyright and other restrictions
 Using a learning object in
the LMS (e.g. WebCT)
 Finding existing resources
(search and discovery)

AC TION
This phase involved testing and evaluation of the COLIS Demonstrator environment and
the processes developed by the project team.
Participant observation was conducted using a small sample of users (4). These users were
tested performing the workﬂows developed by the project team. Ten participant observation sessions were conducted. These sessions covered the following activities:
 Test learning objects with
diﬀerent ﬁle formats
 Add learning objects to LMS
 Test learning objects with
multimedia content
 Use learning objects in WebCT
 Upload externally created
content packages

 Test learning objects
with large ﬁle sizes
 Creating digital rights records
for learning objects
 Upload externally created
content packages
 View metadata records
 Search and discover learning resources

REVIEW
Interviews and workshops were conducted with a number of potential stakeholders. A
number of meetings and interviews (10) were conducted with potential users and stakeholders. Topics discussed at these meetings and interviews included:
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Copyright and digital rights issues
System requirements
Metadata creation/maintenance
Search and discovery
Support issues
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Implementation issues identiﬁed
System acceptance
Purpose/usefulness of the system
Learning object creation/maintenance

These meetings were based on the meeting topics outlined above and were intended to
gather information and allow for open discussion. The COLIS Demonstrator environment
was demonstrated at ﬁve of these sessions.

G A P A N A LY S I S
This phase reviewed the information gathered in participant interviews and from using the
COLIS Demonstrator environment.
Additional workﬂows identiﬁed
After discussions with academic staﬀ, two
additional workﬂows were identiﬁed:
 Identifying learning objects to be put
into the repository, and why
 Preparing learning resources for the
repository

Identiﬁcation of existing frameworks
An adaptation of the Kepner-Tregoe
framework for strategy development, and
Rogers’ criteria regarding the speed of
adoption of new products (Rogers, 1976)
was used during the project.

Project ﬁndings
The ﬁndings of the project are organised within an adaptation of the Kepner-Tregoe model
for strategic processes. The Kepner-Tregoe model provides a framework for organisations
to develop strategic objectives. This framework was modiﬁed to tailor it more speciﬁcally to
the implementation of a LRM system. The following phases were identiﬁed:
 Preliminary information gathering
(including literature review)
 Formulating an implementation
strategy

 Planning for implementation
 Strategy implementation
 Strategy monitoring and updating
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preliminary information gathering including literature review
I S S U E A N D B A R R I E R I D E N T I F I C AT I O N
There is a limited amount of information directly related to LRM system implementation.
Understanding the systems, technologies and standards that exist in this ﬁeld is also a
challenge to implementation.
R E CO M M E N D E D G U I D E L I N E S
The project team used the literature review to target similar systems implementations
to develop an implementation strategy. Patterns in the literature were identiﬁed which
indicate barriers and implementation strategies. This process allowed the project team to
learn from the experiences of others.
Formulating the implementation strategy
I S S U E A N D B A R R I E R I D E N T I F I C AT I O N
Barriers were categorised into two broad categories: organisational and system-related.
Organisational barriers refer to the general ability of an organisation and its members to
adopt new technologies (Bollinger & Smith, 2001). The implementation process may also
require changes in the culture of the organisation and its processes. System-related issues
include integration between applications, integration with existing and legacy systems,
standards compliance and support for copyright and IP policies.
R E CO M M E N D E D G U I D E L I N E S
Organisational barriers
Organisational culture and change management
The degree of support from management will aﬀect the success of the project (Broadbent,
2003). The experiences of similar projects should be revisited.
Resource issues for system trials/rollout
Provision of adequate funding for trial/rollout will be a contributing factor to the success
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of the project. Teaching staﬀ will need to be given time to develop skills in using the system
and preparing their materials for the system. If teaching teams are developed, where
members include technical and other support staﬀ, there will be a need to review the way
academic staﬀ work and the workload and funding models used within higher education.
Types of support may include helpdesk, course development and digital rights help.
Identifying implementation opportunities
This project used existing learning materials from an Executive Certiﬁcate to test the creation of learning objects and the use of an LRM system. This course type was chosen because
it is relatively small and self-contained, including four compulsory units (subjects) and no
electives. Within Monash University, Executive Certiﬁcate courses are designed for students with considerable work experience, but no undergraduate degree. There was also an
existing collaborative relationship between teaching staﬀ, and a need to share information
and resources because the units taught in the program are taught across multiple campuses
and involve diﬀerent teaching staﬀ who already share teaching materials.
Further communities of practice in terms of resource sharing were also identiﬁed, including units with very large (1500+) student numbers, taught across diﬀerent campuses and
diﬀerent countries. Teaching materials in these units have generally been developed over
a number of years by diﬀerent staﬀ, so there is a reduced sense of individual ‘ownership’ of
the learning resources.
Copyright, digital rights and intellectual property perspectives
Management of digital rights presents a number of challenges for implementing a shared
repository. Many of the challenges already facing organisations include ensuring compliance with legislation and further informing staﬀ about the use of copyright materials.
In organisations where there is no centralised approach to copyright issues, signiﬁcant
planning may be required to eﬀectively manage the copyright process.
The project team identiﬁed three broad categories of materials for the purposes of copyright:
 Organisational objects: copyright is solely owned by the organisation and/or its
employees;
 Mixed-content objects: containing components where the copyright is owned by a
third party and components where the copyright is owned by the organisation (for
example lecture materials);
 Third-party objects: copyright is completely owned by a third party.
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Authors adding organisational objects may require the creation of a copyright record for
their work. A system such as Creative Commons () oﬀers a
number of standard combinations of copyright messages for users to select. Before implementation, the suitability of any such licenses should be carefully considered and discussed
with key stakeholders such as authors and legal and copyright experts (Oppenheim et al.,
2003).
For mixed-content objects, copyright on external materials must be complied with. From
a copyright perspective, resources owned externally to the organisation would ideally be
stored as separate objects. However, it is often desirable to combine materials together
(for example lecture notes) for teaching and learning purposes. Further consultation with
library reserve, E-Reserve and copyright experts is required to formulate strategies for
managing this issue.
Third party objects will need to have their existing copyright requirements recorded and
complied with. The process of adding objects to the repository should be closely aligned
with the organisation’s copyright permissions service. The eﬃciency of this process will
also have a major impact on the uptake of the LRM system. It will be diﬃcult to convince
users to add resources to the repository if copyright requirements are complicated or time
consuming.
System related barriers
Integration between LRM applications
An LRM system comprises a number of disparate applications, resulting in a number of
potential integration issues. There are a number of user-centred issues with this type of
system:
 Terminology: diﬀerent terminology between applications will confuse users and should
be avoided.
 Consistent navigation: system-level navigation should ideally persist while a user is
logged in to a particular application.
 Overlapping functionality. The functionality of component applications may overlap.
This can cause confusion for users and may also result in inconsistent records. This may
also result in changes in the use of existing applications.
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Integration with legacy systems, particularly library systems
The issue of integration with legacy systems such as student enrolment and library systems
is not a major focus of this project. However, as with any new IT project, legacy system
integration will often become an issue.
Standards compliance
It is recommended that the system be compliant with the Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) and relevant IMS () standards, such as
Content Packaging and Metadata. Objects which comply with these standards should be
more easily shared with other standards-compliant applications.
In order to promote interoperability with most other Content Management Systems (CMS)
or Learning Content Management Systems (LCMS), the system should ideally store data
(such as metadata records) as eXtensible Markup Language (XML). XML compatibility is
also required to properly comply with existing major standards (such as SCORM/IMS).
Metadata records stored in XML allow for more eﬀective import/export and data manipulation.
Support for copyright and IP
The LRM system must be able to enact the policies outlined in the organisation’s copyright
policy. Advice from relevant sections of the organisation such as library, copyright and
legal staﬀ is required. Flexibility to modify processes for managing digital rights in the
system will also be important. Information about relevant copyright policies should be
easily accessible to users and the responsibility for copyright compliance must be clear to
the author.
Usability
Koppi et al. (2003) identify the following qualities considered desirable for a learning
resource catalogue:
 Available via a standard browser
 Intuitive
 Metadata based on a standard

 Fast and simple data entry
 Straightforward and efficient search
and retrieval.

To be successful, the use of learning objects will require changes in the way teaching staﬀ
create and use learning resources. It is therefore vital that the system is as intuitive and easy
to use as possible.
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It is also very important that the metadata creation process is as simple and straightforward
as possible. Features including automatic generation of keywords and descriptions may
play a role in streamlining the metadata creation process. If elements such as description
are automatically generated, it is recommended users have the ability to amend the metadata created by the system. System-generated metadata results in more consistent metadata
records, but may not always accurately reﬂect the learning object it describes.
Planning for implementation
I S S U E S A N D B A R R I E R I D E N T I F I C AT I O N
During the planning phase, a number of recommended processes and workﬂows were
developed to represent common tasks. As the system is quite complex, this process enabled
the identiﬁcation of requirements for the system. A number of areas of support required by
potential users were also identiﬁed.
R E CO M M E N D E D G U I D E L I N E S
Processes and workﬂows
In discussion with representatives from the Library, Centre for Learning and Teaching
Support (CeLTS), and academics at Monash University, a number of workﬂows have been
developed to represent some of the expected activities of users of the system. These activities have been divided into various user roles:





Author/Creator
Metadata Expert/Cataloguer
Digital Rights/Copyright Oﬃcer
Administrator

 Content User (teaching staﬀ or course
designer using learning objects)
 End User/Student (out of scope for
this project)

It is acknowledged that some roles such as Cataloguer may not be implemented in all scenarios, and similarly other implementations may deﬁne roles additional to these. Multiple
roles may be undertaken by one person or a single role may be undertaken by more than
one person.
With these user roles in mind, the following workﬂows were developed (For full details of
the workﬂows, refer to the Appendix E):
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 Identify learning objects to be
put into the repository, and
the rationale for doing so;
 Preparation of learning
resources for the repository
(object format, size, etc.);
 Addition of a learning object
to the repository;
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 Editing of a learning object
in the repository;
 Addition of copyright information
and other restrictions;
 Use of a learning object in
the Learning Management
System (e.g. WebCT);
 Removal/archiving of resources;
 Finding existing resources.

These workﬂows and related processes were iteratively improved and reﬁned through
the project. They are designed to form a starting point for considering the types of tasks
involved in using a system such as COLIS.
Development of a training plan
From the recommended processes and workﬂows, an initial training plan for users may be
developed. The following components are recommended as a starting point.
Initial training objectives:
• Purpose and rationale of the system;
• Beneﬁts of system use (particularly
if there is a perception that the
system increases the shortterm workload for users);
• Techniques for preparing learning
materials for use in the repository;

•

•
•
•

Strategies for eﬀectively
describing learning objects (e.g.
creating metadata records);
Digital rights information provision;
Information on how to get
help and support; and
The creation of ‘blueprints’ or
models for common tasks.

Ongoing training:
• Reinforcement of concepts important to the system; and
• Existing training on copyright issues may need to be reviewed to incorporate the
requirements of an LRM.
Ongoing training should be consistently reviewed and matched to the needs of users. It
would therefore be useful if the system is able to report on usage patterns.
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M ATC H I N G R E Q U I R E M E N T S TO E X I S T I N G
S Y S T E M S A N D A P P L I C AT I O N S
Existence of suitable systems
The COLIS demonstrator system contains a number of applications bound within a single
system. Each single application should be standards compliant so that each of the parts
can operate eﬀectively within the system. Wherever possible, content should be stored
in a non-proprietary format to ensure it is application independent. This is particularly
important for the metadata records created within the system.
Data longevity
It is very important that the knowledge stored in the system is designed to outlast the
system itself. It is recommended that metadata records are created in a consistent way
and are stored in a long-lasting format. The system should be considered against existing
organisational policies for archival of information. During all stages of product selection
and system design, a content-centric approach is recommended (Crow, 2002a).
Ability for system to complement existing work practices
The system should be developed with new and existing collaborative eﬀorts in mind. The
ability to limit access to parts of the repository to speciﬁc communities of practice is likely to
encourage existing collaborative groups to use the system. Systems which ﬁt easily with current work practices have a higher probability of being adopted by scholarly communities.
System support for optimal workﬂows:
 Development of sample expected
workﬂows based on user roles
will assist in the evaluation of
a system or application;
 Development of workﬂows designed
in consultation with users and fully
tested prior to implementation;
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Strategy implementation
I S S U E S A N D B A R R I E R I D E N T I F I C AT I O N
One of the most signiﬁcant concerns with the implementation of an LRM-type system is
the impact on users. It is vital that the system provides tangible beneﬁts to users.
There is little doubt that the beneﬁts of sharing learning and teaching materials are still
valid; however, it is evident that such a notion may only emerge once the issues of reward
for eﬀort and intellectual property contribution are overcome. (Koppi et al., 2003)
If a system is unduly diﬃcult to use without extensive training, or requires a signiﬁcant
increase in time commitment from users with little measurable beneﬁts, it will be diﬃcult
to gain widespread adoption.
R E CO M M E N D E D G U I D E L I N E S
Educating users and promoting the system
An LRM system is a large and complex system and potential users will need to know how
the system might aﬀect their established work practices. This is especially important where
the system requires changes in work practices. It is vital that the system implementation
plan allows resources for the promotion of the project and its beneﬁts to users. Finding unit
or department-level champions for the system will help with this adoption.
Understanding user requirements
For the acceptance of new products, Rogers, as quoted in Kotler et al. (2003) identiﬁes the
following factors which may assist in developing an understanding of user requirements.
Relative advantage
 How will the LRM system beneﬁt users (also considering diﬀerent user types)?
 How is it superior to existing systems from the user’s point of view?
Compatibility
 Is the system compatible with existing systems and processes?
Complexity
 Is the system complex (particularly compared to existing systems and processes)?
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Visibility
 Is it possible for users to trial the system before committing?
Communicability
 How well can the system’s use and results be observed and/or described to others?
This framework is useful for the implementation team to consider, as it reﬂects some of
the considerations of potential users and where barriers to adoption may exist. All of these
points impact the speed of adoption and levels of interest and support for the system.
Identifying user beneﬁts
A number of beneﬁts have been identiﬁed from implementing an LRM system. These
beneﬁts need to be eﬀectively communicated to stakeholders.
Staﬀ beneﬁts:
 Access to learning resources
from any location via the web;
 Learning resources are catalogued
and regularly backed up;
 Enables greater collaborative
opportunities;
Student beneﬁts:
 High quality learning resources;
 Conforms to minimum
standards of accessibility;

 Enables speciﬁcation of copyright
restrictions on learning resources;
 Enables staﬀ to access and use learning
resources created by others; and
 Ability to limit access to
learning resources.

 Minimum Standard Operating
Environment (SOE) able
to be determined; and
 Searchable learning resources.

Strategy monitoring and updating
I S S U E S A N D B A R R I E R I D E N T I F I C AT I O N
An ongoing review process is required in order that the system meets its initial requirements, and continues to evolve to meet future requirements. Another key barrier will be
the identiﬁcation and incorporation of feedback mechanisms, using tools such as surveys
and system usage analysis.
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R E CO M M E N D E D G U I D E L I N E S
Strategies to reﬁne processes and workﬂows
During the project’s two major activity cycles, identiﬁed processes and workﬂows were reﬁned and developed. The ﬁrst cycle involved the development of initial processes, while the
second cycle reﬁned these processes. Process reﬁnement was achieved by using the COLIS
demonstrator environment and by receiving feedback from test subjects and potential
key stakeholders. Continuous feedback will be an important concern for any LRM system
implementation strategy.
Developing feedback mechanisms
Feedback mechanisms are important to encourage success for the system, and should be
developed within the system.
A pilot project or staged implementation would also be valuable in identifying further
barriers, and enabling these guidelines to be improved.

6 CONCLUSION
Project summary
This chapter outlined the ﬁndings of the Monash-COLIS IIS&R Project (2003). The project
aimed to identify a number of barriers to the implementation of Learning Resource Management (LRM) systems by using the COLIS Demonstrator environment, and to develop
recommendations for overcoming these barriers. These guidelines should assist organisations to develop a greater understanding of the requirements for implementing Learning
Resource Management Systems to meet organizational requirements and goals.
Project purpose
As the technologies and standards relating to LRM systems such as the COLIS Demonstrator
continue to mature, it is necessary to look at how these systems may be implemented. The
potential for learning resource reuse across and between educational institutions is well documented. However, in order to realise these outcomes, eﬀective implementation strategies are
also vital. Although the types of problems encountered by organisations will inevitably vary,
the project team has aimed to identify areas where common barriers may exist.
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Major outcomes
I S S U E A N D B A R R I E R I D E N T I F I C AT I O N
A number of barriers to implementation were identiﬁed. These barriers were divided into
organisational and system-related barriers:
Organisational barriers
 Organisational culture and
change management
 Resource issues for
system trials/rollout

 Identifying implementation
opportunities
 Copyright, digital rights and
intellectual property perspectives

System-related barriers
 Integration between LRM applications
 Integration with legacy systems,
particularly library systems

 Standards compliance
 Support for copyright and IP
 Usability

These barriers were identiﬁed by conducting a literature review, testing an evaluation using
the COLIS Demonstrator environment and by conducting workshops and interviews with
a number of potential key stakeholders.
D E V E LO P M E N T O F G U I D E L I N E S
After identifying these issues, proposed guidelines to address the barriers were considered.
This work is aimed at developing a greater understanding of resource requirements for
implementing an LRM system.
Future directions
This chapter may provide beneﬁt for educational organisations considering implementing
LRM systems. As such, feedback from other organisations would be valuable for developing and improving the project ﬁndings. The next step in developing and extending the
ﬁndings of the project would be to conduct a trial of the system and processes using real
teaching and learning materials and situations.
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Chapter 11
Evaluation of the COLIS Framework
from a UK Perspective
Neil Ringan, Lisa Corley and Lorna Campbell
Centre for Educational Technology Interoperability Standards (CETIS)
1 INTRODUCTION
This report details the objectives, methodology and ﬁndings of research activity undertaken as part of the Macquarie E-Learning Centre of Excellence (MELCOE) Interaction
of IT Systems and Repositories (IIS&R, i.e. COLIS Phase 2) project during the latter
part of 2003. This research was undertaken by the Centre for Educational Technology
Interoperability Standards (CETIS) which supports the UK Further Education1 (FE)
and Higher Education (HE) communities. CETIS represents UK Higher and Further
Education on international educational standards initiatives and advises universities
and colleges on the strategic, technical and pedagogic implications of educational technology standards. CETIS disseminates information on learning technology standards
via workshops, conferences, publications and forums. CETIS is funded by JISC, the
Joint Information Systems Committee of the Higher and Further Education Funding
Councils.

2 PROJECT TEAM
The research activity was coordinated and facilitated on behalf of CETIS by an independent
project facilitator, Dr Neil Ringan, Head of the Centre for Remote Access to Learning at
the Bolton Institute of Higher Education. Lorna Campbell, the Assistant Director of CETIS
and Lisa Corley, the CETIS Pedagogy Forum Coordinator, contributed to the design of the
research process and assisted in facilitating the project workshops.

3 PROJECT AIM AND OBJECTIVES
The overall aim of this research was to enable a cross section of practitioners from the UK
FE and HE sectors to identify and discuss issues which may aﬀect the implementation of
1

FE, or Further Education, is equivalent to Vocational Education and Training (VET) within Australia.
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an environment, such as the COLIS framework, to integrate e-learning and information
systems and repositories within their own institutions and practice.
The speciﬁc objectives of the project were to identify:
 The factors underpinning the successful implementation of a system such as the
COLIS Demonstrator to support teaching staﬀ in implementing a Managed Learning
Environment (MLE) within their practice, and how these factors can be embedded
within COLIS;
 The interoperability issues which need to be addressed from the academic practitioner’s
perspective to enable the eﬀective use of environments such as the Demonstrator;
 Issues speciﬁc to the Higher Education (HE) and Further Education (FE) sectors
which may inform the further development of the COLIS Demonstrator and related
environments.

4 METHODOLOGY
Participants were selected from respondents to an invitation that was posted to a number
of CETIS discussion lists and other appropriate forums. All potential participants were
required to work within either the UK FE or HE sectors and were required to be either
teaching practitioners, or supporting teaching practitioners within their institutions. A
restriction was imposed on the total number of participants in the project in order to
ensure that large group numbers did not inhibit opportunities for discussion. A total of
twelve participants were selected, ﬁve from the HE sector and seven from the FE sector.
The research project consisted of two face-to-face workshops, supported by email and an
online discussion group. Participants were required to attend both workshops, which were
two weeks apart to enable time for reﬂection and consideration of the issues identiﬁed at
the ﬁrst session. During the ﬁrst session James Dalziel of the Macquarie E-Learning Centre
of Excellence (MELCOE) presented a demonstration of the COLIS framework. Participants
were given the opportunity to identify speciﬁc queries or issues which required clariﬁcation
from James before considering the implications of adopting a framework such as COLIS
within their own institution. At the end of this session participants were presented with a
discussion paper (see Appendix F) which would form the basis of a focus group that would
attempt to identify and capture emerging issues.
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Over the intervening two week period between the demonstration and the focus group,
participants reﬂected on the issues discussed at the ﬁrst meeting and used the discussion
paper to explore these issues with colleagues at their own institution.
During the focus group meeting, the discussion paper was used to structure the meeting
and facilitate discussion. Notes were made during the course of the session, and the session
was recorded, with the participants’ consent. The ﬁndings detailed in later sections of this
report are primarily based on the discussions within the focus group, but they also reﬂect
issues that were identiﬁed during the initial presentation of the Demonstrator and the
discussion that followed.

5 PROJECT FINDINGS
The discussions covered a broad range of topics relating to the development and associated
implementation of an environment such as COLIS within UK FE/HE institutions. The
main issues that were discussed included:
The impact of a COLIS-type environment on teaching practice;
Institutional drivers (and barriers) for a COLIS-type approach;
The range of staﬀ who would need to be involved, and impacts on their current roles;
The potential that a COLIS-type environment may aﬀord in relation to teaching
practice and institutional processes; and
 The likely drivers and barriers to adoption, both institutional and individual.





The principal points that emerged from the project are presented below in relation to the
three primary objectives of the project.
 Identiﬁcation of the factors underpinning the successful implementation of a system
such as the COLIS Demonstrator to support teaching staﬀ in implementing an MLE
within their practice, and how these can be embedded within COLIS.
There must be a robust and compelling business case for the implementation of a system
of this type which demonstrates clear long-term beneﬁts. Interoperability is not necessarily part of the business plan in many institutions and was considered to have no obvious
short-term beneﬁt. The perceived lack of beneﬁt from considering interoperability issues
was a common misconception in many institutions and often only came to be considered
when attempts were made to interlink proprietary systems which were initially selected
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on the basis of providing an ‘out of the box’ solution. Diﬃculties identiﬁed during these
integration processes were often the driver for institutions to think about interoperability
issues. The idea of investing in systems or processes without a clearly identiﬁable return on
the investment was considered to be a very short-term approach.
There must be a clear institutional strategy for integration, otherwise any development
or activity to integrate systems is of limited value. The lack of a coherent integrative
strategy severely weakens any case for the tighter integration of systems. Providing access
to interoperable systems may lead to new ways of working or collaborations which are not
yet obvious or could not be facilitated or supported without a framework such as COLIS.
Integration should be supported by and referenced within the institutional e-learning
strategy and other relevant strategies.
It is essential that any development of an integrated, interoperable system is seen as incremental and that there is unlikely to be an ‘end’ to development since new systems will come
on stream and new interactions will need to be developed.
In practical terms, there is a need to identify clear ‘easy wins’ which will encourage stakeholders to see the value of an integrated environment. A Learning Object Repository with
a single search gateway is a major selling point for many academic staﬀ, but this needs to
be presented (and accessible) in an easy, well managed and structured way if it is to really
beneﬁt staﬀ rather than simply present them with yet another set of resources.
A system such as COLIS could be the catalyst to promote change and collaboration within
an institution. Staﬀ who need to collaborate often do not interact with each other as part of
their normal activities, so bringing them together as part of an initiative such as this could
be a major beneﬁt.
From a cross-institutional perspective, institutions working with the same products and
systems should collaborate in order to gain eﬃciency savings and to identify and address
similar problems. This approach would also enable them to exert more inﬂuence than if they
work independently. Issues which are identiﬁed as part of the integration processes within
institutions need to be cascaded eﬀectively across the sector in a pragmatic fashion.
Implementation must be driven from the learning and teaching dimension rather than the
administrative side. The beneﬁt of integrating systems should be to support diﬀerent modes
and formats of learning and teaching, not just enabling more eﬀective business processes.
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In other words, business process re-engineering should be a means to an end rather than
the end in itself. This is a tension with some of the current funding drivers for integration,
which are directed at cost savings and using technology to support business processes.
A lot of the evidence for integration is anecdotal. Whilst this is sometimes good enough, we
need to become much more analytical and evidence-based if the sector is to move forward
in relation to obtaining funding and resources to support future developments.
At the moment the student perspective appears to be lacking in discussion relating to
interoperability and integration. What would students like to be able to do? We do not want
to ‘Google-ise’2 learning and teaching by just having a huge Learning Object Repository
available to them to search. Learning Object repositories need to be implemented in a
sensible, usable and pedagogically sound fashion.
A shared common understanding of the systems being implemented and how (and why)
they relate to other institutional systems and processes is fundamental to ensuring an eﬀective implementation strategy. One approach is to set up project teams and user groups with
each group receiving input from the others. For example, a technical group may receive
input from a student user group. Formal processes and procedures can then be agreed and
embedded.
Senior management commitment or support was seen by some participants as a ‘kiss of
death’ with the system subsequently being regarded as a management tool rather than as
a useful resource to support learning and teaching. This dynamic was considered to be
dependent on the management culture of an individual organisation as other participants
suggested that without senior management commitment it would be impossible to implement major projects within their institution.
 Identiﬁcation of the interoperability issues to be addressed from the academic practitioner perspective to enable the eﬀective use of environments such as the Demonstrator.
As current learning technology standards and speciﬁcations are still relatively immature
they require iterative cycles of implementation and reﬁnement in order to ensure that they
are capable of facilitating practical interoperability.
2

To reduce the search for materials to that of a basic Internet search, (where whatever your input, you will always get a result, but

whether it is relevant or factual is debatable), without discrimination over the quality or educational content.
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In some sectors the beneﬁts of interoperability are obvious (e.g. Virtual Learning Environment to Student Record System, i.e. VLE to SRS) but in others area the beneﬁts are less
clear, if they are perceived at all.
We need to bear in mind that COLIS is a research project and consequently it is likely to
represent an idealised institutional environment and model of interoperability. ‘Real world’
implementations would require that local institutional processes, policies and systems
(hardware, software and operational) be addressed.
It is also necessary to consider the issue of interoperability between institutions in addition
to the interoperability of systems within an institution. This is of particular importance in
relation to the transfer of student data for reasons of security and conﬁdentiality, and also
for ensuring the eﬀective sharing and reuse of learning objects.
To eﬀectively integrate a Learning Object Repository within a managed learning environment, it is fundamental that digital rights management tools are embedded in the system.
Reliable management of copyright issues means that staﬀ can easily and conﬁdently utilise
resources identiﬁed from the Learning Object Repository.
Participants felt that the concept of Learning Object Repositories is still ill deﬁned in some
respects. Academic staﬀ are excited by the opportunities which these repositories may aﬀord,
but it is still very early days. The UK Learning and Teaching Support Network (LTSN)3
subject centres could have a major role in promoting/developing subject-based repositories.
To produce appropriate learning outcomes, teachers need to focus on the educational
problem and identify a technology which meets their needs, rather than identifying the
technology and ﬁtting their educational outcomes around that. The latter is more often
the case at present. More broadly, the whole process of identifying and managing learning
objects needs to be formalised.
From the academic/teacher’s perspective, institutional learning and information systems
integration has to be ﬂexible enough to cope with a wide range of requirements. There is no
‘one size ﬁts all’. How staﬀ will want to apply a system such as COLIS and how students will
want to access and utilise it will vary across educational sectors and in diﬀerent contexts.
3

The LTSN (now incorporated into the Higher Education Academy, HEA) manages a network of 24 subject centres, based in higher

education institutions throughout the UK, which oﬀer subject-speciﬁc support and expertise on learning and teaching.
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 Identiﬁcation of any issues speciﬁc to the Higher Education (HE) and Further Education (FE) sectors which may inform the further development of COLIS and related
environments.
Discussions have already occurred within the UK regarding the pedagogical neutrality of
VLEs and similar systems, but there is also some debate as to whether VLEs and MLEs are
culturally neutral. There is often an assumed mode of operation within systems such as
these which may not eﬀectively map onto existing institutional practice, and which may be
diﬃcult to change due to cultural issues within the institution.
There is no disagreement across FE and HE sectors about the integration of interoperable
systems being a worthwhile goal; however, identifying the business case and presenting a
clear argument for resources to support this approach may be diﬃcult in many institutions.
In addition, the contexts, drivers and barriers within UK HE and FE were felt to diﬀer
signiﬁcantly across the sector. Consequently,. implementation of a COLIS-type system
would need to focus on the speciﬁc issues and requirements associated with a given sector
and institution.
Many institutions have initiated projects to explore the integration of speciﬁc systems
(usually VLE and SRS) or to develop a student portal but this has usually been undertaken
with little consideration of interoperability or standards. It is essential that any activity of
this type does not inﬂuence or compromise standards-based interoperable integration in
the future.
Institutional structures also impact on the development of interoperable systems. Traditionally institutions have not operated in such a way that required diﬀerent groups of staﬀ
to work together or share data, so it is important to ensure that new structures reﬂect a
diﬀerent way of working. Institutions do not have the neutral ‘cultural’ structure which is
assumed in an environment such as COLIS and the existing cultural structure of an institution should be eﬀectively addressed in implementing a COLIS-type environment.
Many staﬀ do not have the vocabulary or conceptual understanding of the educational potential of interoperable systems in order to describe or contribute to the development and
implementation of an environment such as COLIS. We therefore need to ensure that eﬀective staﬀ development occurs and understanding is developed. Terminology is currently an
issue for many staﬀ but it is unclear whether this issue will diminish in importance.
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Participants felt that integration of library and access management systems were not a high
priority at the moment whereas integration of management information systems, human
resources and ﬁnance systems, especially within the FE sector, should be prioritised.
It was diﬃcult to identify which organisation or group might have the credibility within the
UK FE and HE sectors to take lead responsibility in this area and to ensure eﬀective working and development. JISC, the Joint Information System Committee, which supports UK
FE and HE’s uptake and implementation of Information and Communications Technology
(ICT), was perceived as one option. However, some participants were unclear if JISC has
appropriate credibility across all potential stakeholders.
The implementation of COLIS-type environments will potentially impact on the roles and
responsibilities of a wide range of staﬀ within institutions. This may particularly aﬀect staﬀ
working at the boundaries between central and departmental activity, and at the boundary
between academic and technical/support functions. Additionally, staﬀ across all levels will
require guidance on the possible implications for their role, particularly if they are not
familiar with delivering learning and teaching in this way.

6 SUMMARY
The research undertaken as part of the IIS&R (COLIS Phase 2, 2003) Project has identiﬁed
a broad range of issues and concepts that would need to be addressed as part of the implementation of an environment such as COLIS. Some of these issues are at the institutional
level, some aﬀect the entire sector (either FE or HE) and some lie in the domain of developers of systems which are, or claim to be, interoperable.
The overarching themes which emerged during the research project were:
 The user view of an environment such as COLIS needs to be appropriate to the needs of
each individual user, both conceptually and in terms of the user interface;
 Implementation of an interoperable system requires a team approach involving an
appropriate blend of technical, academic and administrative staﬀ;
 The focus of an integrated, interoperable system should be on enhancing learning and
teaching rather than on enhancing business processes; and
 Institutional investment and business processes need to recognise the fundamental
importance of interoperability between systems.
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Chapter 12
The Future of COLIS: A Final Word
James Dalziel
Macquarie University
Many valuable lessons were learned from COLIS Phase 1 and Phase 2 – at both technical and educational levels. It is not possible to review all of the lessons here, but for an
earlier discussion of lessons learned from Phase 1, especially the important concepts
of the ‘COLIS Global Use Case’ and the ‘Learning Object Hierarchy’, see Dalziel (2002).
The lessons learned from COLIS Phase 2 are described throughout the other chapters
in this collection.

1 BEYOND COLIS—LAMS AND MAMS
COLIS has been inﬂuential on many other projects, both in Australia and overseas. Two of
particular relevance to MELCOE (the Macquarie University E-Learning Centre of Excellence) are the LAMS and MAMS projects. LAMS (Learning Activity Management System)
is a new generation of e-learning system based on the concept of sequences of collaborative
learning activities. The development of LAMS ran parallel to COLIS as a separate project,
but many of the lessons of COLIS were relevant to the evolving LAMS work, especially the
importance of moving beyond a simple ‘content-centric’ view of e-learning towards a more
‘activity-centric’ approach.
The MAMS (Meta Access Management System) project is a direct result of the lessons
learned from COLIS in the area of authentication, authorization, Single Sign On, etc. As
these were some of the most diﬃcult issues encountered in COLIS, it seemed an appropriate
topic for further funding of targeted work in this ﬁeld. This has led to the three year MAMS
project that is building on the outcomes of COLIS, together with important international
developments in this ﬁeld such as the work of Shibboleth from Internet2.
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2 COLIS, OKI AND ELF—APPROACHES TO
INTEGRATION IN EDUCATION
Apart form the wider impact of COLIS, and the two related MELCOE projects noted
above, it is worth reflecting on how COLIS compares to other integration and open
standards projects in e-learning and information systems. While there are many other
potential comparisons, two important initiatives are OKI (Open Knowledge Initiative) and
ELF (E-Learning Framework).
The focus of both OKI (OKI, 2001) and ELF (ELF, 2004) has been on describing a ‘service
oriented architecture/approach’ to components in e-learning and information applications.
Whereas COLIS took a very ‘coarse grained’ approach investigating integration at a wholeof-application level, OKI and ELF provide a more ‘ﬁne grained’ approach that looks ‘inside’
applications to identify the many component parts as potential ‘services’ independent
of their ‘container’ applications. These services can potentially be used individually (i.e.
separate from any ‘container’ application), or can be combined to form new composite
learning and information application environments made up of various services from a
range of locations.
The OKI/ELF services approach diﬀers from COLIS in that COLIS had relatively few
applications (LMS, Learning Object Repository, Federated Search Gateway, Single Sign
On), each of which can be viewed as having many ‘embedded’ components that make
up the application as a whole, but which were generally not available independent of the
‘container’ application. The key distinction is that COLIS integration was at the level of
whole applications whereas the OKI/ELF focus is at the more granular level of individual
services.
Advantages of the COLIS ‘whole of application’ approach are that it takes applications
as they currently exist, and tries to identify only those points of interoperability that can
practically be connected to other known applications. As a result, the number of applications and the number of integration points tends to be smaller, and hence simpler. Another
advantage is that interoperability tends to focus mainly on shared data formats, rather than
more complex shared behaviour. Finally, COLIS is closer to the reality of e-learning and
information application implementation in educational organisations at the present time,
and hence of direct practical value today.
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Disadvantages of the COLIS ‘whole of application’ approach are that integration is strongly
limited by the functionality of the applications available. In the case of ‘closed source’
applications, the only integration possible is that which the vendor supports. Even with
open source applications, integration between applications is highly constrained by the
architecture and functionality of the given applications. In essence, if the ‘factoring’ of
the embedded components is based on diﬀerent conceptual models between applications,
there is little that can be done to achieve signiﬁcant integration, regardless of the fact that
the code is open. Diﬀerences in security models, workﬂow assumptions, user roles, etc can
make deep integration between ‘hard wired’ open source applications diﬃcult if not impossible. Integration problems for Single Sign On within COLIS illustrate the often wildly
diﬀering security models present in typical e-learning and information applications.
Advantages of the OKI/ELF ‘services’ approach are greater ﬂexibility in the use of services/
components, allowing for greater variety in integration options, and greater customisation to suit local institutional needs (including the ability to more easily change service
integration over time if required by changing needs). Both the scope and depth of potential
integration is greater, particularly where vendors/developers have agreed on a common
‘factoring’ of the relevant services.
Disadvantages of the OKI/ELF ‘services’ approach are increased complexity in managing
a potentially larger number of components and possible integration points, and lack of
agreement about how to ‘factor’ the services problem space, particularly in relation to
‘whole of fabric’ services such as security, systems management and workﬂow. Even where
there is conceptual agreement on factoring, there has been little real world implementation
to date, so the appropriateness of any agreed factoring remains mostly unknown. Another
disadvantage at present is that there are few large-scale implementations of service oriented approaches in education, and most applications currently used in typical educational
institutions retain a ‘whole of application’ view of their role, rather than a componentised
services view.
If truth be told, to date there are still relatively few examples of even COLIS-like application
integration within educational institutions, let alone richer service-oriented integration, so
any enthusiasm for service oriented approaches deserves a sober assessment of the current
institutional context for integration of e-learning and information applications.
However, it is important to note that integration does not have to be ‘applications versus
services’. The practical realities of the coming years suggest that we will retain large ap-
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plications (LMS, library system, student record system, etc) in many educational contexts,
and need to develop integration between these at a ‘whole of application’ level out of sheer
practicality. From this perspective, COLIS has much to oﬀer as an example of the practical
challenges of this approach, and it provides some directions of how open standards can
help achieve success.
At the same time, if the beneﬁts of a service oriented approach gain traction in education,
new vendor applications (as well as custom development in-house)—whether closed
or open source—will increasingly adopt a services oriented architecture. Existing large
systems could also start to externalise some of their embedded services using a service oriented approach via custom-built facades to embedded components. From this perspective,
OKI and ELF (as well as the wider IT shift to Web Services and SOA) illustrate the issues to
be considered in the future if a services approach becomes central to integration.
A service oriented approach has the potential to allow more ﬂexibility in dealing with
a continually changing IT environment (as compared to less ﬂexible application level
integration). Application level integration tends to be done once, and then left unchanged
for extended periods. While this approach works well for mature technologies and wellunderstood user requirements, it can become a limiting factor in contexts of continual
change. On the other hand, service oriented approaches have the potential to cope better
with a continually changing environment due to their ability to be decomposed and recomposed more easily than whole applications; the downside is greater complexity and the
limitations of the existing application environment within educational institutions. Any
future successful shift to a service oriented approach will most likely involve considerable
transitional pain given our existing education applications.

3 CONCLUSION
As with many ground-breaking projects, it is likely that the full beneﬁts of COLIS will only
be properly appreciated after it has ﬁnished. Nonetheless, there are early signs in the success
of the LAMS and MAMS projects that the lessons of COLIS are of far-reaching importance
to the education sector. These lessons have the potential to save governments hundreds of
millions of dollars in failed education infrastructure investment if the challenges faced by
COLIS are heeded. My fear is that ignoring the lessons of COLIS not only leads to costly
wheel re-invention, but also a tendency to create very expensive square wheels.
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Appendix A:
Abbreviations
AP

Application Proﬁle

MLE

Managed Learning Environment

COLIS

Collaborative Online Learning and Information
Services

NISO

National Information Standards
Organization (US)

CP

Content Package
OAI-PMH

CQL

Common Query Language

Open Archive Initiative Protocol for
Metadata Handling

DAM

Digital Assets Management

ODRL

Open Digital Rights Language

Commonwealth Department of Education,
Science & Training

OKI

The Open Knowledge Initiative (MIT)

DEST

REL

Rights Expression Language

DR

Digital Rights

SCO

Sharable Content Object

DRM

Digital Rights Management

SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol

EOI

Expression of Interest

SCORM

Shareable Content Object Reference Model

HEIP

Higher Education Innovation Program

SRU

Search/Retrieve URL—URL access mechanism

ICT

Information and Communications Technology

SRS

Student Record System

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

SRW

Search/Retrieve Web Service protocol

IMS

The IMS Global Learning Consortium

SSO

Single Sign On

IIS&R

Interaction of IT Systems and Repositories

TAFE

Technical and Further Education

LCMS

Learning Content Management System
UDDI

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

Universal Description, Discovery and
Integration

LMS

Learning Management System

VET

Vocational Education and Training

LO

Learning Object

VLE

Virtual Learning Environment

LOM

IEEE Learning Object Meta-data

XQuery

XML Query

LOMS

Learning Object Management System

XML

Extensible Markup Language

LOR

Learning Object Repository
XrML

LOX

Learning Object Exchange

eXensible rights Markup Language – a digital
rights expression language by Content Guard

LRMS

Learning Resource Management System

W3C

World Wide Web Consortium

MD

Metadata
Macquarie University
E-Learning Centre of Excellence

Z39.50

MELCOE

A national and international standard (ISO
23950) deﬁning a protocol for computer-tocomputer information retrieval
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COLIS integration ‘service chunks’

COLIS Integration Service Chunks

Learning Object
Management
Content
Management

Learning
Management

Integration

 Library E-Services
 E-Reserve
 E-Journals

Digital Rights
Management

Directories
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Appendix C:
Generic version of the functional views
of institutional systems components
(Developed during Phase 1 of the COLIS Project in 2001)

Clients & Agents
Interface /
Applications
Support
Interface
(portal or similar)

Information
Management
Services

Directory
Services

Applications

(e.g. Document
Management)

Middle Level

Physical
Asset
Mgmt

HRM

Financial
Systems

Student
Admin

Research
Admin

Learning
Digital
Systems Repository
Mgmt
Mgmt

Library

Comms
Systems

IT & IS Infrastructure
(Database / Transport Layer)
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Appendix D:
COLIS Global Use Case (December 2003)

Authority

Creator

Cataloguer

Arranger

Infoseeker

Learner

Facilitator

Monitor

Prescribe

COLIS Global Use Case :
ASCILITE 2003 Version (Final)

Author
Add Metadata & Submit to
Learning Object Repository (LOR)
Design Learning
Activity

Outcomes /
Competencies

Search LORs via Gateway for LOs
and Learning Designs
Review Metadata & Resources
(and Licenses if DRM)
Quality
Assurance

Obtain Links or Download
LOs & Learning Designs
Package New /
Modified LO/LD

Structure LOs
& Activities
Structure
Assessment

Certify

Organise Student
Roles / Groups
Student
Login
Student
Searches

Do
Learning

Facilitate
Learning

Monitor
Learning

Do
Assessment

Facilitate
Assessment

Monitor
Assessment

Record

Figure shows the roles likely to be undertaken by the various stakeholders in the future of learning and information systems integration, and includes the new role of ‘cataloguer’.
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Appendix E:
Monash workﬂow diagrams—
implementation of Learning
Resource Management Systems
The following workﬂows have been identiﬁed by the Monash project team. This list is not
exhaustive.
 Identifying learning objects to be
put into the repository and why
 Preparing learning resources
for the repository
 Adding a learning object
to the repository

 Editing a learning object
in the repository
 Adding information about
copyright and other restrictions
 Using a learning object in the LMS
 Finding existing resources

 WORKFLOW TITLE: IDENTIFYING LEARNING OBJECTS TO BE PUT
INTO THE REPOSITORY AND WHY
Description
Review learning resources to be added to
the repository

Who is the intended audience?

Determine whether the format of the
resources will need to be changed

Consider copyright and other restrictions
and their impact on the resources

1. Review the resources you intend to put
into the repository.
2. Who is the target audience (staﬀ,
students, others)?
3. What format are the resources in? Will
this need to be changed?
4. What copyright or other restrictions
exist over the materials? Will these
restrictions aﬀect the intended use of
the resources?
User role/s :
 Creator
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 WORKFLOW TITLE: PREPARING LEARNING
RESOURCES FOR THE REPOSITORY

Identify all components that may be
suitable as independent learning resources

Conceptually divide materials into
learning resources with clearly identified
learning outcomes

Separate all materials not created by
Monash staff for teaching purposes

Physically divide resources into
separate files as rquired

Remove course-specific references
as appropriate

Ensure all file names comply with
the standard

Description
1. Identify all graphs, pictures, quizzes,
etc. for suitability as independent
learning resources.
2. Conceptually divide materials into
learning resources with clearly deﬁned
learning outcomes.
3. Separate all materials not created by
Monash staﬀ for teaching purposes.
4. Physically divide resources into
separate ﬁles as required.
5. Remove course-speciﬁc references if
appropriate.
6. Ensure all ﬁle formats are acceptable.
7. Ensure all ﬁle names comply with the
standard.
Audience
 Content creator
 Academic staﬀ
 Course designer
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 WORKFLOW TITLE: ADDING A LEARNING
OBJECT TO THE REPOSITORY

Description

Audience
 Academic staﬀ
 Course designers
 Copyright expert

1. Review resources and ensure
content is up to date.
2. Have the resources been pre-prepared?
If yes, go to step 3. If no, complete
the ‘Preparing learning resources’
workﬂow and return to step 1.
3. Ensure all ﬁlenames comply with
the required standard. Ensure
all resources have been saved
in an acceptable format.
4. Upload each resource
into the repository.
5. Record information (metadata)
about the object. It is important to
be as descriptive yet brief as possible.
The information you add will assist
others in ﬁnding and using the object.
Further instructions will be available
in the repository at the time of upload.
6. Record copyright and other
restrictions for each object.
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 WORKFLOW TITLE: EDITING A LEARNING
OBJECTIN THE REPOSITORY

Search and discover resource to edit

Do you have
authorisation to edit
this resource?

NO

Process cannot continue
without authorisation

YES
Edit resource as required

Edit associated metadata
record as required

Save changes back to the repository

Record copyright and
other restrictions

Description
1. Find the resources to be modiﬁed by
using the repository search facility.
2. Ensure you are authorised
to edit this resource.
3. Edit resource as required.
4. You must update the description
of the object (the metadata record)
to reﬂect the modiﬁcations.
5. Upload updated ﬁle back
to the repository.
6. The copyright record will
need to be updated.
User roles involved
 Author/creator
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 WORKFLOW TITLE: ADDING INFORMATION ABOUT
COPYRIGHT AND OTHER RESTRICTIONS

Description

User roles involved
 Author/creator
 Copyright permissions service/
copyright expert

1. A person adding an object into
the system must determine
its copyright restrictions.
2. Have the restrictions been met?
3. If no, the object can’t be added.
4. If yes, add the resource
to the repository.
5. Is the author an employee of the
organisation and require the
creation of a copyright record?
6. If yes, create a copyright record
using the system as required.
The process is then ﬁnished.
7. If no, enter existing copyright
restrictions to the repository.
8. The copyright record is ﬂagged for
review by a copyright expert.
9. Is the copyright record correct?
10. If no, notify the person who added
the object to the repository.
11. If yes, conﬁrm the record
has been checked.
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 WORKFLOW TITLE: USING A LEARNING OBJECT IN THE LMS

Search and discover resource in
repository / repositories

Have all
copyright restrictions
been met?

Process cannot continue
without authorisation

NO

YES
Copy the public URL for the
learning object

Add link to resource from LMS
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Description

Audience

1. Search and discover required resource.
2. Have all copyright restrictions been
met?
3. If no, the object cannot be used.
4. If yes, identify and copy the public
URL.
5. Add a link to the resource from the
LMS.

 Academic staﬀ
 Course designers
 Copyright expert
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 WORKFLOW TITLE: FINDING EXISTING RESOURCES

Log into repository application

Search the repository using
precise search terms

Required resources
found?

NO

Consider using advanced search facilities
and/or widening the search terms used

YES
Process complete

Description

Audience

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

 All users

Log into repository application.
Search the repository as required.
Have required resources been found?
If yes, process is complete.
If no, consider widening search terms
used and/or using advanced search
facilities.
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Appendix F:
CETIS/COLIS evaluation workshop,
focus group discussion paper
A document containing the following text was given to participants at the meeting on 31
October 2003 in advance of the focus group on 13 November 2003.

INTRODUCTION
Having listened to the presentation about COLIS and having had the opportunity
to see a demonstration of the environment, we would like you to think about the
following issues in relation to how the COLIS environment could be implemented
or utilised within your own context. These areas will then be explored in more detail at the focus group sessions on November 13th so there is no need to complete
or return any answers to these discussion topics in advance.
You may wish to discuss some of these areas with appropriate colleagues in your
own institution prior to attending the focus group sessions. The purpose of this
project is to explore the ways in which the COLIS demonstrator could be developed further.
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1. What would be your (or your
institution’s) motivation and
rationale (business case) for
adopting an environment such as
COLIS?
2. What do you perceive as the main
advantages of an environment such
as COLIS which could be utilised
to encourage your institution to
adopt and implement it?
3. What are likely to be the
biggest barriers (either real or
perceived) to the adoption and
implementation of an environment
such as COLIS within your
organisation?
4. What elements of the COLIS
demonstrator which you saw
demonstrated do you feel are
likely to (a) support and (b) hinder
its wider adoption within the
community?
5. What additional elements do
you feel it would be (a) essential
and (b) desirable for the COLIS
demonstrator to possess?

The CO L I S Project

6. Who would need to be involved
in the design and implementation
of a strategy to adopt a COLIStype environment within your
organisation? What challenges
would this present?
7. How would access to an
environment such as COLIS
inform and/or change your
teaching practice?
8. In what ways do you consider that
a COLIS-type environment would
be likely to facilitate innovative
forms of learning and teaching
practice within your institution?
9. What are the likely impacts on
the following groups of staﬀ
within your own institution if an
environment such as COLIS was
implemented?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Students
Academic staﬀ
Administrative staﬀ
Technical support staﬀ
Educational developers/
learning technology support
staﬀ
f. Other staﬀ groups (please
identify which groups you
consider would need to be
considered)
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COLIS Phase 1 (2002)
COLIS Phase 1 website: 














Blinco, K. (July 2002), Proﬁle for Z39.50 Bib-1 Attributes supported in COLIS
Brodie M., Blinco, K. & Dalziel J. (February 2003), COLIS Roadshow 
Brodie M., Blinco, K. & Dalziel J. (March 2003), COLIS Roadshow 
COLIS Walkthrough: Single Sign On Scenario 
COLIS Walkthrough: LO Creator Scenario 
COLIS Walkthrough: Teacher Scenario 
COLISWalkthrough: Learner Scenario 
Dalziel, J. (July 2002), COLIS Demonstrator Project and Industry Scenarios 
Dalziel, J. (October 2002), The Evolution of the COLIS Global Use Case: Issues for
further development 
Dalziel, J. (2002), The Learning Object Lifecycle: Creation, trading, installation, digital
rights management and presentation 
Dalziel, J. (2002), COLIS. WebCTAsia Conference 
Iannella, R. (2002), COLIS ODRL Metadata Proﬁle, IPR Systems 
Iannella, R. (2002), COLIS Learning Resource Metadata (LRM) Proﬁle, IPR Systems 

COLIS Phase 2 (2003-2004), IIS&R Project
COLIS Phase 2, IIS&R Project website: 
 Brochure: Collaborative Online Learning and Information Services (COLIS) 2003
Substitutability Project
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Clare, J. (July 2003), COLIS IIS&R Substitutability Project, Overview 
Clare, J. (December 2003), COLIS IIS&R Substitutability Project, Report 
Clare, J. (2003), Substitutability Final Project Plan 
Clare, J. (March 2004), IIS&R Roadshow Presentation 
Clare, J. (2004), Substitutability Final Project Report 
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Education Research Project
Call for Expressions of Interest (2002-2003)
Philip, R. (July 2003), IIS&R Workshop, Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia 
Philip, R. (2003), Education Research Final Project Plan 
Philip, R. (5 December 2003), Interaction of IT Systems and Repositories (IIS&R)
Seminar 
 Philip, R. (2004), Education Research Final Project Report 
 Philip, R. (February 2004), Key Findings of the Six Education Research Projects 
 Philip, R. (March 2004), IIS&R Roadshow Presentation 





Education Research Reports (full reports)



Macquarie University and the Open Training
and Education Network (OTEN), TAFE NSW.
Gosper, M., Woo, K., Gibbs, D., Hand, T., Kerr,
S & Rich, D. (2003). The Selection and Use of
Learning Objects for Teaching: User Perspectives.



WestOne Services and Curtin University.
Bower, R.& Appleby, D. (2003). Methodologies
in Practice.



Murdoch University. Phillips, R., Rai,S.,
Sudweeks, F.,Gururajan, R., Jones, M., Shiers,
D. & O’Neil, R. (2003). Use and Usability
of Learning Objects with the COLIS
Demonstrator Framework.



University of Tasmania, State Library of
Tasmania, Department of Education Tasmania,
TAFE Tasmania. Goodacre, C. & Rowlands, D.
(2003). Real World Metadata Management
for Resource Discovery: Proof of concept across
education and library sectors in Tasmania.



Monash University. Joy, S., O’Neill, O. & Howie,
J. (2003). Implementing Learning Resource
Management Systems.



Centre for Educational Technology
Interoperability Standards (CETIS). Ringan, N.,
Corley, L. & Campbell, L. (2003). Evaluation of
the COLIS Framework from a UK Perspective.

COLIS Demonstrator Guides and Walkthroughs
 Bower, R. (2003), COLIS Demonstrator Guide, A brief introduction to the COLIS
model, where to ﬁnd it and how to log in, based on a document produced by MELCOE
 Dalziel, J. (2003), COLIS Roadshow, UC Berkeley, Walkthrough of the
Demonstrator 
 Dalziel, J. & Clare J. (2003), COLISDemonstrator Walkthrough with
IntraLibrary and COLIS Respository Scenarios 
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Other Conference Presentations
 Dalziel, J. (2002). Reflections on the COLIS (Collaborative Online Learning and
Information Systems) Demonstrator Project, and the ‘Learning Object Lifecycle’, Winds
of Change in a Sea of Learning: Charting the course of digital education, Proceedings
of the ASCILITE conference, 8 –11 2002, Auckland NZ. 
, ,
presentation 
 Dalziel, J. (2003), ASCILITE Workshop Proposal 
 Hand, T. (2004). Learning Objects: User Perspectives on the Conditions Surrounding
Their Use. World Conference on Educational Multimedia, Hypermedia and Telecommunications 2004(1), 66-72. 


 Philip, R. & Dalziel, J. (2003), Implications of COLIS for Course Development: The
need for secondary usage meta-data, Presentation at the 16th Biennial ODLAA
Conference, September 2003, Canberra. 
, and presentation 
 Philip, R., Gosper, M., (Macquarie University, Australia), Howie, J., (Monash University, Australia),Corley, L. (CETIS, UK) (2004), Reusing Learning Objects and Learning
Resource Management: Lessons from the COLIS Project. Panel Presentation at the
ICCE Conference, December 2003, Melbourne. 
Monograph: The COLIS Project
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James Dalziel, Robyn Philip,
Jonathan Clare
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